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Abstract
Recognized allegory has existed from antiquity to the current times and withstood the
vicissitudes of scholarly research. Embedded beneath the realm of the overarching rhetorical
device of allegory exists the often recognized yet readily overlooked literary device of
personification, the “giving of face” to a concept or an abstract. Once considered the tool of the
simple and naïve, it lay in the shadows of rhetorical criticism through the years and is only
starting to elicit credible academic research. However, even within the purview of this research,
there is a bifurcation of focus between what critics assert is literary personification (giving
human attributes to abstract concepts) and figural personification (giving current voice and face
to a historical figure who is not present). This is especially apparent in the studies of
personification in Paul’s master discourse in Romans 5–8, where academia is replete with his
universal personifications of Death, Sin, Wrath, Law (Nomos), Grace, Righteousness, and
Wisdom. While these abstracts are well–developed, studies on specific personifications remain
conspicuous because of their absence. Against this backdrop, the current study shows that a
particular personification is presented prominently in Romans 5:5, where Paul attributes human
activity to the abstract noun “hope,” creating a “minor” personification. Notably, he is
confronted with the arduous task of explaining the complex concept of a future divine savior
embodied in the present reality of Jesus Christ to a mixed audience of Jews and Gentiles with
varying cultural ἔθος (“ethos,” mindset based on tradition and culture) and πάθος (“pathos,”
emotional attachments or feelings not guided by God). How would the audience have reacted to
Paul’s words? Would this apparent “minor” personification allow Paul to bridge the schism
between the cultures with a unified theological statement?
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Paul presents his theological and Christological argument by layering his audience's
historical, literary, and cultural realities. These layered concepts are best explained and argued
using devices such as personifications. Further, personification is far more effective in terms of
clarity and conveyance than explicit theological statements. Yet, there exists a paucity of
attention in academia. That is unfortunate as by using this literary device, Paul makes a profound
Christological statement, with his thoughts encapsulated in the personification of hope.
Therefore, this study argues for Paul to address the underlying cultural and theological ἔθος and
πάθος of the Roman Church; he effectively uses the particular personification of hope in Roman
5:5 in his presentation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Thesis Statement
This dissertation aims to understand Paul’s personification of hope and the reasons for its
use. This study proposes that Paul personifies hope in Romans 5:5 for a specific Christological
purpose: his unifying presentation of the gospel message of Jesus Christ to a multi-ethnic
audience characterized by the Roman Church who would have been familiar with the particular
literary device of personification. Examining how Paul’s presentation of the personified hope
appealed to the mixed Jewish and Greco–Roman audiences within the Roman churches that
would have received his message, the study shows that this appeal held a three-fold function.
First, for the Jewish audience, it illuminated God’s resolution of the twin concepts of hope
arising from the Old Testament in the person of Jesus Christ. Second, it provided a Gentile
audience indoctrinated by Pax Romana, Imperial cult, and Greco–Roman mythology with
genuine hope and assistance. Third, it offered edification and encouragement for the nascent
Church that their hope in Christ was not in vain. The personification of hope signifies Paul’s
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means to present the Gospel to a multi–ethnic church in a pagan environment in a manner he
deemed fit.
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CHAPTER ONE–Introduction
Completing the Eastern Mediterranean mission, Paul contemplates establishing a new
base of operations in Rome, intending to expand his missionary efforts westward to Spain. Luke
described Paul’s efforts on the Eastern mission as successful (Acts 14:21–22; 16:4–5; 18:23,
NASB).1 On his part as well, Paul deemed his mission complete in the Eastern region, claiming
“no further place for me in this region” (Rom 15:23). Thus, Paul “spends” three months in
Corinth preparing for the delivery of an offering to the Jerusalem church, presented by the
Gentile churches of Macedonia and Achaia (Rom 15:26), and then onward to Rome and Spain
(Acts 20:3).2
In his letter to the Romans, Paul self–identifies as an agent of God and that he is on a
mission to preach the Gospel (Rom 1:1), a mission from which he is not to be deterred.3 Yet, this
new mission differs from his previous efforts in the Eastern Mediterranean. It requires him to
tailor his approach to the needs and perceptions of a mixed church audience of Jews and
1

Unless otherwise noted, all biblical references have been sourced from the New American Standard Bible
Red Letter Edition, 1976.
2
Questions arise as to why Paul “spent” three months in Corinth. James D. G. Dunn, Beginning in
Jerusalem: Christianity in the Making, Vol 2 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2009), 858–863, asserts that this time
was spent for two purposes: first, to write the Letter to the Romans and, secondly, the appeal to fellow churches for
the gifts, he desired to return to Jerusalem. Dunn argues that Luke was suspiciously quiet during this period, in
contrast with his customary thoroughness. This duality of purpose is core to the occasion for Paul’s letter to the
Romans. However, C. K Barrett, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles, International
Critical Commentary (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2004), 946, expounds on the use of ποιεῖν (“spent”) (cf. Rom 15:23; 2
Cor 11:25; James 4:3; Josephus, Ant. 6:18), convinced that Paul “spent” his time to write his letter carefully, and that
the collections were already completed, and conflicts in Corinth had been resolved. The term, ποιεῖν, used by Luke,
is associated with God’s activity and will. The connotation to Paul’s next missionary activity is palpable. See
Gerhard Kittel, Geoffrey W. Bromiley, and Gerhard Friedrich, eds., TDNT (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1964),
s.v. “ποιεῖν.” Several scholars note a disconnect between Paul’s desire to preach the Gospel to the Roman audience
and his plea for their prayers regarding the offerings he would carry to Jerusalem. This mindset is unwarranted, as it
is quite natural for a pastor’s follower to study under him and pray for the sake of his current mission, at the same
time. This argued disconnect tends to fuel the Romans Debate regarding the occasion for which Paul wrote the
letter.
3
Paul’s self-identification as a servant of God supports Luke’s use of the term ποιεῖν (“spent”). Paul is
consistent in this reference (see Rom 1:1; cf. Gal 1:12–17; Phil 3:2–11). Paul believes that his mission was bestowed
upon him by God Himself (Rom 15:15).
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Gentiles, especially a church he had not founded. The objectivity of this audience was clouded
by longstanding traditions and cultural presuppositions dating several centuries. Thus, Paul was
tasked with the formidable challenge of altering the indoctrinating effect of the contemporary
teachings of the time. Recognizing that the noise of the culture was at what one could call a fever
pitch, he employs specific rhetorical devices to argue his message while remaining above the
fray. Paul must combine the present reality of Christ with the anticipation of His return and
disseminate that information amidst the Jewish OT twin concept of a future royal king in the
lineage of David and the eventual divine kingship of God. He must equally balance the concept
of a monotheistic god in the pantheon of Rome while portraying a real, tangible God who is both
human, divine, and present.
As Paul maneuvers this arena, a theological masterpiece unfolds containing this message
to the audience in Rome. It is composed of a massive concentration of Paul’s use of the literary
device of personification. This literary device, so abundant in Romans 5–8, is rarely employed
by Paul elsewhere in the Pauline corpus.4 Paul also presents Christ as the sovereign God, the
only divine being worthy of worship. In doing so, he formulates a polemic against the human
plight in the Roman Imperial State. The power and might in Paul’s brief declaration, δὲ ἐλπὶς οὐ
καταισχύνει (“hope does not shame”), resonated loudly with the original audience and continues
to provide a great source of comfort to various believers even today.5
4
Douglas Moo, The Epistle to the Romans, NICNT (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1996), 15. See also
James D. G. Dunn, “The Formal and Theological Coherence of Romans,” In The Romans Debate, edited by Karl P.
Donfried (Edinburgh, UK: T&T Clark, 1991), 246.
5

Kurt Aland et al., Novum Testamentum Graece, 28th Edition. (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft,
2012), s.v. “Rom 5:5.” Some English translations use “disappoint” or “fail,” which, in context, diminishes Paul’s
thoughts as will be explained later.
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The Problem
Scholastic Views on Personification
The rhetorical technique of personification can be traced to early recorded history and is
used to animate or “give face” by assigning a human attribute or activity to an inanimate object,
abstract concept, or impersonal being.6 Although readily identified, its form, function, and
rhetorical effects have rarely been discussed in academia. The principal attribute of the device is
its ability to stir the audience’s imagination while confronting their ethos and pathos. As an
ancient practice, another term, prosopopoeia (προσωποποιία), is often associated with and
translated as personification. Derived from Greek, the term is a fusion of prósopon (“προσοπον”)
(meaning “face, person”) and poiéin (ποιειν) (meaning “to make, to do”), and was first recorded
in Demetrious’ discourse, On Speaking (De Elocutione), dated between the third and first
century BCE.7 Interestingly, no Latin term is specific to this rhetorical device.8
According to the Greek view of rhetoric, personification bestows power by giving voice
to the inanimate or the abstract. As early as the eighth century BCE, the literary device has been
acknowledged in works such as Homer’s The Iliad and The Odyssey.9 As the Greek vernacular
often equated a god with a robust abstract using a single name, the personification and the divine
6

James J. Paxson, The Poetics of Personification (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 5.

7

Emma Stafford, Worshipping Virtues: Personification and the Divine in Ancient Greece (London, UK:
Gerald Duckworth and Co. Ltd., 2000), 5. Stafford claims that anything with power or authority has derived it from
the gods.
8
As noted above, the term first appeared in ancient literature between the third and first century BCE in
Demetrius. “On Style,” In Aristotle XXIII. LCL 199, ed. and trans. by Doreen C. Innes from W. Rhys Roberts
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 265.

Rhetorica ad Herennium: The Reader’s Digital Edition (Independent Published, 2020), 155 ff. Another
term “conformatio” expressing similar ideas is found in Chapter 4 of Rhetorica Ad Herennium, which discusses
“figures of thought.”
9
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were essentially unified.10 Thus emerges a question of whether the “blurring” of this distinction
between the abstraction and the deity facilitated “compositional allegory,” a hallmark of ancient
poetry.11 Would it not have been easier to speak in a common language, such as using the phrase
“it is written,” rather than employ a literary device? As the literary device was often used to
convey a complex and abstract concept to an intended audience, personification held significant
value for the orator and the audience.
Origen (184–253 CE), considered the “Father of Allegorism” (allegorical hermeneutics),
states in one of his infrequent comments about personification that it was requisite for the author
employing personification to represent the intent and character of the personified figure
skillfully.12 He also asserts that in failing to do so, the discourse offered is rendered as confusing
and out of character.13 Origen did not believe that personification sufficiently differentiated itself
from proper allegory; thus, he used the broad category of allegory to reference either device. In
contrast, the first-century rhetorician, Quintilian, defines prosopopoeia as:
A device that lends wonderful variety and animation to oratory. By this means,
we display the inner thoughts of our adversaries as though they were talking with
themselves…. We are even allowed in this form of speech to bring down the gods
10

Stafford, Worshipping Virtues, 4. Stafford provides examples of the tangible for the abstract: Hephaistos
for fire, Demeter for bread, Bakchos for wine, Athene for Wisdom, and Aphrodite for sex. The author of Wisdom of
Solomon personifies Wisdom using Sophia. Wisdom is personified in both biblical testaments by the same name.
See also T. B. L. Webster, “Personification as a Mode of Greek Thought,” JWCI 17.1–2 (1954): 10–21.
11

Examples are too numerous to list, as over 2000 examples were identified as personifications in ancient
non-biblical poetry. Three hundred of the allegorical representations speak of deity. These are not to be confused
with visual personifications, such as found in art and coinage.
12

Allegorism is a method of hermeneutics and not original to Origen. It was present in the Second–Temple
period, and explains the frequent use of Pesher in the NT. Pesher is “an interpretation or explanation of a verse of
Scripture, in which a given statement (e.g., of a prophet) is identified with an event or personality in the present
time.” It is a practice used in Rabbinic hermeneutics that seeks to interpret alternate principles that often seem to go
against the plain meaning of the text and contradict the historical/grammatical interpretation of a text. See Jacob
Neusner, What is Midrash? (Eugene, Oregon: WIFP & Stock, 2004), 108.
Origen, “Origen against Celsus,” In Fathers of the Third Century: Tertullian, Part Fourth; Minucius
Felix; Commodian; Origen, Parts First and Second, ed. by Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland
Coxe, trans. by Frederick Crombie, The Ante–Nicene Fathers 4 (Buffalo, NY: Christian Literature Company, 1885),
528-530.
13
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from heaven and raise the dead, while cities also and peoples may find a voice.
There are some authorities who restrict the term personification to cases where
both persons and words are fictitious, and prefer to all imaginary conversations
between men by the Greek name of dialogue, which some translate by the Latin
“sermocinatio.” For my own part, I have included both under the same generally
accepted term, since we cannot imagine a speech unless we also imagine a person
uttering it.14
Unfortunately, Origen is not alone in his practice of generalizing the term. Recently, Angus
Fletcher saw a trend in allegory toward the “simplification of character in terms of single
predominant traits.”15 Due to its variety of applications, he considered personification too
“artificial” and yielded varied interpretations, whereas allegorical interpretation was more
consistent. Unfortunately, an interpreter’s presuppositions and biases often influence their
allegorical interpretations, yielding meanings that may be irrelevant to the text. Siding with
Fletcher, many scholars consider personification as too simple and obvious a device, as indicated
by James D. G. Dunn, who does not consider it even worth the effort to evaluate the genre. He
also asserts that since multiple categories have been applied to Romans, the “genre [of
personification] is unclear as well as the point of trying to apply one.”16 Modern scholars
examine the text using “modern canons of acceptability determined by modern philosophy.”17
Quintilian: The Orator’s Education, trans. By Donald A. Russell, Books 9–10, LCL 127, Vol 4.27,
revised edition (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 9.2.29–30.
14

15
Angus Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory of Symbolic Mode (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press,
2012), 33. Fletcher argues that when differing scholars interpret a passage, a unity of interpretation exists under the
umbrella category of allegory, while interpretations of personifications lead to varying ideas. I disagree with this
notion, as allegory becomes a function solely of the interpreter and not the text itself. Others term the use of
personification as “naïve and juvenile.” See also Ivor Armstrong Richards, Richards, Ivor Armstrong. Practical
Criticism: A Study in Literary Judgement (San Diego, CA: Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc, 1929), 191–192.
Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1957), 90–91, is harsher in his
definition of personification as a disguised form of discursive writing which “belongs chiefly to educational
literature on an elementary level: schoolroom moralities, devotional exempla, local pageants and the like.”
16

17

See Dunn’s article on “Coherence in Romans,” in Donfried, Roman Debate, 246.

Dean R. Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul, Biblical Exegesis and Theology 18, revised
edition (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters Publishing, 1990), 27.
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Yet, the use of this device is abundant in ancient and biblical literature. Burton Mack argues
modern scholars are not to be “faulted” for their lack of ancient rhetorical knowledge. The
interest in this arena began waning in the nineteenth century in favor of studying the apocalyptic
teachings of Jesus and new studies in the history of religion.18 Considering how it may have been
overlooked, ignored, or taken for granted under the purview of current rhetorical study, the
abundance of the literary device present in Romans 5–8 suggests that Paul may have considered
personification as an effective method to deliver God’s intended message to the original
audience. Thus, the problem is identified as the lack of contemporary study of the literary device
employed by Paul in Romans 5-8 within its historical construct.
Nature of Prosopopoeia
Isolated from the generalizations of the previous scholars, how could one define
personification? “Personification” is etymologically associated with the Latin terms persona and
facere. By definition, an abstract noun is personified if a verb or adjective gives it human action.
In conventional discourse, an abstract can be interchanged with its verb without modifying the
intent of the sentence. However, a personified noun interchanged with its verb will lead to a loss
of intent, as the noun initiates the human action. Therefore, if the statement changes meaning
when the verb and noun are interchanged, the abstract noun is personified in its original form.
For example, the abstract noun “hope” is used in Romans 5:5. When interpreting the passage
where hope is deemed only an abstract noun, it can be interchanged with its verb construct,
hoping, and not losing the verse's understanding, “hope does not shame” compared to “hoping
does not shame.” However, if hope is a personification that gives voice and face to either a literal
18

Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament, New Testament Series (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress
Press, 1990), 12.
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or figural person, the meaning changes to “Hope [the proper name] does not shame,” which
could be paraphrased as “He (she) does not shame.” The proper noun cannot be interchanged
with the abstract noun’s verb construct and maintain the passage's meaning.
In the 1960s, Morton Bloomfield attempted to offer a grammatical approach to
identifying personifications to resolve academic confusion over the literary device.19 He
recognized that personification manifests in varying forms and serves multiple functions. He also
noted that the article “the” is not used with a proper animated noun (i.e., a name) in the English
discourse.20 Dan Wallace asserts, “there is no need to speak of the article in Greek as the definite
article (“the”) because there is no corresponding indefinite article (“a”).”21 He notes that an
articular (“with the article”) noun is definite or conceptualized by definition, that an anarthrous
noun (“without an article”) can be definite in several ways, for example, when the common
noun, adjective, or abstract is a proper name.22 In Romans 5:10–14, Paul uses the term “death”
(θάνατος) both as a personification and an abstract noun.23 He uses the phrase “the death of this
Morton W. Bloomfield, “A Grammatical Approach to Personification Allegory,” Modern Philology 60.3
(Feb. 1963): 163.
19

20
According to Chad Thornhill, the article (sometimes also referred to as the “definite article”) is more
complex that what is thought of in English discourse using the term “the.” It can particularize a noun, serve as a
pronoun, or function market. In Greek, the terms ὁ, ἡ, or τὁ may be used as the article. However, there is a
distinction between Greek and English regarding translation. Consider John 1:17 “ὁ νόμος διὰ Μωϋσέως ἐδόθη, ἡ
χάρις καὶ ἡ ἀλήθεια διὰ Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ ἐγένετο. In English, “the phrase ὁ νόμος is translated with the article (“the
law”), where the abstracts nouns χάρις (“grace”) and ἀλήθεια (“truth”) are not made definite in English” discourse.
See A. Chad Thornhill, Greek for Everyone, Introductory Greek for Bible Study and Application (Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Publishing Co., 2016), 61-62. Dan Wallace provides a lengthy discussion in the use of the article. He
states that it is present over 20,000 in the NT and frequently used to “definitize” a noun, “nominalize something that
would otherwise not be considered as a concept.” However, he asserts this is not the primary function of the article
as it is not translated over half the time in the NIV. Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar beyond the Basics: An
Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996), 209
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Wallace, Greek Grammar, 209.
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Wallace, Greek Grammar, 245.
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Nouns can be abstract or objective (persons, places, things). A major portion of the subsequent discussion
intends to address how the personified noun is interpreted based on these two categories.
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Son” in vs.10, while in vv.12 and 14, Death is personified with the phrases, “death passed” and
“death reigned.” According to Bloomfield, inserting the article in vv. 12 and 14 would change
the intent of the statement and also make them sound awkward (i.e., “the death passed” and “the
death reigned”).24 In the same vein, inserting the article “the” in Romans 5:5, “[the] hope does
not shame,” would make little sense in the context. The lack of the spoken article, while not
conclusive, highly suggests the abstract noun has been personified.25
However, in analyzing a literary device grammatically, one must also simultaneously
consider the intent or aim, the elements of time, and the theme within the cultural context.26 This
is one of the strengths of personification as a literary device where the author has cultural issues
to overcome as he shares his message. It amplifies the argument and appeals to emotions through
the use of pity (pathos) within the cultural context and intent of the author.27 This is best
presented as argumentation espoused by Aristotle in Rhetoric.28 Argumentation frequently
24

This is not a universal rule and should be considered in context. The most recognized personification in
the Scripture is “Word” in John 1:1. In this instance, the article is appropriate.
Compare ἡ ἐλπὶς as articular (possesses the article in the Greek language) but unspoken to ἡ ἀγάπη
which is also articular but spoken (Rom 5:5). The unspoken articular is highly suggestive of a personified noun.
There are ten instances proposed by Wallace, Greek Grammar, s.v., “Greek article,” where the article is not spoken.
Instances where the noun is a proper name or an abstract noun are two of the most common. However, the lack of
elocution of the article is only a marker and not conclusive. Other grammatical elements must weigh in.
25

26
David J. Southall, Rediscovering Righteousness in Romans, Personified Dikaiosyne within Metaphoric
and Narrative Settings (Tubingen, Germany: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 78. Southall asserts it is necessary to analyze the
terms within the context and make a distinction whether the terms are personifications, metaphors, or narrative .
27

Rhetorica Ad Herennium. Vol 1, LCL 403 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1954), 66.
Consider also David Allen Black, Katherine Barnwell and Stephen H. Levinsohn, Linguistic and New Testament
Interpretation: Essays on Discourse Analysis (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press, 1992), 51–66. Black provides details
in the semantic genre and its terms.
28
Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical Theory, 23–24. Anderson asserts that the current state of form criticism of
the Pauline corpus is to view his letters as ancient forms of argumentation. See also, Aristotle, Rhetoric, trans. by
C.D.C Reeves (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 2018), 27–3. For a philosophical approach to the new rhetoric of
argumentation much in the vein of Aristotle see, Chalm Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric:
Treatise on Argumentation, trans. by John Wilkson and Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame
Press, 1971). Perelman is considered the impetus behind the move away from the style analysis focus of the
Muilenburg school on style (form) and toward an argumentation approach to the NT. See James Muilenburg, “Form
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employs amplification, where the author will make a statement and then describe the statement
or amplify it.29 It is a frequently used tool of ancient rhetoric and semantics. As Paul presents
personified hope in Romans 5:5, he will lean on these features of amplification and argument for
his presentation.30 This study recognizes that this style of rhetoric is familiar in ancient literature
and the general audience he addresses.
Though this is the simplistic and “technical” view of personification, its use in discourse
is decidedly more complex. Now, it is necessary to distinguish between two varying
contemporary meanings of personification.31 The first is giving actual personality to an abstract
concept that finds its origins in ancient anthropology, often termed “particular personification.”
Rather than stating the absent person’s name, an abstract noun is used to signify a particular
attribute of that person. For example, if hope is accepted as a particular personification in
Romans 5:5, the personification would allude to an honorable person who does not shame,
Criticism and Beyond,” JBL 88.1 (1969): 1-18. George A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation Through
Rhetorical Criticism, Studies in Religion, first edition (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1984),
embraced Perelman’s philosophical approach and developed it further into a schematic historical–rhetorical
approach on argumentation in the NT.
29
Amplification is a function of oral transmission of a thesis or fact. It necessitates an orator to explain his
statement. An audience with limited education requires the orator to repeat his explanatory ideas a number of times
in different manner based on the experience of the audience. This is evident in Romans 5–8 when Paul shifts literary
devices to explain the Gospel.

Analysis of the subsequent verse, “love of God” (“ἀγάπη τοῦ θεοῦ”) is critical to the interpretation of the
personification in Romans 5:5. Yet, controversy exists regarding this descriptive phrase. Space does not allow for an
in–depth analysis. However, this controversy is addressed in Chapter Four. Some argue that the phrase is a objective
genitive, while the better argument is that it is an subjective genitive. Yet others argue that the subject of the phrase
is the abstract noun of emotion, “love,” which could be regarded as an concrete noun–God’s love, His Son, rather
than His emotion. This would be similar to the vernacular of “my wife is the love of my life.” Recognizing “love” as
an concrete noun rather than an abstract noun can be supported canonically and innertextually. This change in the
understanding of the noun refocuses the work on Jesus Christ rather than on the Holy Spirit.
30

31

Jon Whitman, Allegory: The Dynamics of an Ancient and Medieval Technique. (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2014), 271–272. Whitman is referenced extensively by others for his analysis of allegory,
although it is important to note that he also tends to combine personification with allegory. He provides a scant four
pages in an appendix on the subject of personification, almost as an afterthought.
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disappoint, or fail another, such as Jesus Christ. Particular personifications indicate either a deity
or other notable figures. Personifications of this category may also use attributes to address a
state of affairs existing in the device’s use, for example, when a Roman military officer would
call on Victoria to aid in a battle. Unfortunately, while this has been a recognized meaning of
personification since ancient times, it is rarely employed in modern research.
The second category, also known as a “characterizing universal,” is the historical sense of
personification that attributes a fictional personality and a literary presence to an abstraction.
Universal personifications are nouns, verbs, and adjectives that refer to a state or an action of the
literary presence. For example, Paul’s personification of Death in Romans 5:14, “death reigns.”
The statement denotes both an action, “reigning,” and a status of one with the capacity to rule.32
The study of characterizing universals proliferates much scholarly research on this subject. A
third form that may be identified is the “sortal universals,” which solely serve to make speech
more manageable and give voice to a class of individuals, such as in the example: “Israel sinned
against God.” Here, “Israel” is a sortal universal, identifying the people acting and speaking in
one accord.33 Sortals are not relevant to this study. As this study will soon reveal, varying
definitions of personification lead to varied terminology, which only confuses the scholar.
Therefore, a compromise will be presented for terminology that clarifies the type of
personifications that Paul employs according to their functions.
32
This example would apply for those who do not believe the personifications of Romans 5-8 are cosmic
powers or attributes of Satan and only accept them as fictional characters for the narrative.

Michael Winger, “From Grace to Sin: Names and Abstractions in Paul’s Letters,” NVTS 41.2 (Apr 01,
1999): 149. As the study will reveal, differing authors use differing terms to speak of various forms and functions of
personifications. It eventually becomes necessary to assign terms to bring continuity to the discussion.
33
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However, Jon Whitman argues that literary personification is only fiction (i.e., giving
face to an abstraction) and separated from its historical context.34 Therefore, for Whitman,
personification is the literary device that should not give voice to an absent ontological person.
Whitman argues that particular personifications do not exist. As particular personifications
(using Winger’s terms) usually address the historical setting and an ontological person, many
rhetoricians do not accept them as literary personifications (following Whitman’s lead). This
highlights the central problem when discussing Paul’s use of personification. The issue is that
these scholars apply a contemporary approach to the rhetorical criticism of Scripture without
addressing it within its ancient context and according to ancient rhetorical theory. At the turn of
the 20th century, F. H. Colson complained about how ancient rhetorical theory was “forgotten
and ignored by the average classical scholar.”35 Therefore, particular personifications (also
considered “anthropological”) have been regarded only structurally similar to literary
(“universal”) personification and are seldom discussed in contemporary rhetorical analysis.
The categorizations of contemporary thought are in sharp contrast to one of the earliest
known rhetorical treatises of personification, Rhetorical ad Herennium. The author states,
“personification consists in representing an absent person as present, or making a mute thing or
lacking form articulate and attributing to it a definite form and a language of certain behavior
appropriate to that character.”36 As mentioned in the abstract of this study, the ancient rhetorical
theory recognized the practice of giving voice to an ontological person who is not present. To
34
Jon Whitman. Allegory: The Dynamics of an Ancient and Medieval Technique (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2014), 272. It is the work of Whitman that set a precedent for much of the research conducted on
personifications in the past few years.
35

F. H. Colson, “Ταξει in Papias: The Gospels and the Rhetorical Schools,” JTS 14.53 (1912): 62.
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Rhetorica Ad Herennium, IV, 66.
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confront this divesture of theories, Dean Anderson argues it would be improper to use modern
rhetorical theory to interpret ancient works in their historical settings, as there is a significant
lack of contextual nuances.37
While Origen generalized the literary device and failed to view it as distinct from
allegory, it is interesting to note that he recognized the need to preserve historical reality.
Particular personifications support this function.38 James Muilenburg articulated the current
scholarly views on particular personifications in his presentation before the Society of Biblical
Literature in 1969. In his presentation entitled “Form Criticism and Beyond,” he asserted that
modern research “disregards concrete historical context and doesn’t allow biographical or
psychological interpretations.”39 He equated this to a disregard for proper literary criticism.
However, Burton Mack believes that too much credit has been given to Muilenburg for a change
in direction from form and redaction criticism to social and historical settings. He states that
divergence was already in motion, and Muilenburg was only a reflection of a search to move
from the text to the history behind the text.40 Therefore, to evaluate the uses of particular
personifications, it is necessary to interpret the text in its historical setting.
A recent trend has been observed in “phenomenological analysis,” which significantly
focuses on the presence of the particular, or as Peter Struck phrases it, “not just the what but also
37

Anderson, Ancient Rhetorical, foreword.
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See, John David Dawson, Christian Figural Reading and the Fashioning of Identity (Los Angeles, CA:
University of California Press, 2001). See Chapter Four on the preservation of historical identity and Chapter Five,
which addresses understanding the present reality of past events.
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James Muilenburg, “Form Criticism and Beyond,” JBL 88.1 (1969): 1-18.
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Mack, Rhetoric of the NT, 12.
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the how, not only the signified but the signifier.”41 This method aids in recognition of particular
personifications in their historical context. However, most recent scholarship continues to
overlook or avoid the study of personification entirely, regardless of the ancient rhetorical
argument that personification puts forward. This may be attributed to the variance in definitions
and applications, as most scholars prefer a universal theological application for contemporary
consumption. Analyzing a text in its ancient context requires deeper exegetical analysis.
Interestingly, scholars gravitate toward the obscure; giving animation to an abstract concept is
much more straightforward to analyze than an author giving voice to a historical figure who is
not present.42 This tendency toward the abstract allows the scholar freedom in interpretation
without dealing with the facts underlying the text.43
In this manner, scholarship continues to generalize, providing an impetus for the
reluctance to research the particular. Interestingly, in an attempt to minimize the particular in
favor of the universal (or general), Robert Jewett argues Romans is a demonstrative
“ambassadorial letter” that formulates appeals based on the cultural honor-shame system to
41

Peter T. Struck, Birth of the Symbol: Ancient Readers at the Limit of their Texts (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2004), 5–8; William A. Beardslee, “Hope in Biblical Eschatology and in Process Theology,” JAAR
38.3 (Sept 1970): 227–239. “The reality of Jesus Christ is so powerful and transforming that it can only be described
in symbols derived from hope, “end”– symbols, even though the transformation of reality experienced in faith does
not transform the external social structure nor completely transform the self.” In essence, while particular
personifications address a historical situation, it may not always succeed in the transformation of that situation or
even the recipient of the message. The effect, nevertheless, is that the situation has been exposed, addressed, and
memorialized.
James J. Paxson, “(Re)Facing Prosopopoeia and Allegory in Contemporary Theory and Iconography,” SI
22 (2001): 1–12, notes that it is extremely challenging to find whole books on the topic. Angus Fletcher, Allegory,
and Paul de Man, The Resistance to Theory (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1986) are recent
entries in the field.
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This is a major argument against Origen’s allegorism as he sought to determine the meaning behind all
texts without any outside information or influence. This methodology bears the risks for research bias where the
interpreter has preconceived notions about the text that may not be supported by the text if read within its historical
context.
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address perceived intercultural conflicts in Rome.44 While many disagree with Jewett, his work
offers common ground for using the particular personification with a comment on its function:
“to strengthen the disposition towards action by increasing adherence to the value it lauds.”45
Essentially, this means that for personification to reach its full effect, it must address the
emotions and tendencies of the audience in their historical setting. If the author can invoke these
emotions, his appeal has a better opportunity to be received and responded to.
Interestingly, in his analysis of Romans 16:3, Chrysostom (347–407 CE) makes an astute
argument, observing that Paul frequently argued his message to a skeptical and somewhat elusive
audience by adjusting the argument to focus on the particular to reveal the universal.46 This
interplay between the particular and the universal proves to be a structural foundation in the
message of the Pauline gospel. Paul had to articulate well during his communications with
various churches that had only begun to comprehend and adopt their new Christian identity and
expression of faith. As noted, in the context of Romans, Paul frequently uses universal
44

Robert Jewett and Roy David Kotansky, Romans: A Commentary, A Critical and Historical Commentary
on the Bible, ed. by Eldon Jay Epp (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2006), 81.
45
Jewett, Romans, 43. Jewett agrees with Wilhelm Wuellner, “Paul’s Rhetoric of Argument in Romans: An
Alternative to the Donfried–Karris Debate on Romans,” In Karl P. Donfried, ed., The Roman Debate, revised and
expanded edition (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 1991), 128–146. Wuellner and Jewett note the communal
element in their discussion, although other scholars believe that such an argument requires a commonly cherished
value system. On a broader note, there are significant differences between the Roman and Jewish culture, despite the
fact that both share a common honor–shame system. I agree with Wuellner and Jewett. However, Seon Yong Kim,
“Reading Romans with Dio Chrysostom and Aelius Aristedes: Preliminary Remarks on the Epistle’s Rhetorical
Genus,” JSNT 40.1 (2017): 4–6, and R. Dean Anderson, Jr., Ancient Rhetorical Theory and Paul, revised edition
(Leuven, Belgium: Peters, 1999), 192–193, attempts to refute this argument.
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John Chrysostom, Saint Chrysostom: Homilies on the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistle to the Romans
11, A Select Library of the Nicene and Post–Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, First Series, ed. by Philip
Schaff, trans. by J. B. Morris, W. H. Simcox, and George B. Stevens (New York: Christian Literature Company,
1889), 397. Nils Dahl effectively argues Chrysostom’s position, pointing out that Paul uses language that is
situation–specific. Nils A. Dahl, Studies in Paul: Theology for the Early Christian Movement (Eugene, OR: WIFP,
2002). He calls these an “implicit universaling hermeneutic.” See also Margaret M. Mitchell, “The Continuing
Problem of Particularity and Universality within the Corpus Paulinum, Chrysostom on Romans 16:3,” Studia
Theologica 64 (2010): 121–137. Mitchell argues that Paul fashioned his Gospel message around this idea of
focusing on the particular to reveal the universal.
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personifications to present the Gospel message to this mixed audience. Therefore, if the
personified hope is to be interpreted as Jesus Christ, the explanation of the Gospel message using
the universals (Sin, Death, Nomos, Righteousness, Grace) targets the particular personification,
hope.47 In such a manner, the particular is amplified or explained with the aid of universals. An
obvious challenge is adequately representing Jesus Christ, a complex construct to explain. Yet,
Paul effectively shifts between both forms of personification to reveal His true nature gracefully.
Regrettably, as the study reveals, academia traditionally focuses on the contemporary
view of universal personifications, which only apply a human quality to an abstract noun as if it
were a fictional character (i.e., Death, Sin, Nomos, Law, Righteousness, Grace). Various scholars
have explored these issues, as is documented in Chapter Three. Using these developed
personifications, Paul shares the message of the Gospel so that the audience may understand and
accept it. However, it is essential to consider that these universal personifications find their locus
in the personified hope. Joseph Dodson argues that using these personifications leads to creating
a barrier that distances man from God (Sin, Law, Death) and man from the Gospel
(Righteousness, Grace).48 Though this may be the case, Dodson does not address ἐλπίς (hope) in
Romans 5:5.49 Yet, scripture is unequivocal that the means of reconciliation with the Father is
However, as will be explained later this study, to assign the term “universal” to these personifications
may be not be appropriate as they may also be seen as a version of “particular” universals. This is because
“universal” applies to personifications that are literary fictions. Particular personifications represent a figure that is
not present in the conversation which may or may not speak in the text. There is a strong argument that these
personifications listed reference an ontological being in some contexts. These types of varying terminologies
confuse the scholar who is attempting to make sense of the text. Therefore, a standardized terminology based on
function of the personification will be offered later in this study .
47

Joseph R. Dodson, The ‘Powers’ of Personification: Rhetorical Purpose in the Book of Wisdom in the
Letter to the Romans (New York, NY: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), 122. Dodson proposes that one purpose of the
distancing is to move the resolution of the problem to the future.
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Dodson recognizes his oversight in addressing these personifications as he considered them to be in the
same category as Grace and Righteousness. He also notes a parallel with Trios in Wisdom of Solomon. The argument
that has been presented thus far is that hope is a particular personification and not a universal one. Quintilian
provides further distinction, terming universals “tropic personifications” that transfer human properties to non–
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found in Jesus Christ. (1 John 4:8–10).50 Suppose hope in Romans 5:5 may be considered the
particular personification of Jesus Christ, and the state of man is revealed through universal
personifications. In that case, man’s reconciliation with God is appropriately depicted through
Jesus Christ.
Paul’s method of delivering God’s intended message was complicated by an audience
whose cultural traditions and teachings presupposed differing understandings of his message.
Such incidences, where audience reception may not be fully calculable, necessitate the author or
speaker to revert to the use of symbols, particularly the tool of personification, to explain the
complex. In the classic ancient concept, symbols apply to contracts. They became an allegorical
tool during the Hellenistic period.51 During Paul’s time, the frequent use of the symbol made it
redundant and mundane. However, Paul knew that the symbology of hope would resonate with
both the Jew and Greek, thus equipping him with an effective tool to convey God’s intended
message.
Interpretations of Personification in Romans 5–8
Paul is known for his use of personification in Romans 5–8. To illustrate, death is
personified twenty-one times alone in this section, whereas the term “death” occurs only one
other time in Romans. In the same section, sin has been personified forty-two times. Several
human objects while providing an incomplete mental picture of a person. He calls particulars “tropic conformatio,” a
form of metonymy; a metaphor that “encloses the transference.” Therefore, as early as the first century, two distinct
groups of personification have been recognized. This oversight extended to χρηματισμός (“divine”) in 11:4 by his
own admission.
50
“The one who does not love does not know God, for God is love. By this, the love of God was manifested
in us, that God has sent His only begotten Son into the world so that we might live through Him. In this is love, not
that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins.” View this in light of
John 1:1, the personification of “Word,” and the academic focus on the means of hope in Romans 5:6–12, as they
may warrant a revisit.
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studies have focused on these developed personifications with comparative analogies to
Ecclesiastes and the apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon. Dodson’s ‘Powers’ of Personification
marks the epitome of this research, wherein he compares Paul’s developed personifications of
Sin, Death, Nomos (Law), and Righteousness in Romans 5–8. Scholars categorize biblical
personifications as developed or undeveloped. Developed personifications have been observed
across multiple contexts and use various verb tenses (imperfect, aorist, and present).52 In
contrast, undeveloped (“minor”) personifications tend to be isolated and use either an aorist or
present tense verb. However, although isolated, an undeveloped personification cannot simply be
powerless–nothing is superfluous in Scripture.
Most interpreters hold the traditional view of treating hope in Romans 5:5 as an abstract
noun with an eschatological view.53 This sense of hope has been echoed in LXX Psalm 21:6 and
24:20.54 According to these interpretations, the audience is to expect divine protection and
52

This is particularly true of the personification used by Paul to recite Old Testament scripture. For
example, Paul uses the citation method in Romans 3:19–20, where the Law speaks.
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The list of interpreters that hold this view is extensive. Below are opinions from a few of the more
published scholars. Moo, Romans. Moo discusses eternal blessings and being unafraid of the final judgment. Joseph
A. Fitzmyer S.J., Romans: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary 33, AYB (New Haven; London:
Yale University Press, 2008), 398. Fitzmyer asserts this is the “first installment of eschatological glory. Compare the
Qumran idea of God spreading abroad the holy Spirit: “I thank you, o Lord, for you have supported me with your
strength and you have poured upon me your holy Spirit that I may not waver” (1QH 7:6–7).” Fitzmyer notes that the
reference to shame in 5:5a implies the final judgment, but the present tense of the verb ‘καταισχύνω’ points in
another direction. Jewett, Romans, 355. Their honor requires Yahweh’s victory over their adversaries or, at least, the
compensation of a blessed life after death, a theme that provides the basis for much commentary on Rom 5:5. C. E.
B. Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, ICC (London; New York: T&T
Clark International, 2004), 260. Cranfield positions Romans 5:5 as the climax of the previous verses, one that looks
toward the future glory of God and man, cherishing the inheritance they will receive in confident expectation.
Robert H. Mounce, Romans, The New American Commentary 27 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers,
1995), 134. Mounce expresses the intent succinctly, asserting that hope denotes a future reality that can also be
experienced in the present with the peace of God. Peace, however, is the removal of conflict with God and the
reconciliation of man to God; this does not guarantee temporal peace while on earth. Man will suffer trials and
tribulations in the interim. F. F. Bruce, Romans: An Introduction and Commentary, Tyndale New Testament
Commentaries 6 (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1985), 127. Bruce asserts that hope is the confident
expectation and fulfillment of God’s promise. He does not equate hope with the temporal setting.
In LXX Psalm 21:6, the Israelite forebearers “cried to you and were saved; they hoped in you and were
not put to shame,” and in Psalm 24:20, the believer prays, “Keep my soul, and deliver me; let me not be ashamed
(μὴ καταισχυνθείνη), because I have hoped in you.” Christopher D. Stanley, Arguing with Scripture: The Rhetoric of
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deliverance from the Lord at some undetermined point in time. The emphasis of most scholars
conveniently shifts to this meaning of hope, as it addresses the objective or subjective qualities in
ὅτι ἡ ἀγάπη τοῦ θεοῦ (“because of the love of God”) (Rom 5:5).55 However, αγάπη should not be
treated only as an abstract noun, as it could also be considered a metaphor representing Jesus
Christ.56 This is supported by the descriptive phrase, ἐκκέχυται ἐν ταῖς καρδίαις ἡμῶν (“poured
out within our hearts), a parallel to Matthew 26:28 and Mark 14:24 (“ἐκχέω”) and Ephesians
3:17–19, where Jesus uses an analogy, declaring that His blood was poured out and that He now
resides in our hearts. Assuming thus, the phrase in 5:5 could be paraphrased as “because Jesus
Christ was poured out within our hearts.”57

Quotations in the Letters of Paul (New York: T&T Clark, 2004) and Paul and the Language of Scripture: Citation
Technique in the Pauline Epistles and Contemporary Literature (New York, Cambridge University Press, 1992),
85–134, argues that since the Septuagint was the predominant source of Old Testament scripture in that day, Paul
chose to reference it frequently. Thus, it is incumbent upon readers to familiarize themselves with the LXX as well
as their current translations so as to not miss these minor details and nuances. Stanley provides an extensive
examination of the use of the LXX material in Romans.
55
Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament.
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1996), 121. Wallace reveals the inclinations of the arguments made by scholars that
wish to engage in the discussion while overlooking the textual content of the verse: “Many older scholars interpret
this as objective (e.g., Augustine, Luther), while the majority of modern scholars see it as subjective (Dunn,
Fitzmyer, Moo, Käsemann, Lagrange). It is true that the context is clearly about what God has done for us, rather
than about what we have done for God. Thus, contextual considerations seem to indicate that the gen. is subjective:
‘the love which comes from God has been poured out within our hearts.’ However, the fact that this love has been
poured out within us (as opposed to simply upon or toward us) suggests that such love is the source for a
reciprocated love. Thus, the gen. may also be objective. The idea, then, would be: ‘The love that comes from God
and that produces our love for God has been poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to
us.’”

The concept that the “love of God” may also be a metaphor for Jesus Christ will be discussed in further
detail in Chapter 4. This is similar to the “glory of God” in Titus 2:13, where Paul identifies the phrase as a
metaphor of Jesus Christ.
56

57
ἐκχέω is used in two contexts in Scripture. The first, when speaking of the violent martyrdom of saints.
Secondly, it has significant theological implications in context of His statements at the Last Supper, with references
to His impending crucifixion (cf. Matt 26:28, Mark 14:24; Luke 22:20). In the latter context, the ‘pouring’ has a
specific reference to Jesus Christ.
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Very few scholars acknowledge that καταισχυνει (“shame”) in Romans 5;5 is a present
active indicative third–person singular verb.58 Therefore, while hope conveys the connotation of
future anticipation, it is “happening right now.”59 Unfortunately, most scholars view the passage
through an eschatological lens. This exegesis of Romans 5:5 warrants much more space than this
chapter allows; therefore, it has been addressed thoroughly in Chapter Four. As this study
suggests, the undeveloped, personified hope certainly carries great rhetorical weight for Paul’s
Gospel message compared to the other developed personifications. This is especially important
as he uses this literary device to address a composite church in Rome with varying connotations
of the abstract noun.60
Historical Context for the Epistle to the Romans
Paul’s Audience in Rome
As the above sections have expounded on the nature and views on personifications, it is
now vital to analyze the context Paul’s Gospel message was delivered in. In 1977, Karl P.
Donfried published a series of letters that initiated an extensive conversation about the purpose
of Paul’s letter to the Romans; his causa scribendi.61 While the debate includes questions of
As noted above, “undeveloped” personifications tend to be isolated and use either a present or aorist
tense verb. Hope and shame fit this definition in the context of Romans 5:5 as hope is isolated from the other
personifications in the pericope and attached to a present tense verb.
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Gottfried Nebe, “Hoffnung bei Paulus. Elpis und ihre Synonyme im Zusammenhang der Eschatologie,“
SNTSMS 16 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1983): 55–57, 129–30. Nebe argues that “the reference to shame
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literary integrity and arguments regarding the longer or shorter recensions, the primary focus of
the conversations revolves around the purpose of the writing. The consensus regarding the same
is split–some assume an intent to address specific historical situations in Rome. In contrast,
others believe that the writing was a “non–historical christianae religionis compendium.”62
Those that held the former stance further debate about which audience Paul primarily targeted.
Most scholars believe the Jewish audience was his primary target, while others like Andrew Das
argue the letter targeted an “encoded audience,” specifically the Gentiles.63 However, he also
adopts the same vein of thought held by many scholars that there must have been a particular
issue in the socio-historical context that Paul believed was important to address. Scholars have
presented several arguments about a historical conflict between the Jews and Gentiles in the
Roman Church. Some scholars are that the Roman Church was plagued with disunity and power
struggles.64 Bruce posits that the disunity was over Jewish attempts to force their cultural
traditions upon the Gentiles, for example, dietary traditions and circumcision.65 Each
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“complaint” indicated a deeper underlying issue: two traditions and cultures were attempting to
coexist within a new reality. Regardless of whether Paul intended to address a particular
historical issue as the primary focus of his letter, he faced the challenging conundrum of bridging
a cultural divide with a single theological message.
According to Rudolf Bultmann, Paul was influenced by the rhetorical patterns of the
time when the use of literary devices was abundant. While Bultmann addresses the use of
diatribes and homilies, there is a distinct limitation in his discussion of allegory and
personification devices.66 Donfried asks a pointed question, “Is it not possible that Paul could be
dealing with actual problems, but in so doing so employs rhetorical arguments and theological
perspectives of a more general nature which will aid in solving them?”67 However, he quickly
notes that further research is mandated before analysis could be conducted on Paul’s rhetorical
devices. Rhetorical analysis investigates the literary forms and functions that an author uses to
engage with an audience. Thus, the concentration of Paul’s personifications in Romans 5–8 is
noteworthy, warranting further attention.
The aim of Paul’s mission was not simply to preach to the believers in Rome but also to
evangelize (“εὐαγγελίσασθαι”), a term that some scholars suggest includes the initial delivery of

He asserts that the arguments were between Jewish and Gentile Christians stating that both needed to make
concessions, “Gentiles must not regard observance of the Jewish law as incompatible with Christian faith (cf.
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had continued to preoccupy Paul’s attention from Antioch, Galatia and Corinth. Nicholas T. Wright and Michael
Bird, The New Testament in its World (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2019), 504–510 Nicholas T. Wright and
Michael Bird, The New Testament in its World (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2019), 504–510, notes that Jewish
tensions on these matters may originate to their purity codes defined in the Mosaic Law (Lev 10:10, 16:30) about
distinction between the clean and unclean.
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the Gospel (Rom 1:15).68 Several other scholars interpret the verb to indicate the regular acts of
preaching and teaching in a congregational setting. For instance, Cranfield argues
εὐαγγελίζεσθαι is used in this context to preach to those who are predominantly believers in
faith.69 However, this could be countered that Paul intended to preach to anyone who would
listen.70 Interestingly, Cranfield’s argument appears to suggest a “re–evangelizing” of the Roman
Church; but this raises the question of why Paul would deem it necessary to “re-evangelize.”
These opening statements establish the introduction of Paul’s letter, where he acknowledges the
audience and establishes his ἔθος in his self-identification with the audience and authority as a
speaker.
Interestingly, Paul urges his audience to turn from the presumptions they have been
indoctrinated with when he says, “contrary to the teachings you have learned” (Rom 16:17). Yet,
the question remains: why do these Roman churches need to be “re–evangelized,” and for what
purpose?71 For such a question to be addressed, the determined and active response of the
68
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audience is deemed vital. This is precisely why personification is used to stir the ethos and
pathos of an audience so that the message is conveyed and a response is initiated.
In contrast to the assertions made by many scholars that Paul’s primary target was the
Gentile audience, a closer look at his use of allegory and personification reveals a different
picture, one where a prudent use of these devices would appeal to all the listeners of the mixed
audience. For example, his comments in Romans 16:17 are highly indicative of correspondence
with a historical issue. According to Paul, the Roman church was being led astray by errant
teaching, thus explaining the verse in Romans 1:11, where he expresses his desire for the
Romans “to be established.” Further, he believed that the church required proper teaching,
ideally from an apostle, as evidenced by his instructions in 15:20 not to “build on another’s
foundation.”72 As various believers found the household churches with differing ideologies, Paul
was motivated to bring proper teaching and establish true faith in one Lord, Jesus Christ. Thus,
one of Paul’s primary objectives of his letter was to rectify this issue with the larger community
of followers in Rome. In line with this claim, Gunther Bornkamm considers that Paul also used
this opportunity to address apparent conflicts in the Roman churches to summarize his theology
and Gospel message, thus elevating it above the fray of the historical situation.73 Paul’s extensive
use of allegory and personification in Romans 5–8 attests to his skill of ensuring that a coherent
message is conveyed with no loss of intent in the noise of this situation. Scholars agree on a few
different situations that may have occasioned the Romans. Rather than addressing the situations
directly, Paul stayed focused on the Gospel message.
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The Churches in Rome
As Paul greets the audience, he declares what many scholars assert is the core theme of
the letter to the Romans, “for I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God, for
salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentiles, for in it the
righteousness of God is revealed from faith to faith; as it is written, ‘But the righteous man shall
live by faith’” (Rom 1:16).74 Thus, central to Paul’s theology was a core conviction that the
Gospel was for all, “Jews first, also the Gentile,” those composing the audience of the churches
of Rome.75
With Paul’s intention to travel to Rome to address this audience, it is essential to note that
the church had been established without the presence of an apostle. How did churches originate
here? Rome is a city Paul, or any other apostle, had never visited (Rom 1:15); nevertheless, a
Christian church existed.76 The church may have been established when Roman Jews visited
74
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Palestine and witnessed the Pentecost (Acts 2:10–11). Priscilla and Aquilla may also have
influenced its development (Rom 16:3). For Paul to have visited Rome would contrast with his
recognized method of operation, to go where others have not been (Rom 15:20).
However, using the term “church” in today’s parlance would be considered a misnomer.
Paul identifies his audience as “you who are in Rome” (Rom 1:15), “all the churches” (Rom
16:4, 16), and “households” (Rom 16:5, 11, 15). A more accurate representation of the “church”
in Rome may be characterized by the term “house–churches,” where a group of possibly up to
twenty people would meet and congregate in individual homes or places set aside for such
assembly. Paul’s mission was complicated by this network of house–churches, some with
differing viewpoints, which may have directly challenged Paul’s theology and praxis. As the
Roman Church comprised both Jews and Gentiles, there were bound to be dissimilar shared
histories, traditions, cultures, and religious beliefs.77 Paul was not oblivious to this issue. For
example, in his dealings with the Corinthian church, he met with a society that modeled itself on
Roman society in various aspects, including architecture, education, and law. The Roman
Imperial cult also influenced Paul’s missions in Philippi, Thessalonica, and Ephesus. As no
centralized “church” existed in Rome, a common theology was hindered by the varied house–
churches. Through close relationships with Priscilla, Aquila, Mary, Rufus, and his mother (Acts
16:3–4, 6, 13), Paul may have familiarized himself with the life of the church in Rome before his
letter. He graciously acknowledged the faith of those living in Rome, highlighting his knowledge
77
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of the city prior to his arrival in Corinth.78 Therefore, this letter also allows the Roman audience
to acquaint themselves with him.
Historical evidence reveals that Jews lived in Rome since the second century BCE when
a few Maccabean rulers in Judea aligned themselves with Rome.79 Later, various political issues
emerged for the Jewish population and Jewish Christians when Claudius expelled several
citizens on account of a man named “Crestus” (Rom 18:2).80 Coincidentally, the expulsion of the
Jews led to the occasion for Paul to meet Priscilla and Aquilla (Acts 18:1–3). The remnants of
the nascent church consisted primarily of Gentile proselytes yet indoctrinated by the Greco–
Roman pagan culture. By the time Paul had written the letter to the church (circa 56/57 CE),
Claudius had died, and the Jewish population was returning to the city. However, upon their
return, the Jewish Christians encountered predominantly gentile house–churches and practices
they struggled to tolerate or assimilate with (for example, dietary restrictions). One could claim
that the Jewish Christians were not exactly welcomed upon their return, a concern for Paul, who
sat in Corinth to pen his letter, wondering how to reconcile the two groups.
This being a critical issue to Paul, he may have pondered a method to articulate the
Gospel message to create harmony between the disparate groups to glorify Jesus Christ. James
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D. Dunn stated, “Paul’s primary objective . . . to set out both the gospel itself and the
ramifications in writing with a fullness of exposition . . . which would have been impossible to
sustain in a single oral presentation.”81 This leads Nicholas. T. Wright to assert that Paul was a
master rhetorician and skillfully wove “a polished work of art [with] Aristotelian density and
rhetorical pathos that ranks with the poetry of Isaiah.”82 He is dealing with two ethnic groups,
both steeped in long-standing tradition, culture, and history; thus, he employs his rhetorical skills
to bridge the gap over the communal tensions among them.
The rhetorical analysis that Donfried suggests, although warranted, is lacking in current
scholarship. Yet, Beardslee argues that “the reality of Jesus Christ is so powerful and
transforming that it can only be described in symbols derived from hope.”83 These symbols are
deemed eschatological or “end”– symbols evaluated assuming that a complete transformation of
faith in Jesus Christ would not change the current social structure. Unfortunately, with only an
eschatological view in mind, the Christological view of the current peace with God is
overshadowed.84 If hope is viewed only as an anticipation of the future, then the despair and
misery of the current trials and tribulations of life would not be unexpected. Perhaps, a consensus
cannot be reached regarding the personification of hope. Without any pre–assumptions, a
conversation needs to be started, the focus of this study.
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Focus of the Research
Virtually all academic research discussing this literary device in the Pauline corpus
limits itself to the study of universal personifications (those that characterize an abstract noun
with a human attribute as literary fiction). Therefore, the initial focus of this study is to
understand the particular (figural) personification of hope, as observed in Romans 5:5. The
earliest definitions put forth by Aristotle, Demetrius, Cicero, the author of Rhetorica ad
Herennium, and Quintilian, whose voices on the topic were lost until only recently, provide a
basis for a stable argument. Rhetoric is essentially defined as the art of communication. Paul
faced the formidable task of communicating the reality of Jesus Christ and the Gospel to the
mixed audience in Rome. Space does not allow a comprehensive analysis of his entire repertoire
of rhetoric, as it would guarantee to contain volumes. Thus, the discussion will be limited to the
poorly known concept of particular (figural) personifications that attribute a voice to those not
present. Using this literary device, the narrative naturally shifts from authorial intent to audience
reception.
This research operates in consideration of five premises. First, the ancient authors and
orators used the literary device of personification to convey complex ideas understandably. Next,
the Gospel has complex and different implications for the Jews and Gentiles in their sociocultural setting. Paul used the literary device of personification to convey the complexities of the
Gospel to each group. He used hope in Romans 5:5 to convey the Gospel message and personify
Jesus Christ. Finally, Romans 5:5 becomes the pivotal point of Paul’s Gospel message, that Jesus
Christ is the hope that both Jews and Gentiles can hold on to in the present and the eschaton.
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Methodology
Since the 1970s, various approaches to interpreting text have been used, such as
rhetorical, literary, social-scientific, postmodern, historical, and theological criticism.85 Each
field is represented by its proponents, yet many believe that this endeavor requires an
interdisciplinary combination of several fields of criticism to explain a text fully, if possible.
Interestingly, for much of the late nineteenth century until the mid-twentieth, textual analysis has
been influenced by form criticism espoused by Hermann Gunkel, a late nineteenth-century OT
theologian. His basic premise was that people’s speech and literary style during biblical times
were influenced by custom. He believed one could not adequately understand literature or speech
until the literary category or genre was determined.86 Muilenburg expresses that Gunkel’s impact
on biblical studies was so profound as to overshadow efforts in historical criticism proposed by
Julius Wellhausen in the mid-1800s. Form criticism became the predominant methodology of the
twentieth century until Muilenburg’s presentation before the SBL convention. Muilenburg’s
primary argument for expanding studies beyond form criticism as he believed it overlooked the
social and cultural environment of the text. He warned that excessive focus on form mitigated
other text features such that the “individual, personal, and unique features, of the particular
pericope, were all but lost in the view.”87 However, Muilenburg was only the first step on the
85
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path to understanding the historical settings of biblical literature as he focused on the style of
speech only in the OT. It was not until Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's seminal work, The New
Rhetoric, that speech and literary style of the NT started to be studied.88
The methodology for this study seeks to draw from each field as needed, particularly
Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca’s historical–rhetorical criticism approach, which George
Kennedy further developed.89 This will appear as a modification of the socio-rhetorical criticism
approach espoused by Vernon Robbins.90 While the prefix “socio” is associated with the author
and the audience's social class, social systems, and personal and community status, it also has
contemporary sociological applications. Yet, Jeffrey Crafton states that examining the “socio”
also requires understanding Paul’s argumentation in the context of his space and time, its
historical context.91 This study focuses on the historical reception of Paul’s message to the
church in Rome while not ignoring the sociological implications of that time. This was the
impetus behind Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca. Precisely what did the audience hear?92 What
did they understand? Indeed, understanding the discourse requires understanding the culture and
situation that motivated the letter itself.93 Social knowledge also relates to the knowledge held by
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the people regardless of their “cultural” location.94 These are composed of the various
institutions (empire, synagogues, households), codes (honor, shame, virtues), and relationships
(patron, family, kin) developed by the observation of and participation in a culture. Note that
social knowledge exists in contrast to the cultural knowledge one receives through the
propagation of tradition. A central argument in Romans is the dissonance between the two
cultures, of the Gentile and the Jew, to coexist amicably within the social order of Rome. For
example, while Gentiles wished to consume pork as a staple component of their dietary lifestyle
in line with their social order, Jews did not tolerate or prescribe such a habit due to their cultural
order. This type of conflict and disharmony between the social and the cultural is what Paul
superficially addresses in his letter. However, following the manner of Jesus’s teachings, Paul
not only speaks to the individual issues but also addresses the underlying causation, a matter of
heart and community. He resolves this by arguing that harmony exists for all men, unified with
one Lord, Jesus Christ.
The suffix “rhetorical” indicates the manner of language Paul uses to communicate. It is
essential to understand his intentions for using personifications to deliver the Gospel message.95
According to Kennedy, the ultimate goal of rhetorical analysis is to determine authorial intent
and audience reception.96 Paul uses his knowledge of the contemporary language to convey his
message as a product of his times. Unfortunately, error in interpretation is commonly a result of
Daniel Hays, Grasping God’s Word: A Hands–On Approach to Reading, Interpreting, and Applying the Bible, third
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not viewing the text as ancient rhetoric. Most scholars examine the rhetoric of Paul using
contemporary models, which would, however, be considered a deficient approach. Rhetorical
criticism aims to determine authorial intent by closely considering the characteristics of the
author’s mode of communication and the circumstances it has been set in. This requires
examining the situational constraints or the urgency for writing to understand what would satisfy
the author's needs within the given constraints.97 Eugene White expands on these ideas, stating
that identifying constraints leads to examining the occasion or the purpose of writing, focusing
on any patterns that may emerge in the circumstances. Resolving key questions such as ‘Is this a
common issue or is it particular to that location?’ is vital to this examination. The conflict
between the communities and the errant nature of the teachings in Rome were two concerns that
Paul dealt with commonly during his ministry travels. To understand the needs that Paul wished
to fulfill, one must engage with a profoundly involved understanding of the truth of the Gospel
message, the thesis of the letter, the major themes of the passage, Paul’s arrangement of ideas,
the language used, and the linguistics or rhetoric of the communication. Thus, studying the
letter's social (including cultural and historical) context and Paul’s rhetoric is necessary to
explain his frequent use of personifications in Romans 5-8.
This introduces the third set of scholars that bypasses both the sociological/historical and
rhetorical elements in favor of the theological message. These scholars argue that neither
sociological/ historical nor rhetorical analysis fully accounts for the complexities of Paul’s
statements, as they contain significant theological and Christological implications as well. Two
concepts that describe the same God emerge from the texts in the OT; a royal king (a Messiah)
and a future divine king. Paul’s theological statements presented to the Jewish audience attempt
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to convince them that the incarnation of Jesus Christ fulfilled both these concepts in a single
person. Although the Roman audience found it difficult to accept a monotheistic God in their
pantheon–based faith, Paul’s effective use of the developed personifications helped them
understand and accept a single Lord and Savior while denying the Imperial Cult. However, both
cultures struggled to comprehend the present reality of Jesus Christ and His rule in the eschaton.
Indeed, Paul’s Gospel message and the reality of Jesus Christ comprised complex themes,
especially given that the message had no historical precedent in either culture.
In academia, the method of delivery has also been debated at length. For example, could
Paul’s presentation have been an ancient diatribe, as proposed by Stanley Stowers?98 Or could it
be, as Jewett suggests, a function of epideictic (praise/blame) theory? Among the letters of Paul,
Romans appears as a unique fusion of the “ambassadorial letter” with several of the other
subtypes in the genre: the parenetic (motivational) letter, the hortatory (encouraging, exhorting)
letter, and the philosophical diatribe (argument). As an ambassadorial letter, its purpose is to
advocate on behalf of the “power of God” a cooperative mission to evangelize Spain so that the
theological argumentation reiterates the gospel to be therein proclaimed and the ethical
admonitions show how that Gospel is to be lived out to ensure the success of this mission.99
Debates of this nature have not ceased within theology and broader academia.
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What does a view of the construction of Romans 5 say about its semantic structure? Does
the sequentiality of the sentences support the use of the literary device?100 The paragraph
structures indicate that the traditional orator or writer would open with a statement and amplify
it. The nature of the sequentiality contributes to interpreting the passage. Passages intended to
affect behavior (hortatory) are structured based on the procedural processes of how that behavior
is to change. Passages that promote ideas (expository) are followed by a narrative explaining the
idea. Finally, passages that speak to emotions (emotional) are followed by descriptive text. A
layperson description is necessary for allegorical passages that use symbols or other alternative
devices to allude to a different subject unless the allegory is so well–established that the audience
readily understands it. Emotional passages address a problem and its solution, seeking to resolve
the tensions and persuade rejection or acceptance. The descriptive amplification that follows the
opening promotes anticipation within the audience. The use of the conjunction οτι (because)
characterizes the passages as emotional, positioning them squarely in the realm of the literary
device of personification. Therefore, this study asserts that this is precisely the ancient rhetoric
Paul employs in Romans 5:5, using personification to formulate emotional appeals to the
audience’s pathos to reconcile a situation. Thus, the passage requires a depth of discourse
analysis.
Discourse analysis is the study of the organization of the text on the “verse by verse”
level to find unity within the text.101 This study notes the disparity in the scholarship of the
developed personifications, viewing two tangible associations, man from God and man from the
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Gospel. Most argue that the theme of Romans 5–8 is justification, as this theme is very
prominent in the opening verses. However, analysis of the pericope should be elevated to
highlight how justification and reconciliation are accomplished through the figure of Jesus
Christ. This is the center of Paul’s theology, a laser-like focus on the present reality of Jesus
Christ while considering future expectations.
Overview of Chapters
Literature Review
It is essential to review its historical and rhetorical standing to understand the specificities
of the literary device of personification in relation to allegory. In Chapter Two, a literature
review is conducted with an attentive approach to the evolution charted from ancient times
marking two seminal shifts in recognition of the literary device of personification. The first shift
occurred during the Hellenistic period when personification symbolism changed from a legal
term to figural representation. The second occurred when Origen demoted personification to a
subset of allegory unworthy of particular attention. With few exceptions, this attitude held sway
until recently. The review highlights the current commentary on Romans 5:5, revealing the
theoretical chasm that exists across varying analyses. To support the academic sentiments of the
study, the recent works of Jon Whitman, James Paxson, and Joseph Dodson argue for more
robust research in the area.
Paul’s Abundant Use of Personification in Romans 5–8
Chapter Three of the study focuses on Paul’s use of personification, which is majorly
limited to Romans 5–8. The crucial task of this chapter is to compare the form of the functions of
the various personifications Paul employs. Dodson details the function of the developed
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personifications, although he overlooks Elpis (Hope).102 He agrees with David Aune that in
Romans, Paul was “concerned to convince people of the truth of Christianity, but more
particularly in the sense that he argues his version of Christianity over other competing schools
of thought.” For Dodson, this thought becomes central to his argumentation that the principal
function of personifications in Romans 5–8 is to create a distance between a righteous God and
sin, thus signifying the need for the Gospel.103 This chapter intends to demonstrate continuity
between the developed personifications and the personification of hope, which provides a
balance in the composition of the former. Therefore, the chapter shows that the developed
personifications function as propaganda to argue Paul’s message. In comparison, the developed
personifications serve to create a distance between God and sin. However, the personified hope
functions as the mediator, the reconciliatory, and the means of salvation to re-establish an eternal
relationship between God and man via the personage and work of Jesus Christ.
Hope in Romans 5:5–11
Having identified Paul’s abundant use of prosopopoeia in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 seeks to
analyze the personification of hope in Romans 5:5. A brief exposition of Romans 5:5–11 will be
presented as the contemporary scholars present the passage. It will be shown that universally,
contemporary scholars view hope in its abstract construct with the OT belief that God will fulfill
His promises to the nation of Israel. Paul continues that OT theme of hope, declaring that God is
Joseph R. Dodson, The ‘Powers’ of Personification: Rhetorical Purpose in the Book of Wisdom in the
Letter to the Romans (New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2008). Dodson recognizes this oversight in a brief dialogue on
the subject, however, it should be noted that he was comparing the personifications of Romans to the Book of
Wisdom, where Elpis does not exist.
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faithful and is evidenced by the pouring out of His love in the hearts of believers. However, hope
“defies abstraction. . . it is spoken about more adequately in concrete, incarnate terms because
hope is a fleshly virtue.”104 Therefore, an alternative view of hope in Romans 5:5 suggests that
the personified hope can also be viewed as the incarnate Jesus Christ. Five arguments are
presented supporting this thesis. First, the grammatical construct of the phrase will be addressed,
revealing that this instance of hope is a technical personification and not simply an abstract.
Next, an argument will be made that hope in Romans 5:5 is a judicial prosopopoeia that
necessitates the identification of the represented historical figure. An argument is made that the
incarnate Jesus Christ is the historical figure being represented by the personified hope. Third, as
personifications are self-limited metonymies that address specific attributes of the historical
figure, the attribute of hope will be considered in light of the work and personage of Jesus Christ.
Paul uses personifications prolifically in Romans 5–8. A discussion will follow if hope should be
recognized as a prosopopoeia in this text. The question is also asked whether this fits within the
canonical context of the passage and Paul’s use of the literary device? Finally, a central argument
for the occasion of the Letter to the Romans is Paul’s desire to communicate the Gospel
message. Does this personification serve this goal? The chapter concludes with the argument that
hope personifies Jesus Christ in Romans 5:5.
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A Ripe Historical Setting for Hope
Suppose the personification of hope seeks to address the nature of the audience and their
emotions tied to traditions. In that case, it is incumbent upon analysts to understand the concept
of hope in Paul’s time. It is also equally important to understand that the pathos and ethos of the
audience are a product of the times. Therefore, Chapter 5 will focus on the Christology of
hope.105 The chapter aims to demonstrate Paul’s effective use of personification to argue
Christianity to the pathos of the Roman Church’s composite audience. The study uses the
historical-rhetorical methodology to consider both rhetorical and historical settings. Based on an
evangelistic perspective set on a historical foundation, this analysis shall not extend to modern
social applications.
Against the backdrop of history and tradition, Paul’s personification of hope is planted in
a fertile field. Each of the cultures would respond in a manner unique to their temporal context
(e.g., Greco–Roman, traditional Judaism, and the nascent Christian Church). The Roman
response was framed against the Imperial cult and pagan theology. Hope is second only to
Victory as a Roman virtue yet given little attention in Roman literature. The Jewish perspective
is grounded in the twin conceptualization of the Messiah as a royal king (Davidic lineage) and a
divine king (God). The question then arises: how could God have one man fulfill both these
concepts? Although the nascent Church eagerly awaited the second Parousia of Christ, each
member would certainly have responded differently.
105
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Having established the multi-faceted theology of hope in the Roman Church, the
discussion intends to address the questions within the current Roman Debate–specifically, what
effects would the personification of hope have on Paul’s occasion for writing the letter? Was
Paul primarily addressing an Old Testament Jewish issue regarding the twin concepts of hope?
Or was he addressing the failure of a Roman religion that offered no hope to its Gentile
community? Paul attends to this when he declares, ἡ δὲ ἐλπὶς οὐ καταισχύνει (“and hope does
not shame,” Rom 5:5). Thus, this answer is formulated such that it encompasses liturgical,
evangelical, and missional purposes for the occasion of Romans.
Thus, Paul was tasked with answering the question: who is Christ? How does His
incarnation relate to the contradiction between the future anticipation of God and his current
presence within the Roman audience’s present reality? Does the personification of hope answer
these questions appropriately and, if so, how? For Paul, the epicenter of the Gospel message, his
stances of Christology and eschatology altogether manifest in the very incarnation of Jesus
Christ. When God penetrated man's domain in physical form, He fulfilled the entirety of his
promises to the people of the Old Testament. Indeed, James Ware argued that “Paul believed
[that] the Jesus of Nazareth had united and fulfilled both streams of expectation in His own
person.”106 As observed, these concepts are so complex and inaccessible that one requires the aid
of symbols to explain them.
Concluding Statements
Chapter Six concludes the argument that Paul was a masterful rhetorician. This
dissertation aims to demonstrate how Paul’s use of the personification of hope intended to
James Ware, Paul’s Theology in Context: Creation, Incarnation, Covenant and Kingdom (Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 2019), 60.
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achieve a specific Christological purpose: the presentation of Jesus Christ as the unifying agent
in an appeal to composite audiences to fulfill the three–fold function of the rhetoric to the
Jewish, Gentile, and the early Church audiences. In this context, the primary function of the
literary device is to speak to the emotions of the audience.
Granted that the letter to the Romans addressed specific issues, this study disagrees with
the school of arguments that claims that the letter was written primarily to either the Gentile
Christians, the Jewish Christians or to evangelize lost followers in Rome. Using the single
personified abstract noun of hope, Paul approached every segment of the Roman Church,
allowing each to grasp the concept at their level of understanding. He argues for unity in the
personage and work of Jesus Christ.
The core argument of this study demonstrates that the personified hope deserves a
rightful place in Paul’s rhetoric. The developed personifications have elicited much attention in
the scholarly world, but hope, the personified Christ, set at center stage for Paul, is ignored. It
offered a unified Gospel message to the entire audience in Romans as Paul prepared for his trip
to Rome. Considering Paul’s methodology associated with the use of personification in Romans
5–8, the argument proves that he has indeed personified hope, revealing profound implications.
Paul masterfully weaved his argument, equipped with one abstract noun that carried so much
weight before his audience. Hope is here, but not yet realized fully, in the first advent of Christ
and His expected second arrival.
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CHAPTER TWO–Literary Review
Scholars have mixed opinions on Paul’s rhetorical training, despite the context of his
family being from Tarsus, a major seaport and trade center known for its university.107 Whether
he formerly received training is still a subject of debate.108 However, it is plausible that he may
have interacted with travelers from the Hellenistic centers of the West who approached the
university. Paul even noted that he often used scribes, such as Tertius in Romans 16:22, many of
whom may have received some formal rhetorical training. Certain scholars contend that Luke, an
educated physician, may have assisted Paul in writing 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus. This is
evidenced by the apparent direct quote from Luke 10:7, found in 1 Timothy 5:17–18.109 There is
also the possibility that Paul may have written only a few lines of his letters or may have had
issues with his sight (Gal 6:11; 1 Cor 16:21). Finally, modern rhetoricians note Paul does not
refer to rhetorical styles (except in Gal 4:24), which frustrates the inquiry into his knowledge and
use of the styles in his rhetoric.110
Adding to this complication, there is a debate over the integrity of the Letter to the
Romans. These challenges originate as early as Marcion (85–160 CE), who argued that the last
two chapters of the letter were added by editors and not initially included in the text, claiming
that Romans ended at 14:23. His argument was based on Paul’s quotes from the OT in Chapter
107
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15. As a backdrop, Marcion was known for disdain towards the OT and expunged Chapter 15
and Chapter 16, which contained the comments about Tertius.111 Rufinus (400 CE), in his Latin
version of Origen’s commentary on Romans, noted, “Marcion, who introduced alterations into
the evangelic and apostolic writings, removed this section completely from this letter, and not
only so, but he cut out everything from that place where it is written, ‘whatever does not proceed
from faith is sin’ (14:23), right to the end.”112 Marcion’s teachings directly conflict with the
occasion for writing Romans and the rhetoric of Romans 5–8 as a whole. Of course, his
assertions were not left unchallenged, leading to a debate that continues even today.
Witherington is one of such scholars who challenges his teachings, claiming that the earliest
known NT papyrus, P46 (circa 175–225 CE), contains both chapters.113 Today, they are
considered unquestionably Pauline, and whether they are original to the letter or added later is
inconsequential. This argument over the integrity of Romans serves only to divert attention from
Paul’s rhetoric and, thus, shall not be further addressed in this study.
Although some argue that Paul was not a trained rhetorician, his extensive use of ancient
rhetorical argumentation methods minimally suggests additional influences from travelers,
companions, and scribes. Paul’s use of literary devices has been noted early in church history.
Augustine (354–420 CE) was one of the first to recognize his rhetorical skills, arguing that
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Paul’s portion of the Scriptures was not only wise but also “eloquent.” He noted the presentation
of the Scriptures as “the style in which they spoke, and no other becomes them, nor does this one
become any other persons. With them, it accords perfectly, whereas the lowlier it appears, the
higher does it soar above other writers, not by any kind of windiness, but by its very solidity.”114
It follows then that personification, the deemed “literary device of the naïve,” allowed Paul to
elevate God’s intended message above the words of other authors, including Marcion. Augustine
called attention to Romans 5:3–5, stating that the “unlearned and learned … would be laughed
out of court” if they failed to recognize the beauty in the rhetoric of Paul. Arguing that his words
were spoken eloquently and with no wordiness,115 Augustine continued to use Paul’s letters to
discuss the various styles of rhetoric used to fulfill his “responsibility, [which was] not only to
open closed doors and to unravel knotty problems but also while this is being done to meet other
problems that may perhaps arise.”116 For Augustine, Paul’s use of the language was consistent
with the ancient rhetoric styles of the Roman era dating a century prior to the delivery of the
passage.
The recognition of Paul’s adherence to ancient rhetorical styles was lost in the Middle
Ages. For example, in 1519, Melanchthon (1497–1560 CE) composed the Theologica Institutio
… in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos, an exegetical study on the Letter to the Romans, which he
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considered the fundamental document of the Christian faith.117 Although initially, the study was
only used as a tool for himself, he later offered it to his students. Unfortunately, much of his
work was unpublished, as he deferred to Luther for published commentary. His systematic
approach to the analysis of Romans and other Pauline letters reflected a resurgence in rhetorical
theory during the Renaissance. He was deeply convinced of the necessity of comprehending each
word and phrase in its rhetorical form and dialectic. He applied a unique dialectic technique to
many genres in specific terms he had invented. For example, he defined a particular form of
demonstrative narration by introducing the genus διδακτικόν in his “de Rhetorica Libri.”118
While Melanchthon’s work is significant to modern rhetorical theory, Dean Anderson argued he
fails to address Romans adequately, as it lacked an explicit approach to Romans as ancient
rhetoric.
Interestingly, Melanchthon borrowed titles from Aristotle, Cicero, and Augustine for the
three treatises he published: de Rhetorica Libri Tres in 1519 CE, Institutiones Rhetoricae, first
published in 1521, and Encomium Eloquentaie in 1523. The academic mindset characterized by
Melanchthon’s tendency to view the Pauline letters using the contemporary lens persisted until
1912 when Colson indicated the lack of ancient rhetorical analysis in scholarly research.119 He
asserted that ancient rhetoric was an “indispensable” element of classical learning until “two
hundred years ago” and has since been “forgotten and ignored.”120 He noted that the rhetorical
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schools of the imperial period produced a viable system of coherent, intelligible, and practical
grammar for speech and writing yet became “obsolete” in the purview of modern research.
Interestingly, in 1926, T. S. Duncan argued Paul used the Asianism style of “emotional
and bombastic writing,” considered characteristic of Roman-era writing rather than a formal
literary technique.121 He asserts Paul used “no rhetorical embellishment or observance of
oratorical rules.”122 Instead of equating Paul’s communication style with the framework of
ancient rhetoric, he views the passage simply as a reflection of the colloquialism and elementary
speech styles of the time.
Walter Jennrich agrees that contemporary NT scholars have vastly neglected or ignored
the rhetoric of the NT as ancient literature. However, early church fathers had no trouble
articulating their opinions about Paul’s letters. Here, Jennrich illustrates this using three
examples.123 First, Chrysostom admired Paul for the power of his rhetoric, as it spoke to the
“hearts of men” using a style that permeated their lives, although dissimilar to “the smoothness
of Isocrates, the weight of Demosthenes, the dignity of Thucydides, and the elevation of Plato.”
Similarly, Jennrich quotes Gregory of Nyssa (circa 395 CE), who states, “Paul himself, the noble
minister of the Word, using no other embellishments that the truth alone, deemed it a shame to
dress out his language with such adornments, and with an eye for the truth alone, instructed us
with noble and fitting counsel.” He also shares comments from the correspondence believed to
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have occurred between Seneca and Paul.124 In Seneca’s eighth letter to Paul, he challenged Paul
to avoid using excessive allegory and adhere to the “appropriate language,” which, considering
Paul’s abundant use of personification in Romans 5–8, was a substantial request. Paul responded
such comments were “irreprehensible.”125 Jennrich notes the differences in opinion rendered by
the early Church Fathers and also opines that though Paul may not have used the “world’s formal
rhetoric,” they were very conscious of his literary efforts. He acknowledges that none took issue
with Paul’s primary concern regarding audience reception and the delivery of the message.
Jennrich also states that critics cannot separate Paul’s artistic form from the literary form, as they
are “indissolubly allied in the Greek language, even though the grammar and syntax of the koine
do depart, at times, from strict classical rules.”126
Rhetorical theory has morphed from classical to modern times. These changes have
influenced the recent scholarly approach to Paul’s rhetorical style and understanding of his use of
personifications in Romans 5–8. Scholars also note the marked distinction between ancient and
contemporary rhetorical theories. What might the audience have understood upon hearing Paul’s
words? A brief survey of well–known ancient rhetorical sources is warranted to evaluate this
better, followed by a survey of select sources from the classical to the modern era.
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Select Sources of Ancient Rhetorical Theory
To understand Paul’s use of the literary device of personification, a brief study of the
rhetorical landscape is warranted. This study neither carries the space for such a study nor
focuses on an in-depth analysis of ancient rhetorical styles and is limited in its address of all
available resources. Anderson notes that very few sources that illustrate the ancient rhetoric
remain intact, an amount insufficient to frame the complete pathway of thought regarding
personification in rhetorical theory.127 He observes complexities arose in the lack of an
established systematic method and that each scholar held differing approaches in the early days.
Therefore, rhetorical theory has subsequently developed over the centuries, offering varying
approaches and ideas, some even with philosophical attributes. Indeed, quotes from Chrysostom,
Gregory of Nyssa, and the letter from Seneca above reflect that even Paul may not have strictly
applied the literary practice of his time.
Classical Works on Rhetorical Theory
“Rhetorica ad Alexandrum”
The Rhetorica ad Alexandrum is the only known intact treaty on rhetoric predating
Aristotle, although several fragments of other known works have also been discovered. Written
in classical Greek, it was initially attributed to Aristotle due to a structural resemblance to his
work, Rhetoric, published in 83 BCE. However, current scholars broadly attribute the work to
Anaximenes of Lampsacus (380–320 BCE), a student of Diogenes and a teacher of Alexander
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the Great.128 The Roman rhetorician, Quintilian (35–96 CE), argues for the latter theory of origin
and identifies two genres and seven species of rhetoric listed in the treaty (Quintilian, Inst.
3.4.9).129 This work is one of the earliest treatises on rhetoric, providing great insights into early
rhetorical thought. However, the treatise itself is of poor quality, with several subsequent
editorial editions deeming the work unreliable. Anderson complained the discussions were too
brief and lacked examples, attributing little value to the work on Pauline rhetoric.130 Yet, the
work initiated the discussion of rhetorical theory, thus making it worthy of mention.
Aristotle, “Rhetoric”
Aristotle (384–322 BCE), a Greek philosopher, studied under Plato from seventeen until
his teacher died in 347 BCE. Not being an Athenian, he could not take the school's lead
subsequently, so he left Plato’s Academy and eventually formed his institute in Athens (in 335
BCE).131 In the first century BCE, Andronicus of Rhodes curated Aristotle’s manuscripts,
resulting in the publication of Rhetoric. Today, over 2500 pages of works by Aristotle are found
to have survived, primarily comprising notes and working papers.
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The treatise was divided into three parts based on the responsibilities of the orator. Books
1 and 2 dealt with the invention and arrangement of material. Book 3:1–12 addressed the style of
presentation. Finally, Book 3:13–19 addressed the parts of speech.132 Due to the complex nature
of the source material, Rhetoric was considered difficult to read, with little influence on the
rhetoric of the first centuries BCE and CE. Although Aristotle does not address personification
directly, he writes on some aspects of the literary device while chastising his predecessors for
paying little attention to the art of persuasion (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.1.3). His focus on rhetoric
regarded three categories: the matter being presented (το πραγμα), the character of the speaker
(εθος), and the emotional appeal to the audience (παθος) (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.3–2.17).133
Instead of adhering to the general categorization of rhetoric, Aristotle categorized it into
three varying genres according to the Rhetorica ad Alexandrum. Deliberative is exhortation or
dissuasion, judicial is accusatory or defensive, and epideictic is praise or blame (Aristotle, Rhet.
1.2.13).134 He argues that deliberative speech could either benefit or harm the listener. Therefore,
the speech concerning a subject holds a premise the author or speaker presents proof. Further, he
writes that the premises must deal with the lesser and the greater issues, both universal and
particular. The proofs must also be foundational to the cultural setting. The latter includes “craft
knowledge, scientific knowledge, practical wisdom, theoretical wisdom, and understanding,”
which Aristotle considers merely the “starting points” in deliberative speech. He claims it is vital
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for the author or speaker to “enumerate particulars in an exact way… the things people are
accustomed to deliberate… in accord with truth (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.2.14).
Aristotle, unfortunately, does not address personification specifically by its name.
However, his statements reflect the form and function of the literary device that Paul employed.
Following Aristotelian terms, one could claim that Paul’s use of personification is a form of
deliberative speech, targeting the audience’s emotions to explain the Gospel message in a
comprehensive and precise method. Therefore, these comments from Aristotle support Paul’s
style of oration within the context of the ancient Greek systems in his time and space.
Understandably, Wright was correct in his assertion that Paul was a master rhetorician and
skillfully wove “a polished work of art [with] Aristotelian density and rhetorical pathos that
ranks with the poetry of Isaiah.”135 Paul may not have used classical Greek rhetoric, but he
definitively presented the argument in the time’s vernacular.136 For clarity, Aristotelian
argumentation involves three moves. The first is establishing the position on the issue at hand
(thesis, proposition, hypothesis). The second is providing reasoning for the proper position in a
syllogism so that the proposition is more than an assertion. It is the reason the proposal gains its
logical force. Finally, the third move is to line up proofs with amplification, elaboration, and
embellishment. Subsequently, rhetors added a fourth element–conclusion. As this study will
reveal, Paul follows this precise pattern for argumentation as he argues for Christ as the unifying
element in the Roman house-church.
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Hellenistic Sources of Rhetorical Theory
Aristotle marked the end of the classical period of ancient literature and ushered in the
Hellenistic era. There was a greater emphasis on categorization and taxonomy of literary devices,
reflecting diverging opinions. During this period, the term prosopopoeia emerged, rooted in
discourses of early Greek tragedies, to refer to the mask worn by a character on stage, the
prosopon. It later was more directly associated with the character portrayed by the mask, giving
life to the mask. The suffix, poien, was added (meaning “to make”), resulting in the composite
term prosopon–poiia, meaning “composing speech for characters” or “dramatization.”137
Demetrius of Phalerum, “On Style”
On Style contains one of the first references in literary works to the concepts of eloquent
composition and makes use of the term prosopopoeia. Many scholars have debated the
authorship and dating of On Style with mixed opinions. The general opinion credits it to an
unknown author from the second to third century BCE. However, an Athenian author of several
treatises, Demetrius of Phalerum (350–280 BCE), is often believed to have written this intact
post–Aristotelian treaty on rhetorical theory.138 The author states:
παραλαμβάνοιτο δ᾿ ἂν σχῆμα διανοίας πρὸς δεινότητα προσωποποιΐα καλουμένη, οἷον
“δόξατε ὑμῖν τοὺς προγόνους ὀνειδίζειν καὶ λέγειν τάδε τινὰ ἢ τὴν Ἑλλάδα ἢ τὴν πατρίδα,
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λαβοῦσαν γυναικὸς σχῆμα”· ὥσπερ ἐν τῷ ἐπιταφίῳ Πλάτων τὸ “ὦ παῖδες, ὅτι μέν ἐστε
πατέρων ἀγαθῶν. . .,” καὶ οὐκ ἐκ τοῦ ἰδίου προσώπου λέγει ἀλλὰ ἐκ τοῦ τῶν πατέρων·
πολὺ γὰρ ἐνεργέστερα καὶ δεινότερα φαίνεται ὑπὸ τῶν προσώπων, μᾶλλον δὲ δράματα
ἀτεχνῶς γίνεται.
Another figure of thought which may be used to produce force is the figure called
prosopopoeia, for example, “Imagine that your ancestors are rebuking you and speak
such words, or imagine Greece, or your country in the form of a woman.” This is what
Plato uses in his Funeral Speech, “Children, that you are the sons of brave men . . . .” He
does not speak in his own person but in that of their fathers. The personification makes
the passage much more lively and forceful, or rather, it really turns into a drama.139
Upon discussing the differences between similes and metaphors, Demetrius refers to Aristotle,
stating that a “personifying metaphor is the best, in which the inanimate is introduced, personified
as animate, for example, in the passage describing the arrow, ‘sharp-pointed, eager to shoot into
the crowd’ and in the words ‘high-arched, foam-crested.’ All such expressions as ‘foam crested
and ‘eager’ activate a personification.”140
Therefore, the term prosopopoeia represents an anthropomorphism, the “making present”
of a dead ancestor or an absent personality, or the attribution of voice to a geopolitical entity.
Thus, according to Demetrius, personification is not required to invent a fictional character.
Therefore, the device may allude to a temporally absent person, not an ontologically absent one.
Due to such a proposition, disparate views on the constituents of personification arose during this
early stage of rhetorical thought.
Cicero, “Topica”
Cicero has been credited with writing several works on rhetoric in the first–century BCE,
including Topica (44 BCE), de Oratore (55 BCE), and Partitiones Oratariae (54–52 BCE).
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Topica is a letter addressed to a friend, Trebatius, providing a detailed analysis of Aristotle’s
abstract patterns of argumentation.141 However, the work appears as an abstract of a larger letter
explaining Aristotle’s τοποιο (rhetorical categorizations and topics). His classifications of the
topics differ from Aristotle, as he divides the loci (location) of the argument as intrinsic or
extrinsic to the matter at hand. Although Cicero relates his examples to the judiciary, in Topica,
he introduces the concept of employing abstracts for arguments based on loci (Cicero, Top.
391.3.11). This concept applies to Paul’s personifications, wherein he “argues” for the Gospel
message and the unity between the Gentiles and Jews in the Roman church.
Roman Sources of Rhetorical Theory
Rhetorical theory developed further during the first centuries BCE and CE Roman era. It
is often seen as Latinized Greek theory adapted to the Roman judicial system. The art of
elocution was at the height of popularity, such that certain schools instructed only in elocution
and avoided the written word altogether (Quintilian, Inst. 2.20.2). Yet, the written art of rhetoric
continued. Although most treatises were updated renditions of the former Greek works, three
were unique and distinct in their instructions: Cicero’s de Oratore and Orator (46 BCE) and
Quintilian’s Institutio (94–95 CE). Cicero is also believed to have also influenced Quintilian.
While both men expounded their understanding of personifications, Cicero clarified, and
Quintilian over-explained the device. The latter set precedent for the downward spiral of
confusion regarding the literary device.
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Cicero, “De Oratore” and “Orator”
Cicero’s works, de Oratore and Orator, did not follow the traditional approach of listing
categories and topics similar to that of the works mentioned above. These are formed as
dialogues following the Aristotle pattern with a philosophical nature. He expounds on rational
arguments, character portrayal, and emotional appeal. Significantly, he elaborates on his former
discussions regarding abstract patterns in argumentation (Cicero, De. or. 2.130–177) by offering
an extensive list of the intrinsic and extrinsic genres rather than focusing on a specific genre by
name.142 He shifts from the dated and inflexible schools of Greek theory with their rules and
stipulations to view the orator as a wise and intellectual being with experiences in varying areas
of life (Cicero, De. or. 1.145–146).
Much like Aristotle, Cicero does not explicitly use the term prosopopoeia. However, he
certainly alludes to the literary device. In de Oratore, he states:
And also in the same class is the use of the names of the virtues and vices to stand for the
people who possess them– “The dwelling whereinto Extravagance has forced an entry”
and “where avarice has found its way,” or “loyalty prevailed,” justice has achieved
(Cicero, De. or. 3.42.168).
Considering the device as a function of amplification employed by skilled orators, Cicero
calls this literary practice “the introduction of fictitious persons” (personarum ficta
inductio) (Cicero, De. or. 3.53.205).143 In the Roman Imperial Cult, where virtues and
vices were immortalized and personified, he held that several of these virtues and vices
were worthy of deification. However, he also acknowledged that the Roman cult system
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carried the practice to an extreme, creating a god for practically anything (for example,
Cunina, the goddess of cradles; Runcina, whose task was supervising the removal of
weeds in the field; or Cardea, the god of door hinges). Cicero also recognizes Spes
(Hope) as the second most revered Roman virtue, frequently personified in art and speech
and properly consecrated as a deity by Calatinus.144 Therefore, Paul's personification of
hope in Romans 5:5 is well within the cultural understanding of the Roman context.
Cicero classifies this literary device as a “substitution or metonymy” (Cicero, De.
or. 3.42.167). In figurative language (language that speaks of figures or persons),
metonymy is listed as a category comprising simile, personification, metaphor,
apostrophe, and synecdoche. According to Paxson, Cicero exposed the dual sense of
prosopopoeia. However, he failed to elaborate on whether the “prosopon” referred to the
person advocating for the absent person or the act of speaking through the “mask”
itself.145 This differentiation could be essential to understanding Paul’s personification of
hope. If hope in Romans 5:5 can also be viewed as the personification of Christ, was Paul
declaring statements as if Christ were stating them Himself, or was Paul arguing his
theology as if the personified hope had no voice and Paul was required to speak through
the assuming of its person?
Cicero again appears to allude to the device, without naming it, in Cicero de
Oratore 3.53.205, where he lists several rhetorical devices that the speaker uses to
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“impersonate people.” L.R. Lind argued that Cicero “clearly understood the abstracts as
divine forces which are to be set in action by calling their names in prayer,” yet incapable
of allowing the person access to heaven.146 In this sense, the personified hope of Romans
5:5 may be regarded as a polemic to the Roman conception of Spes. The exegetics of the
passage in the subsequent chapters will expand on this notion.
Although Cicero clarifies the uses of the literary device and recognizes its specific
application in the abstract’s personification as a substitution or metonymy of known people, in
Orator, he cautions to use it sparingly. He deems the device an embellishment in the ordinary
discourse that a seasoned and experienced “ideal” orator need not use excessively (Cicero, Or.
Brut. 134).147 Earlier in Orator, while considering Theophrastus’s notes on the use of figurative
language, Cicero stated:
He will employ an abundance of apposite maxims dug out from every conceivable hiding
place; this will be the dominant feature in this orator. He will be modest in his use of what
may be called the orator’s stock–in–trade. For we do have after a fashion a stock–in–trade,
in the stylistic embellishments, partly in thought and partly in words. The embellishment
given by words is twofold, from single words and from words as they are connected
together. In the case of “proper” and ordinary words, that individual word wins approval
which has the best sound, or best expresses the idea; in the case of variations from the
common idiom we approve the metaphor, or a borrowing from some source, or a new
formation or the archaic and obsolete (yet even obsolete and archaic words are to be
classed as “proper” except that we rarely use them). Words when connected together
embellish a style if they produce a certain symmetry which disappears when the words are
changed, though the thought remains the same; for the figures of thought which remain
even if the words are changed are, to be sure, numerous, but relatively few are noticeable.
Consequently, the orator of the plain style, provided he is elegant and finished, will not be
bold in coining words, and in metaphor will be modest, sparing in the use of archaisms,
and somewhat subdued in using the other embellishments of language and of thought.
Metaphor he may possibly employ more frequently because it is of the commonest
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occurrence in the language of townsman and rustic alike (Cicero, Or. Brut. 134, emphasis
mine).
This lengthy extract indicates the limited use of the language as an embellishment in place of the
favored plain, modest language that is elegant. However, it may be worth paying attention to
how Cicero articulates it is permissible to employ figurative language more frequently while
speaking to “townsman and rustic alike.” This may imply that the figurative is often used in the
vernacular of the commoners that have received no training in the finer arts of proper rhetoric.
This is noteworthy, as Paul addressed the elite and trained in Rome but delivered his message
among the laypeople, the ordinary citizens, the Jews and the Gentiles.
Cicero argues for the commonest of words and the simplicity of figurative language,
possibly as a refutation of Demetris’ example of prosopopoeia shown above. He states,
He may also brighten his style with such figures of thought and will not be exceedingly
glaring. He will not represent the State as speaking or call the dead from the lower world,
nor will he crowd a long series of iterations in a single period (Cicero, Or. Brut. 85).
Fortunately, Cicero’s brevity and disdain for figurative language does not transfer among the
subsequent rhetoricians during the Roman era. However, Cicero’s influence has had a notable
impact on the treatment of personification since the first–century CE.
“Rhetorica ad Herrenium”
Rhetorica ad Herrenium is believed to have been produced in the first century BCE,
although initially assumed to have come from Cicero since the time of Jerome (342–420 CE).
Today, the work is considered to be of unknown origin. It is the first significant rhetoric treaty to
explain the literary device of personification, using the Latin term conformatio instead of
adhering to the recurring tradition of using the original Greek name, prosopopoeia.
In Book IV’s discussion on “figures of thought,” the author describes conformatio:
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Conformatio est cum aliqua quae non adest persona confingitur quasi adsit, aut cum res
muta aut informis fit eloquens, et forma ei et oratio adtribuitur ad dignitatem
adcommodata aut actio quaedam, hoc pacto: “Quodsi nunc haec urbs invictissima vocem
mittat, non hoc pacto loquatur: ‘Ego illa plurimis tropaeis1 ornata, triumphis ditata
certissimis, clarissimis locupletata victoriis, nunc vestris seditionibus, o cives, vexor; quam
dolis malitiosa Kartago, viribus probata Numantia, disciplinis erudita Corinthus
labefactare non potuit, eam patimini nunc ab homunculis deterrimis proteri atque
conculcari?” Item: “Quodsi nunc Lucius ille Brutus revivescat et hic ante pedes vestros
adsit, is non hac utatur oratione? ‘Ego reges eieci; vos tyrannos introducitis. Ego
libertatem, quae non erat, peperi; vos partam servare non vultis. Ego capitis mei periculo
patriamliberavi; vos liberi sine periculo esse non curatis.’” Haec conformatio licet in
plures res, in mutas atque inanimas transferatur. Proficit plurimum in amplificationis
partibus et commiseratione.
Personification consists in representing an absent person as present, or in making a mute
thing or one lacking form articulate, and attributing to it a definite form and a language or a
certain behaviour appropriate to its character, as follows: “But if this invincible city should
now give utterance to her voice, would she not speak as follows: I, city of renown, who
have been adorned with numerous trophies, enriched with unconditional triumphs, and
made opulent by famous victories, am now vexed, O citizens, by your dissensions. Her
whom Carthage with her wicked guile, Numantia with her tested strength, and Corinth with
her polished culture, could not shake, do you now suffer to be trod upon and trampled
underfoot by worthless weaklings?” Again: “But if that great Lucius Brutus should now
come to life again and appear here before you, would he not use this language? “I banished
kings; you bring in tyrants. I created liberty, which did not exist; what I created you do not
wish to preserve. I, at peril of my life, freed the fatherland; you, even without peril, do not
care to be free.” Personification may be applied to a variety of things, mute and inanimate.
It is most useful in the divisions under Amplification and in Appeal to Pity (Rhet. Her. IV.
66) (emphasis mine).
This text provided a fusion of concept and source material for several rhetoricians in the years to
follow. The author argues that the first condition is that the literary device represents a person who
is not present. This transcends time and place as it brings the speaker into the presence of the
audience. Note the author’s example, which shows how Lucius Brutus would “come back to life
again and appear here before you.” This resonated with Demetrius’ assertion that personification
figuratively revived ancestors. The literary device now has two functions: (1) figurative restoration
of a person absent either in time or space and (2) a means of character invention using
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abstractions.148 Thus, in his initial statements, the device functions to give a presence, language,
and personality to those without a voice or form. Such distinctions are necessary to understand the
personifications employed by Paul in Romans 5–8.
The second function is that the personification highlights an attribute or characteristic of the
persona being represented and uses language appropriate for that person. Unfortunately, despite
these two clearly stated conditions, the syntax of the author’s subsequent statements confused
defining the device with adequate clarity. Quintilian later exacerbates this confusion by extending
the device's function to various purposes.
Quintilian, “Institutio Oratoria”
Unlike the approach Cicero adopted, Quintilian did not abandon the traditional views of
rhetorical theory and instead merged the traditional methods of rhetorical theory with the
philosophical methods of Cicero. Born in 35 CE, he studied under the Roman orator Domitius
Afer (Quintilian, Inst. 1. Cover). He wrote his magnum opus on rhetorical theory during his
retirement, eventually measuring up to twelve books. His works are considered a complete
description of personification until the middle of the first century CE. While Quintilian primarily
focused on oratory, he was conscious of the visual means of “other speaking” and its effect on
arousing the audience’s attention.
Quintilian extends the general definition of personification to “giving voice to an
abstraction.” He places prosopopoeia within a rubric, associating it with several other literary
devices, including Cicero’s character impersonation (Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.29).149 He argued
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against limiting the device to fiction, lauding it as one that could “bring down the gods from
heaven and raise the dead” (Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.30). Considering tradition, he maintained the
Greek name for the literary device prosopopoeia rather than the Latin term conformatio.
Quintilian translated the Greek term prosopon–poiein into its Greek equivalent, prosopopoeia
(Quintilian, Inst. 1.8.3).
In contrast with his predecessors, he believes the device is much more sophisticated,
stating that the literary device should not simply be restricted to the function of “impersonation,”
that is, “giving voice.” However, he initially discusses the concept in line with Cicero’s
description: “fictitious speeches supposed to be uttered, such as an advocate puts in the mouth of
his client” (Quintilian, Inst. 6.1.25). He argues that personification should not be restricted to
fictitious characters and imaginary conversations but may be explored further for its potential as
a rhetorical device.
There are some authorities who restrict the term impersonation to cases where both
persons and words are fictitious, and prefer to call imaginary conversations between men
by the Greek name of dialogue, which some translate by the Latin sermocinato
(Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.31).
He broadened the description of the technique to include conversations between people and
attributing a voice to the dead or personalities absent, including cities and abstractions.
(Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.29–37). Book 9 also explores the relationship of personification with
several literary devices. In 9.2.36, he acknowledges the traditional understanding of
personification’s relationship with the abstract, wherein an imaginary person is introduced. He
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envisions a hybrid scenario where the abstract and the figure meet in 9.2.37.150 He also permits
the use of personification in indirect speeches.
In Book 3, Quintilian explores the relationship between the definite and indefinite; stating
that “definite questions involve facts, persons, time, and the like” (Quintilian, Inst. 3.5.7) while
indefinite questions are those that have “no reference to persons, time, place, or the like.” He
claims the latter is suited for philosophical discussion, called “thesis” by the Greeks and
“propositions” by Cicero (Quintilian, Inst. 3.5.6). He argues that indefinite questions are always
more comprehensive and that it is from the indefinite ones that the definite questions emerge.
This sentiment corresponds with Winger’s later argument about how the universal points to the
particular. For example, Paul uses an extensive list of abstract personifications (Death, Sin,
Wrath, Law, Wisdom) to explain man’s dilemma before God, posing indefinite and open-ended
abstract concepts. These indefinite comprehensive statements and arguments indicate the need
for a means to a resolution, i.e., a definite response, which is revealed by the personification of
hope in Romans 5:5. Quintilian notes in 3.5.8 that these are deliberative themes that connect to
particular persons, and even if the person may not be given, a specific reference to them is given.
He asserts these themes call for more than an appeal to emotions instead of producing a “more
powerful effect wherever they do succeed in forcing their way” (Quint. Inst. 3.5.2–3). For
Quintilian, while a thesis or proposition is theoretical by nature, a cause deals with a particular
act. Therefore, personifications that deal with a reference person must be carried to their logical
conclusion, as the underlying general, indefinite question does not resolve the truth. This is a
Wallace argues that the reason for hope in Romans 5:5 is the “love of God,” which he categorizes as a
plenary genitive phrase representing objective and subjective qualities. Quintilian’s expansion of personification to
include historical persons and not limit the impersonations to only abstract concepts, is merged in his “hybrid”
classification. Hope in Romans 5:5 is almost categorically viewed as the abstract of “confident expectation.”
However, the personification of hope in Romans 5:5 requires a deeper analysis. As Paul was a contemporary of
Quintilian, it is almost as if he drew from Quintilian’s words. This will be discussed in further detail below.
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significant theory relative to Paul’s use of personifications in Romans 5–8, addressed further as
the text is exegeted in Chapter Four. Perhaps this argument put forward by Quintilian may prove
to be the basis for a later assertion by Chrysostom that the particular (definite) is amplified by the
universal (indefinite). Quintilian envisioned a myriad of variations using personification, as he
states:
Further, it is not merely true that the variety required in impersonation will be in
proportion to the variety presented by the case, for impersonation demands even greater
variety since it involves the portrayal of emotions of children, women, nations, and even
voiceless things, all of which required to be presented by character (Quintilian, Inst.
11.1.41).
However, Quintilian’s extensive discussion on personification may be the origin of the
subsequent confusion that eventually led to Origen’s merging of personification in the umbrella
category of allegory rather than regarding it as a distinct literary device. It was not until centuries
later that the literary device was as distinct or comprehensive as Quintilian, as most subsequent
treatments were as brief as Cicero’s.
Pliny the Elder, “Natural History”
A contemporary of Paul and Quintilian, Pliny the Elder (24–79 CE) was an author,
naturalist, philosopher, and commander of the Roman Army. Natural History applies to this
discussion; however, he is known for several written works. Whereas Cicero took offense to the
lesser gods of the Roman cult, Pliny the Elder was more forceful in his rejection of the
personification of gods. He argued it was “characteristic of the weakness of the human mind to
seek the image and form of God” and that such personifications were incapable of providing the
individual with access to heaven.151 Combined with Quintilian’s confusion of the literary device
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by his functional expansion of the term, Pliny the Elder’s rejection may also have contributed to
the disinterest in the device in the academic domain.
Post–Classical Rhetorical Theory on Personification
The description of the literary device lost its distinction as early as the first century CE,
gradually becoming affiliated with the broader technique of allegory.152
R. P. C. Hanson, “Origen: Allegory and Event”
Origen (185–253 CE), one of the most prolific writers in early Christianity, influenced
much of modern biblical criticism. R. P. C. Hanson provides a study of Origen’s methods of
interpretation. In his study, he asserted that one of Origen's strengths was his ability to think
outside Scripture.153 Origen maintained himself outside the author's mindset to ensure his
thoughts were his own. While fully embracing Scripture's divine inspiration, he frequently
resorted to extra-biblical sources for guidance, thus preparing him to address any passage as
needed. Evidence of contemporary Judaism, Rabbinic scholarship, and other entirely Jewish
sources (as opposed to Jewish–Christian) is apparent throughout his work. He avoided literalism
as the sole meaning behind Scripture. He sought a more profound understanding, as he believed
that the former was paralyzing and could lead to prejudice due to “bibliolatry.”154 This search for
a deeper understanding allowed for a shift in his focus on the allegorization of Scripture–seeking
such as this, it is understandable that rhetoricians of the era argued that personifications were for the “naïve” and did
not benefit the skilled orator.
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meaning behind the words. Hanson argues that an inner sense of rationalism drove Origen to
interpret much of Scripture using allegory.155 Thus, while the allegory is an ancient practice,
Origen developed it into an art of interpretation. He perceived the essential truths of Scripture as
symbols that needed to be “apprehended” for understanding. As symbols, by definition, are not
self-explanatory, Origen focused on the final meaning or the interpretation of Scripture, looking
for the meaning behind the text. To this end, he often resorted to allegorism but chose not to
understand the literary device used in conveying the message. He did not appreciate the literary
device of personification and attempted to mitigate any anthropomorphism in scripture
describing God. As a result, he envisioned personification only as a subset of allegory. His
ambivalence toward the device echoed for centuries to follow.
Augustine, “The City of God”
Augustine, Bishop of Hippo (354–430 CE), is considered one of the most influential
Christian thinkers since Paul.156 Known for adapting the classical thoughts predating Christ to a
theological system that survived the centuries, he dismissed personifications as freely as Pliny
the Elder did before him. Augustine believed that in the sphere of classical abstractions and
deification, there was no hierarchy or difference, “no discoverable principle,” and one was as
good as the other.157 He asserted, “Let us imagine the Supreme Being, who presides over life and
sensibility in general, has entrusted to the those whom we may call servants the oversight of
things of the flesh as being utterly remote from him and too lowly for his immediate
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attention.”158 For Augustine, God was in no need of support from the abstract deities of the
Roman cult, deeming them completely worthless, and yet, he declared that Felicitas, goddess of
happiness and the total of all desirable things, should be worshiped to the detriment and denial of
all other personifications.159 Thus, Augustine effectively closed the discussion on figural
(particular) personifications in modern rhetorical criticism. Yet, he felt rhetoric had relevance.
He deemed that all studies of Scripture should “strive for a way to an understanding of their
meaning, and a way of communicating what has been understood,” as rhetoric is the art of
communication.160
Brevity on Personification, James J. Paxson, “Poetics of Personification”
Origen and Augustine’s depreciation of the literary device affected rhetorical theory for
the centuries that followed; the device was only briefly noted in a few works. For instance, Julius
Rufinus, a fifth-century rhetor, makes a mere one-line comment about its use in the narrative.161
However, according to Paxson, another fifth-century author, Emporius the Great, wrote a
treatise on impersonation titled De ethopoeia. This work delegated personification as the fourth
method of “making a character,” although he did not carry the ancient classical understanding of
the device.162 Paxson suggested two reasons for the “Ciceronian brevity” characteristic of
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subsequent rhetoricians. The first reason is that Cicero provided broad examples that covered all
discussions of the literary device without using a specific approach. Second, the device was too
complex to discuss due to translation and taxonomic consideration challenges. Paxson asserted
that “all major theorists of medieval rhetoric” addressed the device with similar brevity,
following Cicero’s lead.163
The term “personification” took on the fundamental purpose of applying character or
speech to only fictional inanimate things by the Middle Ages. Erasmus, in his de Copia, does not
allude to the device specifically but discusses the concept of addressing a thing as if it were a
person, equating it to an apostrophe.164 Whitman argued that in its whole history, the term had a
close connection to the “creative technique of saying something in fiction and meaning
something else in fact.”165 Likewise, Richard Sherry’s A Treatise of Schemes and Tropes is brief
in its description, offering three categories:
. . the fainyng of a persõ called Prosopographia, and is of sorts. Fyrst ye descripciõ of a
fained person, as Vyrgyl in the syxt of Eneid, faineth Sibil to be mad, & fayneth the
persons in hell. An other forme is whẽ we fayne persõ, cõmunicacion, or affecte of a man
or of a beaste, to a dumme thynge, or that hath no bodye, or to a dead man: as to the
Harpies, furies, deuils, slepe hongar, enuie, fame, vertue, iustice, and suche lyke, the
poetes fayne a person, and communicacion. This seconde fashion the Poetes do
call Prosopopey. Aetopeia.The fyrst kind is called AEtopeia, that is an expressiõ of
maners or mylde affeccions, and hath thre kyndes: of the whych the fyrst is a
significacion or expression of maners somewhat longer, as of wittes, artes, vertues, vices.
Thus we expresse Thraso a boaster, and Demea a sowre felowe.166
In contrast to the brevity with which the preceding scholars addressed the device, Lord
Henry Home Kames (1696–1782) devoted an extensive section on this literary device in Chapter
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20 of his work, Elements of Criticism.167 He categorized personifications either as the “noble”
passionate personification or the “humble” descriptive personification.168 However, he notes that
the “passionate” personifications do not include the personifications of abstracts, adding that
abstract personifications require imagination and the conviction of an emotional response. He
asserted descriptive personifications should be used with caution and that the “mind, serious and
sedate” should reject such personification, as it is “insufferable,” although frequently used.169 In
Pierre Fontanier’s Les Figures du Discours (1830 CE), the literary device of personification
began receiving attention as a subject worthy of study beyond its cursory perception as a mere
literary device. He separated the literary device, personification, from the ancient understanding
of prosopopoeia, which he called prosopopee. His distinction denotes the literary device as
attributing speech to an abstract, whereas prosopopee rendered voice to the dead, supernatural
beings, and the absent.170 Apart from Fontanier, Paxson argued that much of the nineteenth
century held a general dislike for personification and prosopopoeia, declaring it a “pathetic
fallacy” and delegated the device as an allegory.171
Paxson argues that personification as a significant trope has a significant effect in
narrative discourse for character invention. He states:
Via personification, the abstractions of philosophy or ethics become the actants of a
narrative continuum: love, honour, the state, the earth, and so forth, become characters
named Love, Honour, the State and the Earth. Abstract intellectual qualities have
naturally, no form, no substance or temporal dimensions. They are ontologically and
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phenomenology alien to living persons and substantial objects. Personification, therefore,
is not only the formal trope by which one material entity can be translated into another
(that is sheer ‘personification’), it is the trope whereby a whole domain of ontologically
alien, separate, and privileged qualities can be translated into familiar present time-bound
ones. Personification is constitutive of all narration. It is the fundamental trope of
narrative.172
Bertrand H. Bronson, in his article, “Personification Reconsidered,” revives a fresh
understanding of the literary device, challenging the eighteenth–century “fondness” for abstracts
by questioning their trade of the “taste for the abstract . . . for preferences of the concrete.”173 He
desired to revitalize the discernment of the literary device, which had been lost to the eighteenth–
century critiques. Earl Wasserman echoed this attitude in his argument that it was insufficient to
remain in the static literary view of the eighteenth century on personification and argued for a
return to the “intellectual, spiritual, and emotional responses to prosopopoeia” characteristic of
the neoclassical view of the device.174 Both Bronson and Wasserman stated that the eighteenthcentury critics regarded personification as a sublime device due to its fictive nature. Steven
Knapp asserted that this sublimeness rendered it the “perfect embodiment of the ideal itself.”175
Interestingly, a contemporary of Bronson and Wasserman held a different view. In the
foreword to Northrop Frye’s Anatomy of Criticism, David Damrosch asserted that the symbolic
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structures of biblical theology are notably distinct from its “social, religious and political
message that the author–or a critic–might have in mind.”176 Frye also later asserted the
relationship between abstract words and metaphors has “largely been discredited.”177 He believes
metaphors are implied in the narrative where the device is located as if the abstract words are “on
loan.”
Paul de Man argued that approaches to literature were threatened by this “chaotic” field
of theory, indicating that the contemporary approach to the text was no longer based on its
history and aesthetics, thus rendering the audience’s reception and the method of presenting the
message moot for interpretation.178 However, earlier in 1979, de Man may have helped cause
chaos. For instance, in his work, Allegories of Reading, he attempted to deconstruct allegory and
personification to include multiple forms of interpretation. He made it challenging for modern
criticism to employ the two terms.179 Yet, de Man contributes to the evolution of the definition of
personification, as he views anthropomorphism as similar to a trope, “taking one entity for
another thus implies the constitution of specific entities prior to their constitution . . . which
freezes the infinite chain of tropological transformation, and propositions into one single
assertion or essence which, as such, excludes all others.”180 Thankfully, these varied attitudes are
being challenged for further studies on personification.
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Modern Sources of Rhetorical Theory
Angus Fletcher, “Allegory”
It must be noted that while the medieval and renaissance periods enjoyed allegory for the
vividness and color it provided to literature, there was a general failure to recognize the
distinctive nature of personifications. As metonymy, synecdoche, and apostrophe are recognized
and appreciated distinctly, personification merited further representation. Fletcher is one of the
first modern scholars of the twentieth century to question this attitude of dismissal toward
personification as a literary device.181 Echoing Johan Huizinga’s The Waning of the Middle Ages,
Fletcher argues that realism leads to the anthropomorphism of ideas, which can only be realized
by personifying the idea itself.182 He is one of the first to revitalize the differences between the
traditional understanding of a personified abstract, which should represent ideas but not “real
people,” and the personified “hero,” who is real and has been caricatured by an abstraction. He
classified works such as Odysseus, Aeneas, and Hercules, as examples where this form conveys
Christian knowledge or notions of imperialism.183 Fletcher argues such personifications give life
to intellectual concepts and operate within a dynamic system where one personification modifies
another. He calls this an interrelated “complex syllogistic system.”184 This echoes Quintilian’s
argument that the definite is derived from the indefinite. He believes in the reader’s strong sense
of the barriers attached to the personification, although it is challenging to determine how “real”
the personification may be. However, he notes the agents are as “real and powerful” as the
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Roman gods were to the ancient Romans. For Fletcher, the abstraction is a metonymic device
that may be viewed parallel to the ancients personifying the physical objects of their cults.185
Fletcher’s ideas mainly apply, as this study compares the developed personifications used by
Paul in Romans 5–8 with the specific personification of hope in 5:5.
James J. Paxson, “The Poetics of Personification”
In the earlier sections dealing with the evolution of scholarly attitudes and definitions
regarding personification, an incidental reference to Paxson was made, warranting further
examination. James Paxson posits that personification should be recognized on its own merits for
its imaginative and visual effect in classical and modern narration. Reflecting on Bloomfield’s
opinions, he argues it is a “localized, animate metaphor and characterological.”186 He links the
device with “substantializaton” and “materialization,” where the personified abstract is a figure
itself. He believes that the literary world chose to “defiguralize” instead of approaching the
abstract as genuinely representative of a historical or absent figure.187 As previously mentioned,
Paxson opposes the former mindsets regarding personification, believing that literary criticism
must review its stance on allegory and prosopopoeia. He further argues that the devices capture
the cognitive mind, “taking hold, seizing, consumption, and digestion of a prior image.”188 For
Paxson, personification is the most crucial trope within allegory, “foregrounding of the body and
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figure as Quintilian emphasized on Institutio oratoria (9.1.10–11) . . . the mechanism by which
rhetorical and physical bodies get ‘made.’”189
Walter Melion, “Personification: Embodying Meaning and Emotion”
Following the work of Fletcher and Paxson, Walter Melion argues that personification
and prosopopoeia should be distinct forms of allegory. He asserts that two distinct fields of study
comprise the theory of allegory: the manner of writing and the manner of interpretation–called
allegoresis, the procedure of figural, non-literal reading of texts, “especially the Bible.”190
Melion agrees with Paxson that few scholars differentiate between the forms of personification,
which he terms “iconographic and rhetorical.” He argues that the lack of distinction leads to a
failure to recognize the audience’s response. In other words, text interpreters are unable to step
hypothetically into the time and space of the context to receive the message in the same manner
the audience may have.191 For Melion, personifications extended beyond the material sign.
Therefore, the imagery employed by Paul exceeds its vividness, embodying ideas–the complex
message of a highly “philosophical and religious idea, that in the most basic sense, was more
palatable, more easily comprehended.”192 He adds to this extension, declaring that the processes
of “thinking, feeling, and experiencing” are vital to personifications.193 A proper study of
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personifications as a specific literary device reveals the “modus operandi” of the intent and
method of their usage.
Thus, Melion argues that personification should only be understood as the rhetorical
device used to animate a fictional character. In contrast, prosopopoeia should be understood in
its classical sense of “making face” for an absent figure. This differentiation could be
comparable to Winger’s distinction between particular and universal personifications.194 Melion
has effectively opened the door for a rereading of personifications in Scripture. Hence, a brief
revisit to the pre–Pauline use of prosopopoeia is warranted before addressing Paul’s use of the
device in Romans.
Personification in Antiquity
The literary device of personification is recognized within classical literature, predating
the Hellenistic and Roman eras and further into antiquity. For example, the Canaanite Poem of
Baal includes persona such as “Sir Sea,” “Sir Adroit–and–Cunning,” and “Sir Holy–and–
Blessed.” Greek poetry is replete with personifications by the time of Homer and Hesiod. A
statement in Hesiod’s Pheme is an early example of a deity being attributed to an abstract idea.195
The early Greeks personified abstractions such as Pheme (Fame), Elpis (Hope), and Eirene
(Peace).196 Several Roman gods have been represented as personified abstractions within
literature, for example, Fides Publica (Faith), Spes (Hope), Victoria (Victory), and Fortuna
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(Fortune), among many others.197 The practices may be traced back to the ancient Italic peoples,
an Indo–European community distinguished by a common language dating from the second
millennium BCE.198 However, from the modern perspective, the worship of abstractions is
challenging to comprehend. Even Cicero questions this practice with his statement:
We see that intelligence, faith, hope, virtue, honor, victory, health, concord, and other
things of this sort have power, but not the power of gods, for they are either properties
inherent in ourselves–like intelligence, hope, faith, virtue, and concord–or objects of our
desire–like honor, health, and victory. I see the value of these things, and I see the statues
are dedicated to them. But why they should be held to possess divine power, I cannot
understand, without further investigation (Cicero, Nat. d. 3.24.61).
Emma Safford notes that, despite Cicero’s comments, many of the personifications of Ancient
Greek literature were, indeed, worshipped and exalted. She asserts any figure offered sacrifices
was expected to respond to the one making the sacrifice. This would require consciousness, an
anthropomorphism best understood as “personality.”199 Safford further argues the ancient
practice of merging the gods with abstracts facilitated the “development of compositional
allegory–i.e., narratives involving personification deliberately created to make a didactic
point.”200 Within later Hellenistic practice, personifications were abstract nouns further qualified
by verbs or adjectives corresponding with a human quality or action. This tendency was so
deeply engrained in Greek thought that even a few authors frequently demonstrated their
arguments by conceiving things in human terms. Paul’s use of personification in Romans 5–8
embodies this element of Greek thought during his time. Indeed, the Greek term prosopo–poiia
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embraces the idea of giving voice to a person who was not present. However, Cicero became
ambivalent toward the idea of deified abstracts, stating, “either the gift of the god is given the
god’s name, or in other cases, some thing which particularly great power resides may itself be
designated by the title ‘god’” (Cicero, Nat. d. 2.23.61). Safford believes that specific abstract
ideas were so deep and powerful that it was understandable that they were easily recognized as
and equated to gods.201 Therefore, Paul’s pervasive use of personifications in Romans 5–8 is well
within the ordinary and customary rhetoric of his day. Unfortunately, early Church Fathers began
to deviate from this distinction, viewing the concept of personification within a broader category
of allegory.
Reflection on Jewish Rhetoric
Up to a point, the focus of this study has been on Greco-Roman rhetoric at the exclusion
of the Jewish concept of rhetoric. Erika Falk argues that Jewish rhetoric is an ethical approach to
communication as found in the ancient texts rather than utilitarian.202 She argues that nonWestern views on rhetoric are not limited to the principles outlined by the classical authors
already covered in this chapter. She states this is because there is a lack of consensus about
Jewish rhetoric but notes that “observant communities have long lived by and known about these
laws of speech and understood them to be a coherent system.”203 Jewish rhetoric is based on the
concept that symbolic words are potent and can be used to create or destroy. For that reason,
Jewish rhetoric is very concerned with the truthfulness of speech more so than the search for
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truth envisioned by Aristotle in Rhetoric. Therefore, recommendations toward deception are
instrumental in the art of persuasion. As prosopopoeia is considered an effective literary device
for persuasion and argument, the Jewish audience would have been more mindful of the truth
spoken by Paul. Due to the ethical sensitivity to truth, Jewish rhetoric does not have a category
for the invention of characters, such as prosopopoeia, but in general, directs the orator to be
conscious of what is being said and not to embellish (Mishle 15:28; 16:20; 20:25).204 Paul’s
ethos (character) became pivotal for the Jewish audience to accept his message. Interestingly,
Falk notes, “most modern rhetorical analyses, criticisms, and how-to publications do not cover
deception.”205 This is interesting because the central problem identified in this paper is modern
scholars approach ancient rhetoric using modern philosophy instead of approaching from the
mindset of the original ancient audience.
As the Jewish audience approached rhetoric from an ethical and philosophical basis
rather than utilitarian, how would they have understood Paul’s message couched in a literary
device of Greco-Roman nature? Oratory, at that time, was found primarily on the “street corner”
and oral. It was the basis of everyday commerce, communication, and education for both the Jew
and the Gentile. The typical person on the street understood the “language” of communication
regardless of ethnicity. Although typically not formally trained, at least some training element
was received either at the gymnasium or in public teaching sessions. The public oral forums led
Quintilian to write his Institutio Oratoria. Therefore, it cannot be argued that since the Jewish
audience held a different viewpoint on the purpose and style of rhetoric (communication) than
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the Gentiles, Paul’s message using the Greco-Roman style of communication was not
understood. Paul’s message was understood despite the multicultural rhetoric at play. This study
does not have space to develop this line of discussion fully.
Conclusion
The brief survey of authors from the classical period to the modern era indicates the
reflections and evolutions associated with “personification.” Although specific terms denoting
the concept did not emerge in literature until the first to second century BCE, the concept has
been present as long as literature has. Initially, it was understood as the presentation of a
“character” using a mask: prosopo-poiia (προσωποποιια). The character, prosopon (προσωπον),
was then given a voice, allowing the orator to assume the identity of another momentarily.
Eventually, the mask represented the essence of the voice, taking on the persona of a unique
individual by itself. Employing this technique, the orator extends the language used in several
remarkable directions.206 First, he may voice imaginary or unrealistic characters, such as an
ancestor or a deceased person, attributing them with a literary presence. He may then animate a
protagonist, such as a character in a comedy or tragedy. Abstracts may also be animated, such as
the homeland or various moral qualities. Finally, deities or demonic beings could also be given a
presence.
Quintilian expanded the technical use of this concept to include the invention of
personalities and the transformation of a concept into an actual character. Art and literature's
depiction of gods during the Greco-Roman era was prolific, addressed appropriately within
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Gianni Guastella, Word of Mouth: Fama and Its Personifications in Art and Literature in Ancient Rome
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Quintilian’s assertions. Thus, beginning with Cicero and following with Quintilian, the literary
device captivated audiences along two distinct lines–first, modern rhetoricians term the ancient
practice of giving personality to an abstraction that originated in antiquity and ancient religion as
“personification”; second, a different but similar practice of consciously giving personality to
abstraction by impersonating it, frequently with the persona of an individual who is not present
in the literal sense (such as well-known figures or the fictional, as with ancient gods in the
traditional Greek fashion).207 The ancient term prosopopoeia defines giving voice to one who is
not present. However, within the ancient rhetorical theory, there appears to be no distinction
between prosopopoeia and personification, as both impart human attributes to an inanimate
object or abstract noun. Scholars such as Joseph Dodson’s ‘Powers’ of Personification suggest
they are different and should be understood differently.208 Yet, the coined term, personification,
did not exist until the 1800s and appeared distinct from prosopopoeia in the ancient context. This
set the stage for Paul’s eventual use of the literary device as he wrote the Letter to the Romans.
In this context, it is essential to note that he employs both functions of the device, deeming the
initial grouped views crucial to the exegetic study of his passage.
However, in his effort to analyze the rhetorical device and its capacity to enlighten
speech in captivating manners, Quintilian may have caused more harm than good. He failed to
target a specific definition, leading several rhetoricians to possess an attitude of dismissal or
neglect towards the device, regarding it as the one used by naïve and unskilled ordinary people
and not skilled orators.209 Origen merged the concept into the broader category of allegory and
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Northrop Frye qualified personification as “naïve allegory – a disguised form of discursive writing
which chiefly belongs to education literature on an elementary level: classroom moralities, devotional exempla,
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metaphors, mentioning personification only in passing.210 Subsequently, rhetoricians followed
his lead, failing to embrace the unique qualities of personification in their criticisms.
Guastella writes that personification morphed into a purely rhetorical device to invent
fictional characters over the years that followed Origen. He noted Pierre Fonatier's statement in
1830:
Personification consists of creating, from an inanimate, insentient being, or an abstract
and purely ideal being, a sort of real and physical being endowed with the feeling and
life–that is to say, what we call a person, and this by way of a simple manner of speaking
or an entirely verbal fiction, it must be said. It is achieved through metonymy,
synecdoche, and metaphor.211
This definition put forward by Fontanier represents a modern mindset that does not
recognize the ancient practice of using personification to speak for a person who is not present, a
figural personification. As Guastella articulates, the modern concept of personification is focused
on the “transformation of inanimate beings or abstract entities into anthropomorphic characters.”
This is similar to Fontanier’s use of the phrase “inanimate, insentient being,” removing all
indications that animation of the abstract could correspond with a real personality. The obvious
challenge to this assertion can be framed as a question: when does a figural personification divest
itself of its figurativeness and only become a literary phenomenon? Whitman is of the opinion

local pageants and the like.” See Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, 90. Edward Honig considers personification to be
crude, limited, conventional and mainly rudimentary. See Edward Honig, Dark Council: The Making of Allegory
(New York, NY: Brown, 1959), 116.
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Guastella, Word of Mouth, 8. He quotes from Pierre Fonatier’s fourth edition of Manuel Classique pour
L’etude Des Tropes (1830).
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that it is only when the personality is fictitious and can be separated from the actual condition
that the device could be called a “literary personification.” L. R. Lind presents the example of
Fortuna,212 a Roman deity animated as early as the seventh or sixth century BCE. Still, the full
recognition of Fortuna only as a literary personification was not acknowledged until the Middle
Ages, when the “basis of fact” was no longer relevant, before which Fortuna was viewed as a
prosopopoeia alone. Thus, applying a modern understanding to an ancient practice raises
problems for the interpreter of Romans. Just because the temporal context has changed for the
device, neither the original meaning intended by Paul nor the original understanding of his
audience would change significantly. Scripture does not adhere to the temporal obsolescence
described by Whitman. Jesus Christ does not cease to be relevant.
Chaim Perelman noted that, since the Reformation period, studies had embraced
logic to the detriment of rhetoric.213 He argues that concentration on logic has only
increased in the twentieth century. Such logic depends on mathematical certainty and
leaves out elements of human reason, such as morality, philosophy, and religion.
Therefore, for this study, the modern approach will be diminished in favor of Quintilian’s
concept of “giving a body or voice” to a common or abstract noun and transforming it
into a proper noun. This approach shall apply the art of ancient rhetoric in its historical
setting. Although this may involve complex procedures, the Scripture and Paul provide
adequate guidance, as covered in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER THREE–Paul’s Use of Personification
Chapter Two identified two general views of the animation of non–human objects,
places, and abstracts. With textual insights from Quintilian, the section documented a distinction
between a literary pretense by creating a fictional character and the personification of a figure
that functions to give voice to one who is not present. According to modern theory,
personification only transfers human properties to non–human objects, thus creating a fictional
character within literature or art as a literary pretense. The complete mental image is not created
in this context, as the device does not reflect a historical figure. This function of the device has
been a widely accepted norm since the early church days. However, in contrast, prosopopoeia,
the ancient practice of animation (personification), envisions both aspects noted by Quintilian:
the representation of a historical figure by attributing their voice to them and the generation of a
fictional character. Indeed, even before Quintilian, the author of Rhetorica ad Herrenium
addressed these twin concepts of personification (Rhet. Her. IV. 66).
The literary act of giving voice to an abstract also exists in two formats; the first
comprises the animated abstract directly speaking. For example, in Romans 7:7, Paul states, “if
the Law had not said, ‘You shall not covet.’” Here, Law has been animated and given a voice to
speak directly, exemplifying the classic definition of prosopopoeia within the definition of
ancient rhetoric. The second format of a “given voice” arises from a judicial structure, wherein
an advocate speaks and represents on behalf of an animation. This can be observed in Romans
5:14, 17, 21, where Paul states, “death reigned.” He speaks on behalf of death in these verses,
“advocating” for it. Similarly, this has been viewed in 6:9, “death is no longer a master,” and in
7:5, “bear fruit for death.” However, the judicial sense of advocacy does not require the advocate
to express personal sentiment. The abstract only requires being recognized as an animated
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representation of an absent historical figure.214 Kerasia Stratiki calls these “personifying
presences,” where specific information about the animated abstract is also provided, for example,
an attribute.215 As such, prosopopoeia constitutes a form of “built-in metonymy,” frequently
focusing on the specific attributes of the animated figure.216 It provides a fuller mental image
while also being self–limiting. Thus, in this sense, the author of Rhetorica ad Herrenium duly
notes that this figural use of prosopopoeia effectively amplifies the discourse to appeal to pity
(i.e., the audience’s pathos) by emphasizing attributes of the personified presence relevant to the
situation.217 For clarity and brevity, in this paper, the term prosopopoeia will be designated as
214
It is challenging to specifically define prosopopoeia, causing much confusion among scholars in their
studies to understand its use. For example, the differences in the understanding of “giving voice” has resulted in
varying terminology. Winger states there are three forms: particular, universal, and sortal. Particular prosopopoeia is
best understood as a voice for a historical figure who is not present. Universal prosopopoeia relates to the animation
of abstracts given voice, yet, the figure may be either figural or fictional. This would be characteristic of “Law,” as
mentioned previously. Sortals are used to represent a group of people. For example, Paul states in Romans 3:1,
“what advantage has the Jew.” The term Jew is a sortal, representing an ethnic people. See Winger, Names and
Abstractions, 149. Dodson uses the term “representative” rather than “particular,” and “general” for “universal.” See
Dodson, ‘Powers’ of Personification, 32. Dodson notes that the representative prosopopoeia actually speaks for
someone else (real or fictional), and ontologically functions the same way. Examples for the same would be the
animation of the Roman gods, such as Faith, Virtue, and Fortune. Quintilian uses the terms “definite” and
“indefinite” (Quintilian, Inst. 3.5.7). To repeat, in this paper, the ancient terminology employed by Quintilian will be
used. Prosopopoeia will be used as the collective term for all personifications in Paul’s Letter to the Romans, and
the terms ‘definite’ and ‘indefinite’ shall apply to the figural, judicial, and literary prosopopoeia. For the purpose of
this paper, the term “personification” will be used only in the general sense of animating an object or abstract.
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personifying “heroes” in the society. Iconography and literature personifications supported a remembrance of their
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Pity should not be understood with the modern conception of sorrow and despair over another’s plight.
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either figural (giving voice to one who is not present), judicial (advocating for one who is not
present), or literary (the creation of a fictional character).218
A Roman Latin rhetorician from the fifth to the sixth century CE, Emporius, speaks of
the characterization of figural and judicial prosopopoeia.219 Although he states the characters are
introduced by a person, matter, place, or time, he does not elaborate further. It is possible that he
was alluding to the commentary by Quintilian, suggesting that the lack of a speaker’s
identification is an exception (Quintilian, Inst. 9.3.37). However, in his analysis of ancient
rhetoric, the introduction and identification of the speaker are “inevitably present” in ancient
rhetoric and philosophical texts.220 Therefore, to evaluate Paul’s use of prosopopoeia, the

are titillated, encouraging audience attention and understanding. Wasserman, Value of Personification, 442.
Wasserman is quoting from Richard Stack’s essay, The Sublimity of Writing (1787). Lee Sonnino argued that the
intended effects provided “extraordinary sublimity” when the abstracts or objects are given life. Lee A. Sonnino, A
Handbook of Sixteenth–Century Rhetoric (London, UK: Routledge and K. Paul, 1968), 54. Sublimity is the art or
practice of elevating thought to a higher understanding. It renders a sense of awe, power, and veneration. Knapp’s
Personification and the Sublime expanded on this aspect of personification.
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The choice of using ‘prosopopoeia’ for the sake of further discussion keeps within the ancient rhetorical
categories, however, allows for the modern understanding of personification by designating the literary
prosopopoeia as the device employed by the ancient authors to bring to life an abstract form, place, or object.
Different authors use differing terms. For example, universal and particular as seen in Chapter 1. This paper is
choosing to make the distinctions between the personification indicative of a historical character and one that is a
fictional literary device. This distinction is important for Paul’s arguments, as he argues effectively, the
personifications are powers that are alive and function in one’s life. These are not fictional characters – to use terms
such as universal or particular would only confuse the argument, yet the functional differences between these
concepts are fruitful for later discussion on Paul’s structure of his argumentation as he introduces the traditional
Greek method of parallelism.
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interpreter should attempt to identify the historical figure being presented with the animated
abstract to construct a cohesive argument.
While the characteristic of “giving voice” of prosopopoeia is central to comprehending
the ancient rhetoric employed by Paul, it must be noted that Scripture is still within the purview
of literature. Yet, most modern scholarship addresses relevant nouns with their conceptual
understanding without viewing their historical sense, thus resulting in a lack of balance in
interpretation. The literary use of prosopopoeia to animate an abstract for illustration and ease of
audience understanding cannot be mitigated. Therefore, modern scholars overlook or ignore
prosopopoeia’s significant original influence on the audience’s understanding, particularly if one
recognizes the device may represent a historical person and not a fictional creation (a literary
presence).
Origen recognized the necessity of speaking the language most familiar to the audience.
Known for his tendency to merge prosopopoeia into the larger category of allegory, Origen
wrote a critical paragraph on this matter to Celsus, a pagan philosopher, in 248 CE. In this
paragraph, he argued for the necessity of the speech to be structured in a manner that the
audience was accustomed:
But as, in what follows, Celsus, not understanding that the language of Scripture
regarding God is adapted to an anthropopathic point of view, . . . do not aim at exerting
our own power of eloquence, but, adapting ourselves to the weakness of our charge, both
say and do those things which may appear to us useful for the correction and
improvement of the children as children, so the word of God appears to have dealt with
the history, making the capacity of the hearers, and the benefit which they were to
receive, the standard of the appropriateness of its announcements (regarding Him). And,
generally, with regard to such a style of speaking about God, we find in the book of
Deuteronomy the following: “The LORD thy God bare with your manners, as a man
would bear with the manners of his son.” . . of what is addressed to those of weaker mind
with what is announced to such as are of acuter understanding, both meanings being
frequently found in the same passage by him who is capable of comprehending it.221
221
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Considering Origen’s attitude towards adapting speech to the needs of its audience, it becomes
incumbent to recognize that Paul also adapted the form of his message to facilitate the audience’s
understanding of the Gospel. In 1 Corinthians 9:19–22, Paul asserted that he adapted himself to
the Jew, the Gentile, and the “weak.” As Origen exegeted the personification of εγω (ego) in
Paul’s discussion of two natures in Romans 7, he acknowledges Paul’s use of the literary device
despite his affinity to merge personification into the umbrella category of allegory. Other ancient
interpreters such as Rufinus (335–411 CE, a monk and translator of Greek work into Latin),
Jerome (342–420 CE, Latin priest, and historian), Didymus of Alexandria (313–420 CE,
Christian theologian in Alexandria), and Nilus of Ancyra (died 430 CE, disciple of Chrysostom),
accepted Origen’s approach to Paul’s text. They were sensitive to Paul’s style of rhetoric and use
of prosopopoeia within the culture of his time and space.
The distinction between the ancient prosopopoeia and the modern understanding of the
literary device is notable. When an abstract noun is personified faceless, as in modern theory, it
addresses its function rather than the figure. In contrast, ancient prosopopoeia draws attention to
the figure. This practice individualizes the abstract and takes on human characteristics through
the human actions of the verb, which elicits the ideas and fixes the narrative for its intended
purpose.222 However, Bloomfield warns that certain verbal forms are frequently confused with
personifications. Therefore, one must administer certain “tests” to determine if the figure is a true
personification. It is essential to observe that if the verb is usually associated with human activity
noun, it strongly indicates personification, which draws upon the audience’s imagination and
222
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focuses on the point in time the human attribute is assigned and its relevance to the audience.
Therefore, Paul’s use of prosopopoeia must be addressed hermeneutically (theologically,
historically, and literary), with particular emphasis on its historical context. This chapter
highlights Paul’s propensity to use this device in his argument for the gospel of Jesus Christ in
Romans 5–8.
The function of prosopopoeia served a variety of forms in ancient rhetoric. Dodson
proposed six functions that the literary device could carry out: “decorate or amplify, educate or
clarify, motivate or manipulate, expose the cause of something, provide new insight, or deflect
attention away from other topics.”223 In his argument, he also quotes Quintilian, who envisions
three distinct functions: informing, moving, and giving pleasure.224 Prosopopoeia also serves to
clarify and speak to the audience's emotions.225 In such instances, symbols support the author in
describing complex topics, using words that Aristotle calls “loan words.”226 As personifications
are often viewed in the same light as symbolism, the relevance of its function in Romans 5–8,
where Paul presents the gospel message of Christ, is much more evident.227
In summary, prosopopoeia within Paul’s historical and cultural context existed in three
generalized formats–it could serve as a figural speech to attribute voice to a person who is not
223
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See also Raysor, Coleridge’s Miscellaneous Criticisms, 20–21. Coleridge argued that personifications
produced a greater emotional appeal than literal words. He adds this to the function of ornamentation, a device used
to describe something when in the absence of other words that could describe the phenomenon.
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227. Origen closely associates prosopopoeia with allegory. Hence, an interpreter would view a passage
containing the device only as a literary effect, disregarding the potential of a literal persona being presented. This is
a significant shortcoming in modern rhetorical theory.
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present; it could serve in the judicial sense to speak on behalf of an absent person; and finally, it
could be used as a literary device to generate a fictional character. Although not a rigid
requirement, the identification of the characters is often recognized. The notation of the device is
evidenced by a verb typically associated with human actions. Therefore, the “borrowed”
common or abstract nouns will assume the format of a proper noun. Finally, the device serves to
appeal to the emotions and plight of the audience to clarify or explain a complex concept
comprehensively.
An analysis of the literary device, as used by Paul in Romans 5–8, reveals that he adheres
to the rhetoric familiar to his cultural and historical context. He primarily uses the format of
judicial prosopopoeia during his argument, where he advocates or speaks on behalf of the
characters. However, as needed, he uses the figural format, enabling the prosopopoeia to address
the audience for itself. For this argument, the analysis does not accept that the prosopopoeia used
by Paul in this pericope are fictional characters (literary prosopopoeia). This would contrast the
former statements that the developed abstracts are universal or fictional personifications.
Asserting these personifications are figural or judicial would be substantive in the audience’s
life. As he personifies the abstracts of sin, death, nomos, righteousness, and grace, he identifies
them as “powers” that “reign” over man’s life, thus deserving proper names.228 Each abstract
term has unique implications for the Jewish and Gentile audience based on their personal cultural
history and current circumstance in life.
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Developed Personifications of Romans 5–8
James Dunn believes that Paul’s letter to the Romans is “the single most important work
on Christian Theology ever written.”229 It is the first well-developed theological statement on
Christian theology, providing firm textual foundations for Christian theologians today. However,
the gospel message of Christ is complex, especially in disseminating it to an audience with
varied beliefs and backgrounds, such as in the growing house-churches of Rome.
As noted earlier, complex topics are more easily explained using symbolism to deliver
the message. This technique is vital to Paul, who argues the very heart of the gospel message in
Romans 5–8. In the passage, he discusses the twin concepts of sin and death, the function of the
law, their consequences for a relationship with God, and how resolution may occur through
Christ. Against the cultural backdrop of vastly differing conceptualizations of death and sin, Paul
faces a formidable task. To confront this, Paul employs this significant literary device
prosopopoeia, to its greatest extent.230 In no other portions of his letters is the device deployed
more than in these passages.231
Before addressing hope as a personification in Romans 5:5, it is requisite to understand
Paul’s buffering and reconciliation personifications. This may provide material for comparison
between the two employments of the same device. As Paul presents the Gospel message, he uses
229
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As seen in Chapter 2, Cicero, Quintilian, and the author of Rhetorica ad Herennium described the
literary device in great detail and its use in discourse. In contrast to modern theory, the presentations of these three
rhetoricians suggests that the animation of an abstract to speak for or advocate a historical figure was more prevalent
than a fictional creation.
Other examples include Gal 3:8, where “Scripture … preached the gospel,” and Gal 3:22, where
“Scripture shut up all men.”
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the two of the three forms of prosopopoeia as buffering agents that distance God from the blame
of evil and those that act as reconciliation agents to reinstate man back into a relationship with
God. However, Paul compares these animations by heavily stressing the differences using a
“lesser to the greater” form of argumentation, a standard argumentation feature (Quintilian, Inst.
5.10.88).
The following personification comparisons focus on the five frequently noted in
academic research and well-developed: Sin, Death, Nomos, Righteousness, and Grace. Paul also
employs several other personifications; however, these five are central to his argument and
sufficient for this study.232 Paul considers their cultural presuppositions and preunderstandings as
he skillfully navigates the core themes in his presentation of the gospel, addressing the audience
in the rhetorical style of their custom and the language and vocabulary most accessible to them.
Thus, this chapter focuses on reviewing the ANE, Hellenistic, and OT concepts of the abstracts
before examining Paul’s work, thus revealing the evolution of thought as Paul delivers the
Gospel and Christ to a varied people.
Buffering Personifications
Sin–ἁμαρτία
Sin (ἁμαρτία) is the most developed of the personifications used by Paul, used ninety–
two times in his letter. His discussion on sin is concentrated in Romans 5–8, comparing the
“body of sin” with the “body of Christ,” where he uses the term forty–two times.233 In the
passage, he presents a tyrannical entity that has overlorded over men since the time of Adam.
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Historical Views on Sin
In the ANE world, the concept of sin held a variety of meanings and understandings,
often personified and depicted as an external force.234 Aristotle equated ἁμαρτία with a sense of
justice, offering three definitions for the term. The first was related to an accidental injury that
could not be avoided. The second was a wrong committed against another with no malicious
intent or negligence. Finally, there are also instances of intentional wrongdoing to cause harm
(Aristotle, Eth. nic. 5.8.1–12).235 Later, Hellenistic authors also put forward varying views on
ἁμαρτία, although none of them regarded ἁμαρτία in terms of faith or religion. All taxonomies
were associated with civil matters concerning error, personal mistakes, or deviations from
societal norms and proper conduct ensconced within a shame–and–honor system.
Aristotle asserted ἁμαρτία is based on two elements; emotions and reason. However, this
phrasing is not dominant in ancient Greek literature, as there are only two hundred instances
across all known works. Comparing this to the 173 instances in the NT and over 600 occurrences
of the phrase in the LXX, it is highly evident that the construct of ἁμαρτία is viewed differently
within biblical theology.
Biblical Concept of Sin
The concept of ἁμαρτία carries a very different semantic understanding within the OT,
differing from the previously mentioned definitions. Joseph Lam envisions four metaphors for

literality is embodied in the person, Satan, who is positioned paradigmatically opposite to Jesus. Thus, he coins the
phrase, “body of sin.” Whether or not one holds that the personification of Sin signifies a literal or a figurative
person, one cannot argue the influence and consequences that sin has on one’s life.
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the term.236 First, he regards ἁμαρτία as a burden, with the weight of associated guilt. He uses
Genesis 18:20 as an example, where Sodom and Gomorrah cry their sin is ( כָּבֵ דkā·ḇēḏ), which is
connotative of a heavy burden and physical weight (Job 6:3, Ez 27:25).237 The second is the
payment of a debt, a metaphor using accounting concepts. In Isaiah 43:25, God “blots out
transgressions [sin]” and remembers them no more, much like a paid debt (Ps 51:9). God uses
similar terminology in Isaiah 25:8 when he states, “God will wipe away your tears.” Indeed, the
Hebrew term ( מָּ חָּ אmā·ḥā) possesses the physical attribute of “cleaning” and carries an implied
salvific action on God’s part.238 The third metaphor has been observed within the language of
Jeremiah 18:11, where God warns the people about their direction in life and to “turn from your
evil ways, each one of you, and reform your ways and your actions.” Here, Lam views the
metaphor as a path or road that one takes (Is 53:6).239 Finally, he views ἁμαρτία using the
metaphor of a stain or blemish on man. The author of Proverbs 20:9 states, “Who can say, ‘I
have kept my heart pure; I am clean and without sin?’” Here, the term ( ָּזכָּהzā·ḵā(h)) is used to
indicate the act of washing or making clean something that is not pure (Is 1:16).240
In contrast to the historical ANE concept of ἁμαρτία, sin in the Old Testament is not
deemed merely a mistake or an accident but a violation of God’s commands. Here, the concept
of sin transitioned from a civil matter to a religious category. The Torah personifies sin as a
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powerful entity that “is crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must rule over it”
(Gen 4:7), thus taking on the role of a dynamic force that threatens the people of God.241
Flavius Josephus, a Jewish historian and contemporary to Paul (37–100 CE), treated
ἁμαρτία with a mixed opinion. In The Antiquities of the Jews, he considers the term in the LXX
and its Hebrew conception (Josephus, Ant. 3).242 However, as his work shifted focus over time,
he adopted the ancient pagan Greek conception of offenses and mistakes, intentionally or
unintentionally, against societal norms (Josephus, J.W. 3.75, 7.298). Essentially, Josephus
represents the collective mindset of the people in Paul’s time, with a varied interpretation of
ἁμαρτία, depending on one’s cultural background. This complicates Paul’s task in his delivery of
the Gospel message.
Paul’s Presentation of Sin
In chapters 1–4 of the Letters to the Romans, Paul capitalizes on the OT presentation of
sin, or human sinfulness, as a violation of God’s command. Quoting from Psalms, he shifts the
focus to the individual man, asserting that “all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God”
(Rom 3:23).243 He universalizes this assertation for the punishment for the sinfulness of all
humanity in Romans 2:5–11, proclaiming, “the wrath of God … from heaven against all
Sin ( ) חָּ טָּ אtakes on both a verb and noun forms in the OT. K. Koch, “חָּ טָּ א,” ed. G. Johannes Botterweck
and Helmer Ringgren, trans. David E. Green, TDNT, 311. It feminine substantive noun form ( חַּׂ טָּ אתchaṭṭāʾth )
reflected in Genesis 4:7, form is found in 290 occasions. A similar personification may be found in Isaiah 5:18.
Koch recognizes that there may be differing semantic forms of the six nominal renditions of  חָּ טָּ א, all rendered as
“sin” in modern interpretations, but he states that further research is warranted to determine is the differences are
significant to the intent of the text.
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ungodliness and unrighteousness of man who suppresses the truth of righteousness (Rom 1:18–
32).
Noteworthy are certain allusions to external powers at play within his commentary. In
chapters 5–8, Paul focuses on the cosmological power of Sin.244 Animating ἁμαρτία with the
same verb he will use to animate death, he believes that ἁμαρτία “reigned” in Romans 5:21 with
a co-conspirator, “Death.” Paul spends a significant amount of time discussing a two-level
concept of sin in these chapters: human sinfulness and cosmic power. For example, sin in
Romans 5:12 is personified as a cosmic power but, in contrast, viewed as an abstract common
noun in 5:13b.245 This is characteristic of Paul’s dominant personification in these chapters,
where he stresses three human-like aspects of sin. First, he argues that the personified Sin is the
universal federal head over the ills of the world as it makes an entry into the cosmos and reigns
over it (Rom 5:12–21). Sin is also presented as an enslaving overlord and slave–master (Rom
6:12–23).246 In these passages, Paul also disassociates human sinfulness from cosmic powers.
This two-level approach enables Paul to argue about the state of humanity and the need for a
Savior.
Nijay Gupta questions whether Paul’s animation of ἁμαρτία is “simply a sensational,
rhetorical device that allowed Paul to conceptualize a fundamental feature of the human
244
For clarity, when denoting the abstract, the lower case “sin” will be used. When referring to the
animated prosopopoeia, the upper case “Sin” will be used. This will be the pattern for all presentations of
prosopopoeia.
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situation–externalizing that feature as an independent entity in order to examine it in
hypostatized fashion.”247 In the same context, Stanley Stowers perceives an “imaginary
interlocutor” that “exposes a person’s basic moral contradictions.”248 Moo questions whether the
“demon existed, before, or independent of Adam’s rebellious acts against God.”249 In view of
Romans 1:18 and 2:10, it is declared that God holds man personally responsible “without
excuse” (Rom 1:20). Or is human sinfulness merely a function of “the frailties embedded within
the human heart?”250 Paul appears not so convinced of this, as the context of Ephesians 6:12, he
argues “for our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers,
against the world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the
heavenly places.” He introduces the concept of the “body of sin” in Romans 6:6 and men are
enslaved to its dominion. In 6:7–9, man is freed from that bondage under the personified master
Death through the defeat of physical death by Christ. Therefore, Paul does not isolate the
problem only to man, signaling those powers originate as “schemes of the devil” (Eph 6:11).
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This may be the backdrop behind Jesus’s statement, in response to a question on how to pray,
“and lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil” (Matt 6:13). Later, Paul argues that
evil is the “activity of Satan . . . with all the deception of wickedness” (2 Thess 2:9–10).
Therefore, an interplay appears between the human affinity for sinfulness and a cosmic power
that exercises ruthless control.251
To address this association between the two, Paul introduces the prosopopoeia of “Sin.”
His discussion raises a central question–did sin originate “in Adam,” or was it present as a
cosmic power “lurking” in the background, awaiting its opportunity to introduce wickedness into
the world through Adam? Paul claims it was due to the actions of one man that “sin entered into
the world,” bringing with it death (Rom 5:12). The argument in response to the question
surrounds the doctrine of causality–“what caused Adam to sin?” As sin originates from “the
actions of one man” (Rom 5:12) and Paul later argues that this wickedness is the “activity of
Satan,” it is implied that sin and death are attributes of Satan, animated as alter–egos of Satan. It
plausibly culminates into a prosopopoeia of Satan himself.252 Although whether Paul envisions
Sin and Death literally as demonic is beyond the scope of this paper, Scripture fully describes
Satan as the administrator of death until Jesus reclaims that power from him at His resurrection
and ascension (Rev 1:18). The person (possibly Paul) depicted in Romans 7:14 declares, “I am
sold as a slave to the lordship of the power of Sin” and cries, “who will deliver me?” (Rom
251
Another question has been raised –Is it human sinfulness or cosmic powers that Christ comes to resolve?
The answer to that would involve much more space than this paper allows. However, Paul’s focus on cosmic powers
in Romans 5–8 requires brief attention.
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7:24).253 Yet, if one argues that the cosmic power did not exist until after Adam sinned and the
cosmic power directly resulted from his sin, then the sin of Adam would be an exception to
Paul’s argument, as nothing external would have influenced Adam. Thus, this argument cannot
explain the sins of the angels before Adam. Paul does not argue for the singular Adamic origin,
as he believes that some had not sinned in the “likeness of the offense of Adam” (Rom 5:14).
Therefore, Stowers argues Paul does not show a “timeless psychology or anthropology” of sin
since Adam.254 Instead, he argues that Sin is simply an animated abstract, presented thus to
facilitate an understanding of man's plight. Unfortunately, Stowers's assertions consider the
modern understanding of personification instead of the ancient view of prosopopoeia.255
However, others perceive a “person” whose physical act underlies the symbolic meaning; as a
“person” whose actions stain and disrupt.256 This argument continues even today among
theologists.
Paul does not seem concerned with the origin of sin/Sin. He tends to present discussions
oriented toward human sinfulness on some occasions and, at other times, towards a cosmic
power. However, he has effectively used personification to show the relationship between an
abstract force of external evil and a wicked humanity's internal concrete deeds. Dodson asserted
that when humanity accepts the offer of sin, the cosmological and anthropological aspects are
253
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combined.257 It was not until Romans 7 that Paul portrays man as a victim of personified Sin,
strongly suggesting a literal external entity. Before this treatment of man, he is seen to be in
fellowship with Sin; therefore, redemption is not merely the deliverance from sin but also the
deliverance from the administration of Sin.258 Walter Wink argues that if Paul failed to address
these vital elements of redemption, it would be “insufficient for the story of God’s cosmic
sovereignty in Christ.”259 Scripture suggests Jesus aimed to achieve two purposes with his
incarnation: first, to provide a means whereby man could be reconciled to God with the
forgiveness of individual human sins; and second, to destroy the cosmic powers that reigned over
the realm of wickedness.260 This two-fold objective pits the immoral ethical behavior of sin/Sin
against the ultimate salvific act by Christ.
Paul shifts his focus between the two attributes of Sin in his argument for the gospel,
beginning with the entrance of Sin in Chapter 5, its federal headship and tyrannical ruling over
humanity, and then on man’s relationship with Sin in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the sinner claims
victimhood and the inability to withstand Sin with righteous behavior. The changes in Paul’s use
of personification reflect his ability to mold the message as he deems necessary, adapting it to his
target audience.
Dodson, ‘Powers’ of Personification, 127–128. The offer mimics the Satan’s deception of Eve, as he
presents a lie that “you can be as God.”
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Although scholars held mixed views on the occasion of Romans, one reality is evident–
Paul was confronted with strong dynamics in a multicultural situation that required a delicate
balance in delivering the Gospel. Whitman articulated one purpose of personification: "to expose
the underlying principles of events.”261 Perhaps, this is the sole purpose of Paul’s frequent
employment of the literary device of prosopopoeia in Romans 5–8. In his delivery of the Gospel
message, Paul’s personification of Sin (and subsequently, Death) introduces characters that are
plausibly responsible for the evil of the world, exonerating God for the world’s current state.262
Therefore, Sin and Death may be viewed as buffering agents, and the blame is placed on another
rather than on God. Wayne Grudem states that to “blame God for sin would be blasphemy
against the character of God” (Deut 32:4; Job 34:10; James 1:13).263
Another reason Paul uses this device to address the audience in a manner familiar to them
is embodied in the verse: “But I am speaking in human terms because of the weakness in your
flesh” (Rom 6:19a).264 Cicero cautions against prosopopoeia for comparison, as it may cause
confusion instead of clarification (Cicero, Orat. 3.53.205). Paul recognizes this fallacy, and he
asserts, “just as you presented your members as slaves of impurity and lawlessness, resulting in
Whitman, Allegory, 22. For example, instead of saying that a man acts wisely, “Wisdom” is personified
as the cause of man’s actions. Whitman asserts that ancient practices used personification to investigate the very
cause of things, reducing fictional elements to their underlying principles.
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further lawlessness, so now present your members as slaves to righteousness, resulting in
sanctification” (Rom 6:19b).265 Therefore, Paul uses the personifications of Sin and
(subsequently) Death to explain, using terms of opposing tyrants to animate absolute evilness
and wickedness, an argument such that humanity would be compelled to fight its oppression.
Given the Quintilian formula, Paul has personified ἁμαρτία as a prosopopoeia to clarify
his thoughts on the essence of evil in humanity. The debates over whether Sin is a literal person
or a figurative person suggest sin's dire complexity. This conundrum is further complicated as
the modern scholar cannot fully comprehend the reception of an ancient audience in a time that
has long since passed. Although attempts have been made to dissect the concept for ease of
comprehension, the subject of sin is highly complicated, which may explain the tendency of the
modern scholar to perceive complex topics, such as the emergence of sin in Scripture, as
metaphors.266 The personified Sin may very well be an extended metaphor; regardless, its
activity in the lives of men is very real. Considering such implications, it is essential to
understand the concept in relation to its co-conspirator, Death. If one envisions Sin purely as a
metaphor for evil in the cosmos, then Sin would be designated as a literary prosopopoeia, the
animation of a fictional character. However, if one considers the legitimacy of Sin as a natural
phenomenon, and possibly as a demonic power, then a judiciary prosopopoeia would be a more
265
This verse is foundational to the argument that mankind is confronted with two realities; the “body of
sin and the body of Christ. Paul is speaking in concrete terms using the personification of Sin to present the choice
man has, thus simplifying the situation for men rather than confusing it – death or life.
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appropriate designation since Paul “advocates” or speaks on its behalf. Yet, as it does not speak
in these passages, it cannot be assigned a figural designation. However, it fully possesses human
capabilities, reigns over men, and introduces Death into the cosmos. Due to the argument
concerning the origin of “Sin,” a “timeless anthropology” cannot be established. Thus, this
personification serves three purposes. Primarily, it aims to blame wickedness internally on
humanity while also associating blame with external forces. Second, the creation of the
personification allows Paul to blame an external source rather than God, thus creating a buffering
distance from God. Finally, Paul is now equipped with the prerequisites needed to explain the
reality of “Sin” using a literary approach much familiar to the audience.
Death–θάνατος
Historical and Biblical View on Death
In the Ancient Near East culture, death did not imply a cessation of existence but a
perpetuation after earthly life in some form, usually beneath the earth.267 It is not a monolithic
concept and includes a variety of beliefs couched in the cultural norms of the times.268 Despite
the diversity of views, the people shared a commonality with the biblical text, in the notion that
some form of existence continued, and death only corresponded to a brief sense of separation in
a spatial sense.
In the biblical sense, death is associated with separation, carrying two principal
aspects.269 The first considers the separation of man’s soul from his physical body, which will
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return to dust (John 11:13; Heb 2:13, 5:7, 7:23). The second aspect involves separating man from
God; a life lived “transcendentally in contrast to a living relationship with God.”270 Although
death is considered the opposite of life by definition, it does not denote non–existence. In the
Israeli experience, death (both concepts) did not exist before the fall of man; and is thus regarded
because of the sin committed by Adam eating the forbidden fruit (Gen 2–3). Therefore, Lester
Grabbe asserts Israel held many of their ANE counterparts’ beliefs that death is better associated
with a concept of separation rather than a cessation of existence.271 However, unlike its ANE
counterparts, Scripture reflects a greater emphasis on this life and a relationship with God.
During the Intertestamental Period, with the appearance of different sects within
Judaism, there was a stronger emphasis on the reality of death. Their developed ideas may be
traced to early Second Temple Judaism (Dan 12:2; 2 Macc 7:9, 11, 14, 23; 1 Enoch 51:1; 61:5; 2
Esdras 7:32).272 The Pharisees argued for a bodily resurrection after death in a slightly dissimilar
vein of conviction from the other sects. They believed that anyone who refused to accept this
idea would not participate in the world to come. In contrast, the Sadducees did not believe in
bodily resurrection (Matt 22:23; Mark 12:26). The Essenes held varying beliefs that may have
been closer to the Pharisees’ concept of death.
Richard Bauckman observes that most Jewish convictions from the Second Temple
period held that the afterlife was a reality superior to the current life and disagreed with the
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notion that existence after death would occur as a disembodied being.273 During Paul’s time,
Jewish understanding related the concept of death with their theological beliefs about God’s
justice and righteousness, paralleled with their historical understanding of God’s purpose and
their assimilation into the future Kingdom. Thus, a dichotomy of the conceptions of death existed
during Paul’s time. On one end is the notion of depletion, causing fear that results in the loss of
the richness of life. From the Semitic point of view, this is an intrusion into God’s design.
However, the Hellenists claim that this is an original flaw in creation, which Paul presents as an
oppressive power introduced in man’s universal existence due to sin.
As presented in the Pauline text, the second notion of death is completion. Death could
be a part of the natural order to release the living from suffering, often depicted as payment due
to God for the wrongs committed against Him, thus motivating ethical behavior and righteous
living. According to the Semitic stance, the payment that atones the sacrifice provides a basis of
hope for humanity. However, the Hellenists see death as an opportunity for glory or heroic
remembrance.274
Paul’s Presentation of Death
These varying views and dissonances surrounding the reality of death across the
different sects challenged Paul in his attempt to frame his argument for the Gospel. He uses the
term θάνατος (thanatos), translated as “death,” twenty–two times in his letter to the Romans,
twenty–one of which occurs in chapters 5–8. Paul has placed a tremendous focus on θάνατος and
Richard Bauckham, “Life, Death, and the Afterlife in Second Temple Judaism,” In Life in the Face of
Death: The Resurrection Message of the New Testament, ed. by Richard N. Longenecker (Grand Rapid, MI:
Eerdmans, 1998), 78.
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closely relates it to the personification of Sin.275 He minimizes the emphasis on physical death in
favor of his theme: the separation from the love of Christ (Rom 8:38). Therefore, his primary use
of the common noun death portrays life in contrast to a living relationship with God, eternal
separation from God. However, within the complexity of the Gospel message, Paul introduces a
new concept of death–a death that, instead of separating men from God, unites them with Him
through the death of Jesus Christ.
The author of Rhetorica ad Herrenium claimed one purpose of prosopopoeia was to
amplify and elevate the message's intensity for the audience (Rhet. 4.66). Cicero adds to this
understanding of amplification:
When one must introduce matters that are supposed to be of high importance, these being
of two kinds: some things seem important by nature, others in our experience of them;
examples of the former are heavenly and divine objects, things whose causes are obscure,
the wonders of the earth and the sky, from which and from similar things, if you give your
mind to them, plenty of topics for enlargement are forthcoming; examples of the latter are
things that appear to be exceptionally advantageous or detrimental to mankind, of which
there are three kinds available for amplification—inasmuch as men are moved either by
love, for instance love of the gods, . . . (Cicero, Part. or. 56).
For Cicero, amplification is used when the message is crucial (in this case, the message of God),
asserting that the device is efficient in discussing matters that are “exceptionally advantageous or
detrimental to mankind.” It is curious to note that he uses examples of “heavenly or divine objects”
and “love of the gods.” This form of amplification is duly noted in Romans 5. Paul believes that
understanding death is so critical that he introduces it as a “supra-human power” with a solid grasp
on God’s creation.276 However, Paul mentions the phenomenon of physical human death in certain
Dodson asserts how Death is often associated with a partner, “Phonos” (Ex 5:3), “Abaddon,” the Devil,
and most commonly “Hades” (Ps 48:15, 54:16; Sir 14:12, 28:21; Rev 6:8, 20, 13–1; 1 Enoch 92.5). Dodson,
‘Powers’ of Personification, 123–124.
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instances (Rom 5:15). He observes the other view of Death as a cosmic power at other times in the
passage (Rom 5:17). Paul relates the human dimension and the cosmic power to the same core
problem. He builds on this dichotomy as he expands on his presentation of federal headship.
Paul’s argumentation would have appeared confusing to the audience as he discussed
how one man's good or evil nature could directly determine their ultimate destiny. To frame his
argument, Paul drew upon the concept of corporate personality under a federal headship. In
Romans 5–8, Paul personifies death and portrays it as a king who reigns over the living (Rom
5:14, 17; 6:9). In Romans 5:14, Paul preaches to the audience about how θάνατος controls
everything in man’s life, reigning over him. He uses the human action verb, βασιλευω (basileuo,
reign or rule) to personify this concept.277 This verb is used in a constantive aorist tense that
corresponds with the whole action of a lawful ruler without considering its internal
mechanisms.278 While the verb is often used in connection to the eternal reign of Christ; where in
this case, it is associated with the totality of the hold that θάνατος has on man. According to
Jewett, there is no such instance in Greek or biblical literature that reflects the kingly powers of
θάνατος. Yet, Paul uses this portrayal in this pericope, signifying its centrality to his argument
(Rom 5:14, 17; 6:9).279 The reign of θάνατος originating from the original sin of Adam has not
waned even during Paul’s time (Rom 5:17); this fact is fundamental to the framework of Paul’s
rendition of the Gospel message. Additionally, Moo agrees that θάνατος does not refer only to
physical death but also to spiritual death, encompassing the total fear of that which controls
man’s life.
Kittel, TDNT, s.v. “βασιλευω.” In this instance, Paul uses the verb in its aorist, active, indicative, third–
person singular form, ἐβασίλευσεν. The verb is often used in relation to the eternal reign of Christ and God.
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Further, within the context, Paul refers to the reality of the present life for his audience.280
He considers the verb “reigning” and deems it inescapable and universal.281 Joseph Fitzmyer
writes on Augustine’s conception of the “reign of death” as equated to the “guilt of sin,” which is
what leads human beings to death:
For the reign of death is meant when the guilt of sin so dominates human beings that it
does not permit them to come to eternal life, which is true life, but even draws them to
the second death, which is eternal as a punishment.282
Many scholars discuss the function of death instead of distinctly recognizing that Death, in this
passage, is a personification.283 However, C. E. B. Cranfield, Leon Morris, and Peter Lange
specifically acknowledge the personification of Death in Paul’s discourse.284
In summary, using the criteria established by Quintilian, Cicero, Emporius, and others,
Paul carries out the personification of Death in Romans 5:14 and 17. He attributed a persona to
the common noun of death using a verb associated with human activity, modifying Death as a
proper noun. Further, Paul presents Death as a king that reigns over man, and unlike the
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personified Sin, he establishes a “timeless psychology and anthropology” for Death.285 Although
Death has reigned from the time of Adam until Christ, Paul’s message was intended for his
contemporary audience. He argues that the activity of Death is a universal threat to all men and
that its reign is inescapable. Dodson argues Death remains in an “unholy union” with man, thus
serving as a prosopopoeia that distances God from its origin in sin.286 He also explains that
Death seeks to thwart the work of the Gospel message while also exposing the reality man
encounters, encouraging man not to sin. Finally, as Death does not speak, Paul is its advocate.
Thus, Death is best classified as a judicial prosopopoeia, a personification of an abstract
representing an absent individual where the orator speaks on the absent person's behalf.287
Law–Νομος
Historical View on Law
In the Ancient Near East, the concept of law and justice were closely connected with the
king, who was claimed to have been divinely appointed.288 The Code of Hammurabi, presumably
dating back to the ancient Babylonian King Hammurabi’s reign (circa 1728–1686 BCE, Amorite
Dynasty), declares that the king's responsibility was to “show them the path of right behavior.”
Hammurabi also claims, “I caused the land to resound with justice and truth and improved the lot
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of the people. Therefore, I set forth these laws.”289 As such, the law and justice became
inseparable in the ANE culture. The “divinely appointed” kings claimed their right to administer
the states as they saw fit, paving the way to lawlessness from the very thrones of the human
kings.290 This construct changed with the advent of the OT and Torah, which modified the ANE
concept that the king was infallible, positioned as unworthy in place of the infallibility of the
divine word in God’s realm. 291
Biblical View of the Law
The Torah is the focal point of Judaism in the Pentateuch, Historical, and Prophetic
books, where adherence to the laws and commands evidenced the importance of righteousness.
The Israelites accepted the Law as a gift, blessing, and obligation. They also believed that
adherence to the Law was achievable, making Israel the envy of nations (Lev 18:5; Deut 30:11–
14). Obedience to the Law was also seen as an obligation in gratitude for God’s deliverance of
Israel from slavery in Egypt. In the NT, Jesus undercuts this rigid adherence to the OT Law in
favor of an inner spirit of justice (Matt 5:21–22, 6:2–4, 19:16–26; Mark 10:17–27; Luke 10:25–
27, 18:18–27). He declares He came not to abolish the Law but to “fulfill” it (Matt 5:17), a
declaration that has led to much debate surrounding the purpose of the Law in Christianity,
which becomes particularly focused on Pauline texts, especially the passages of Romans 5–8.
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Paul’s Presentation of Law
In the previous section on sin/Sin, it was argued that Paul positions Sin in proximity to
the Law, defining a relationship that is “complex, if not consistent,” and better understood based
on his personification of Nomos.292 E. P. Sanders argues Paul holds two convictions: the law
does not save, and those consequences of the law must be part and parcel of God’s overall
plan.293 The concept of the Law proposes a dilemma that Paul does not solve precisely.294
However, W. D. Davies states that the complexity of understanding Paul’s view of the
Torah is not warranted.295 Paul described himself as a Pharisee who accepted Jesus as the
Messiah (Acts 23:6). Being trained as a Pharisee, he understood the Messiah would bring a new
Law “not in the sense that it would be contrary to the Law of Moses, but that it would explain it
more fully.”296 Albert Schweitzer states Jesus came and preached a new Torah while remaining
faithful to the Mosaic Torah, thus displaying “universalism in belief and particularism in
Dodson, ‘Powers’ of Personification, 139. The Greek term Νομος (Nomos) is used to depict the
personified law and provide a distinction from the existent physical Law.
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practice.”297 Davies argues that “it would have been unnatural for Paul also to believe that
loyalty to the new law of Christ (Gal 6:2) did not involve disloyalty to the Torah of his fathers,
while at the same time holding the latter, in its full sense, had also predicted that the Gentiles
would share in the glories of the Messianic Age.”298 He perceived a cessation of the law with the
inauguration of the Messianic Kingdom, a notably eschatological viewpoint. However, Sanders
argues that Schweitzer’s position is insufficient, as Paul’s attitude toward the Law is much more
complicated.299 For Sanders, the solution in Christ preceded the plight of man enslaved by
sin/Sin, convinced that Paul considers a contrast between self-reliance and God-reliance.300 He
sets forward two different stances regarding this contrast. First, man must not believe he could
simply obtain salvation by being “rightwized” with the Law because if the law could save, then
Christ would have died in vain (Gal 2:21). Paul asserts that if a man could attain life via the Law,
he would only have to live righteously, yet such a state would be insufficient for salvation (1 Tim
1:9; Gal 3:21).
Second, Sanders argues that man must not find salvation in his reliance on the Law but
by participating in the death of Christ, an act that would assure his resurrection in Christ (Rom
6:5).301 Indeed, Paul’s theology on the Law is complicated, for which reason he resorts to the use
of its personification in his explanation of its relationship to sin/Sin. Paul put forward certain
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conclusions that may have startled his audience. In Romans 3:20, Paul asserts Nomos did not
come to save man but only provided man with the knowledge of sin. Thus, Nomos becomes the
ambassador for the personified Sin. Paul alternates between the personification of Nomos, which
brings wrath upon man, and the concrete noun of law without which there is no knowledge of sin
(Rom 4:15, 7:17). Once again, Paul marks the distinctions between personality and the written
word, like his practice of presenting a dichotomy in his discussion of sin/Sin. In Romans 5:20–
7:6, Nomos is presented as an evil figure, while later on in Romans 7:7–12, Paul switches to a
depiction of Nomos as a victim of Sin. He argues as Sin deceived Nomos, the latter is innocent of
wrongdoing and holy. The personification of Sin removes the guilt of Nomos, and yet, Nomos
now leads to Sin and Death.
Dodson argues Paul illustrates the negative aspects of Nomos to create a sense of distance
from God’s plan of salvation.302 This supports Sander’s argument to contrast man’s self-reliance
versus reliance on God for salvation. Note that it is not the Law that administers salvation in this
context. Instead, the focus is shifted to God as the origin and administrator of salvation.
Vernon Robbins states that when the personified Scripture speaks in the NT, it usually is
not a well-developed personification and is only regarded as a marker for a citation.303 However,
Paul enables Nomos to speak directly to its audience using the verb λαλέω (laleo) in its present
tense form, suggesting a perpetual and intransitive act of speech.304 Paul states “that whatever
Nomos says, it speaks to those in the Law so that every mouth may be shut up and the whole
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world made accountable to God” (Rom 3:19). Paul’s opponents believe that obedience to the
Law and righteousness brings salvation. However, Nomos states otherwise. Moo equates this
image to a courtroom where the accused stands without excuse before the judge.305 Here, Paul
draws from Psalm 143:2 with echoes of Isaiah to address the whole canon universal to all
humanity. However, in the second occurrence of Nomos, he narrowly constrains the arguments to
“those of the law,” that is, the Jews. It is considered that Paul makes this assertion “to insist that
the OT passages quoted in Romans 3:10–18, while not all originally directed to Israel as a whole,
are ‘speaking to’ the Jews generally. They cannot be excluded from the scope of sin.”306
Dodson argues Paul presents a conundrum in Romans 5:20 by stating that Nomos
παρεισῆλθεν (pareisolthen, “came, slipped in”) alongside God in His plan of salvation.307 Using
the term has negative connotations, inflaming sin instead of offering a solution to the problem.308
Interestingly, Paul does not present the Law provided by God as “slipping in” to conceal its
identity; he presents Nomos as entering the world of its own volition, just as Sin entered
(εἰσέρχομαι) and Death spread (διέρχομαι) across all humanity (Rom 5:12). Dodson claims Paul
uses the term παρεισέρχομαι to illustrate how the entry of the Law differed from its apparition,
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thus disguising its identity.309 In Romans 3:19–20, Paul claims Nomos condemns rather than
justifies. In Romans 5:20, it increases the grasp of Sin on humanity instead of offering
deliverance from it. It lords over humanity in Romans 7:1 and assists Death instead of giving life
(Rom 7:9–11). However, instead of being subservient to Sin, Paul asserts in Romans 7:25 that it
now reveals it.
Finally, Paul personifies Nomos in Romans 7:1–9 and illustrates how it accompanies Sin
and Death to enslave humanity. Paul personified Sin and Death to create a distance between God
and the origin of evil. Similarly, he employs the personification of Nomos to create a distance
between God and the Law, arguing that it is not the Law that saves humanity from its guilt but
that it is God, through the work and personage of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the Law exposes and
condemns, operating in disguise and deceiving men into believing that its allegiance would be
sufficient for salvation. This would have been an unpopular view in Paul’s day.310 Paul defends
himself by quoting scripture (Rom 3:19–20), a common practice by authors who expected
controversial responses. However, instead of advocating for Nomos, Paul enables Nomos to
speak for itself, a classic example of figural prosopopoeia.
Dunn argues that Paul effectively uses Nomos as his witness against those who trust the
Law for salvation.311 This “witness” has precedence in the OT and Greco–Roman literature.312
Torah stands as a witness against Israel (Deut 31:19, 21, 26), and Isaiah uses his words to testify
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against future generations (Is 30:8–9). Similarly, Paul calls forth Nomos to testify against those
who do not believe that salvation can only be achieved through Jesus Christ.
In line with Quintilian’s discussion of the functions of prosopopoeia, one primary
function noted is that of comparison. Paul’s frequent use of verbs signifying human action
(reigning, entering, deceiving, exposing) is evidence of animation. Giving speech to Nomos
categorizes Paul’s personification as a figural prosopopoeia, which he uses to achieve two
purposes: to create a distance between God’s plan of salvation and man’s dependence on the
Law and enable Nomos as a witness to testify against those who believe that the Law is
sufficient. Paul’s use of prosopopoeia has allowed him to navigate the complex issues of Sin,
Death, and Nomos, each of which serves as a tyrannical overlord over humanity.
Reconciliation Personifications
Quintilian and Hermogenes believe that a proper discourse on a topic must involve
equally balanced comparisons between differences and similarities. Quintilian states that
prosopopoeia is an ideal literary device for comparisons, which is precisely what Paul seeks to
accomplish throughout the delivery of his message (Quintilian, Inst. 4.2.99).313 Paul frames the
similarities of his varied uses of prosopopoeia under the concept of federal kingship, posing the
question–who will the king be in one’s life, and are you accountable to the “body of sin” or the
“body of Christ?” This is a central theme for Paul in Romans 5–8 as he pits characters in their
relationship with the furtherance of the Gospel. The writers of the Gospel argue that man cannot
313
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serve two masters (Matt 6:24; Luke 16:13). In a similar vein, Paul echoes Joshua 24:15 by
declaring that one cannot “partner” righteousness and lawlessness (1 Cor 10:21; 2 Cor 6:14).
In Romans 5:12–21, Paul introduces the main characters of his discourse. Both Vergil
and Quintilian acknowledge the necessity (but not the requirement) of introducing characters of
prosopopoeia (Quintilian, Inst. 9.3.37). Paul introduces each main character as rulers in the lives
of men, with distinctions across their attributes and functions. Thus far, he has introduced Death,
Sin, and Nomos as powers that “reign” over men as tyrannical rulers. In these verses, the
prosopopoeia of Righteousness and Grace are also introduced. Although they are represented as
rulers as well, he presents them differently. After having presented Death, Sin, and Nomos as
buffering agents that separate God from the origin of evil and its effects, Paul depicts the
personified characters of Righteousness and Grace as agents of reconciliation, a means for man
to re-obtain his relationship with God. He is following Quintilian’s structure of shifting from the
lesser to the greater, the “lawless” to the “righteous” (Quintilian, Inst. 5.10.88).
Righteousness–Δικαιοσύνη
Hellenistic Framework of Justice and Righteousness
Righteousness (δικαιοσύνη) was highly associated with the notion of justice (δίκη) in the
Classical Period beginning circa 8th century BCE and corresponded with social life until about
the 4th century BCE.314 However, it became an abstract constraint in the latter period regarding
the law, with political, religious, and ethical consequences. However, the concept originated
from mythological roots, associated with the goddess that bore the name δίκη. One of the earliest
314
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Greek poets, Hesiod (circa 700 BCE), wrote on the ideals of life and analyzed the origin of the
gods, explicitly writing on the goddess δίκη:
And there is virgin Justice, the daughter of Zeus, who is honored and reverenced among
the gods who dwell on Olympus, and whenever anyone hurts her with lying slander, she
sits beside her father, Zeus, the son of Cronos, and tells him of men’s wicked heart, until
the people pay for the mad folly of their princes who, evilly minded, pervert the
judgement and give sentence crookedly. Keep watch against this, you princes, and make
straight your judgements, you who devour bribes; put crooked judgements altogether
from your thoughts. He does mischief to himself who does mischief to another, and evil
planned harms the plotter most. The eye of Zeus, seeing all and understanding all,
beholds these things too, if so he will, and fails not to mark what sort of justice is this that
the city keeps within it. Now, therefore, may neither I myself be righteous among men,
nor my son—for then it is a bad thing to be righteous—if indeed the unrighteous shall
have the greater right. But I think that all-wise, Zeus will not yet bring that to pass.315
Due to the nature of the early mythical beliefs, the term δικαιοσύνη (righteousness) cannot be
found in literature dating from the periods of Homer or Hesiod. However, the Greek sense of law
nurtured a close association between justice and righteousness in the post-epic period. Aristotle
presented the abstract as a civil virtue for observing the law. It quickly exceeded the legal sphere
by connecting the political, ethical, and religious arenas:
Concerning virtue and vice in general and their parts, enough has been said for the moment.
To discern the rest presents no difficulty; for it is evident that whatever produces virtue, as
it leads to it, must be noble, and so also must be what comes from virtue, and such are its
signs and works. But since the signs of virtue and such things as are the works and
sufferings of a good man are noble, it necessarily follows that all the works and signs of
courage and all courageous acts are also noble. The same may be said of just things and of
just actions (but not of what one suffers justly; for in this alone among the virtues what
happens justly is not always noble, rather, being punished justly is more disgraceful than
being punished unjustly), and the same applies to the other virtues. Those things of which
the reward is honor are noble; also those that are done for honor rather than money. Also,
those desirable things that a man does not do for his own sake; things absolutely good,
which a man has done for the sake of his country, while neglecting his own interests; things
that are naturally good; and things that are not such as are good for the individual, since
such things serve one’s self interest. And those things are noble that it is possible for a man
to possess after death rather than during his lifetime, for the latter involve more self
interest; all acts done for the sake of others, for they are more disinterested; the successes
gained, not for oneself, but for others; and things done for one’s benefactors, for that is
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justice; in a word, all acts of kindness, for they are disinterested (Aristotle, Rhet.
1.9.1366b–1367a, 14–20).
During the Hellenistic period, the abstract term concerned the proper conduct between men and
society, gradually evolving into a relationship with the gods/God. This evolved Hellenistic
understanding was best articulated by Josephus, who portrayed a primarily religious definition of
the law with man’s right and virtuous conduct.
The reason why the constitution of this legislation was ever better directed to the utility
of all than other legislations were, is this, that Moses did not make religion a part of
virtue, but he saw and he ordained other virtues to be parts of religion; I mean justice, and
fortitude, and temperance, and a universal agreement of the members of the community
with one another; for all our actions and studies, and all our words [in Moses’s
settlement] have a reference to piety towards God; for he hath left none of these in
suspense, or undetermined; for there are two ways of coming at any sort of learning and a
moral conduct of life; the one is by instruction in words, the other by practical exercises.
Now, other lawgivers have separated these two ways in their opinions, and choosing one
of those ways of instruction, or that which best pleased every one of them neglected the
other (Josephus, Ag. Ap. 170–175).316
He presents righteousness as synonymous with the observance of the ten commandments in his
discussion of Solomon’s reign, “thenceforward he managed public affairs very peaceably, nor
was his youth any hindrance in the exercise of justice, or in the observation of the laws, or in the
remembrance of what charges his father had given him at his death; but he discharged every duty
with great accuracy” (Josephus, Ant. 8.21).317
LXX Presentation of Righteousness
There was a very notable shift in the use of the term δικαιοσύνη, which linked justice
with the judgment of God, a theme that courses through the OT and serves to address man’s
conduct before the Law. The righteous man and his acts were measured against the Greek
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world's social and judicial norms. However, in the OT, the righteous was viewed in his
relationship with God as the supreme ruler, also examining whether the individual satisfies the
demands of the Law. Such an assessment is also observed in the Exodus event and the Jewish
perspective of soteriology. Derived from the context of the Exodus event, the OT presented a
God who had delivered Israel by His righteousness and all others for damnation. Thus, a
distinction was made–the righteousness of God would only apply to His chosen people, the
people of Israel.318 This is evident in the term’s use for righteousness in the OT, ( צְ דָּ קָּ הtsedaqah),
which denoted a quality of remaining without sin and of meeting the standard of the Law.319 Man
is deemed righteous when he meets these standards or satisfies the claims against him based on
his relationship with God, the covenantal relationship between Israel and God. God’s
righteousness is also based on His covenantal relationship with man. All iterations of δίκη (dike)
bearing God’s sense of justice and righteousness have been derived from this social relationship.
As He presented the Law, He was equally bound to it. Therefore, the measurement
standard for δικαιοσύνη is God Himself, the one who administers justice and provides salvation
for the righteous. According to Schrenk, the distinctive religious focus originating in the LXX is
best demonstrated by its antonyms.320 For example, the just and pious man (δίκαιος) who speaks
the truth is contrasted against the false witness (Prov 12:17), who is abominable (Prov 29:27). He
is also contrasted against the wicked, whom God will “sweep away” (Gen 18:23), and the
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righteous will be so appalled they will stand to protect the innocent from the wicked (Job 17:8).
Therefore, in LXX, God’s salvation associated with His justice as a Judge is linked with
δικαιοσύνη (LXX Ps 9:5, “You have maintained my just cause, You have sat on the throne,
judging righteously”).
Biblical View of Righteousness and Pauline Presentation
The OT text deeply entwined the concept of law and the social relationship with God.
The concept of divine righteousness arises from a theological view of God. It is challenging to
discuss, more so in the NT, as the element of faith, the full confident anticipation of God’s will
being fulfilled, enters the discussion in the embodiment of Jesus Christ. However, the
relationship between God and man is evident throughout Scripture and ought to be considered
during the discussions of any abstract. Occasionally, δικαιοσύνη relates to the final judgment and
the justice of God through Christ (Act 17:31; Rev 19:11). However, in the New Testament,
δικαιοσύνη corresponds with the proper conduct of man in obedience to God’s will. For
example, Jesus obeys God when He asks John the Baptist to permit His baptism (Matt 5:6).
Matthew also exhorts men to seek the free gift of righteousness offered by God instead of the
merit-based mentality of Judaism (Matt 6:33).321 Luke speaks of holiness in connection with
righteousness (Luke 1:75) but warns of persecution that results as a consequence of it (Luke
13:10, 24:25), superior to what the Pharisees offered (Luke 6:1). Peter observes the result of
righteousness as opposed to the consequences of a life lived in sin (1 Pet 2:24). The author of
Hebrews asserts that Christ’s obedient life led to His exaltation (Heb 1:9). Finally, John
encourages men to follow the example of Christ at the δίκαιος (1 John 2:29).
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Paul expands significantly on the concept of righteousness. In Romans, he begins his
argument with the presupposition of legal jurisprudence compared to God’s justice that rewards
and punishes. He admits that he formerly lived under the OT concept (Phil 3:6) of righteousness
but recognizes in his argument that the Law cannot save man from the bondage of sin/Sin (Gal
3:21). This idea contrasts with the practices and general understanding passed down through
tradition, with religious leaders protecting such a tradition.322 As with Sin, Paul personifies
Righteousness in Romans to develop his argument.
Beginning in Romans 6:13, Paul differentiates between life in sin and life in
righteousness, urging the listener to present themselves in proper conduct to God. In this
passage, there is a debate about whether Paul personifies δικαιοσύνη, but this is abundantly clear
in Romans 6:16, where he challenges his readers to choose between a life of sin or obedience.
Righteousness is presented as a “slave–master,” which parallels Paul’s presentation of bondage
to both Sin and Nomos (Rom 6:17–18), although here, a different relationship has been
portrayed. Cranfield believes Paul is speaking of the grace of God “abounding from the cross
over against the sin which abounded when Israel handed Christ over to be crucified.”323 This
contrast echoes the words of Moses, “so you shall perform My judgments and keep My statutes,
to live in accord with them, I am the Lord your God” (Lev 18:15). Dodson argues that while Paul
personified Nomos to create a distance between the wickedness of man and God, he personifies
322
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Righteousness to distance God’s salvific work from the Law.324 Accordingly, the Law does not
save, but the Gospel message does.325
Paul presents the personification of Righteousness and Grace (discussed below) as the
alternative to Death, Sin, and Nomos. They present a new realm of reality “as a greater power has
invaded the world.”326 In Romans 6:18–20, Righteousness is explicitly denoted as a ruler to who
men surrender “because of the weakness of your flesh.” He illustrates this point using the image
of slavery in the Greco-Roman world. Sin and Nomos enslave men, expressed in terms of
military language; however, the language of Paul envisions “slavery” to portray Righteousness
as a “freedom from the bondage of Sin,” although still under a force or power that exercises
authority over the believer. Dunn regards this personified Righteousness as “in effect
synonymous with God,” although he does not believe that the freedom that Paul speaks should
be viewed as manumission.327 Since man cannot serve two masters while enslaved to Sin, he
cannot serve the authority of Righteousness. Paul claims that once Righteousness reigns as the
authority over man’s life, likewise, Sin has no effect.
Again, Paul uses the “lesser to greater” structure for argumentation. Through the
personification of Righteousness, Paul stresses a better life that cannot be viewed merely as a gift
but ought to be regarded as a requisite to grasp onto and be obedient to as one would in a slave324
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master relationship.328 These differences offer a stark contrast in juxtaposition with the tyrannical
reign of Sin, Death, and Nomos. Moo argues Paul follows “the biblical pattern of personifying
activities and concepts that are closely related to God,”329 which becomes more apparent with
Paul’s use of the phrase, δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ (the righteousness of God).
The Righteousness of God, “Δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ”
In Chapter 10, Paul focuses on δικαιοσύνη, relating to the foundation of salvation. Rather
than using δικαιοσύνη, he uses the phrase, δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ (the righteousness of God) (Rom
10:3). Moo asserts that Romans 10:3 concludes Paul’s statements in Romans 1:16–17, where
righteousness is personified and “revealed.” Therefore, according to Moo, the “heart of Romans”
is the revelation of the righteousness of God, δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ.330 Shrenk states that the phrase is
subjective–genitive and should not be limited only to personal experience, as Romans 1–3 gives
the phrase a much broader reach. Shrenk, thus, argues that this is the “universal divine happening
in Christ on behalf of the whole race.”331 Jonathan Linebaugh agrees, noting that, semantically,
δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ is framed in the soteriology of the Exodus.332 The Jewish perspective is that
328
It should be noted with care that the subsequent requirement of obedience that Paul did not accept an
antinomianism stance that “once saved, I can do as I please.” Righteousness still requires continued moral conduct.
The stance Paul is arguing is for questions who an individual is allegiant to Sin or Righteousness.
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God chose to demonstrate His righteousness in salvation only to Israel while denying it to all
others. George Howard asserts that Jewish leaders and teachers saw the Law not as the “entrance
requirement” but as a confirmation of the “collective righteousness” of Jews, which also
contributed to the exclusion of Gentiles.333 In arguing against the Jewish reliance on the law for
their “establishment” of righteousness, Paul claims that their devotion is wrongly placed.334 For
Paul, there is another type of righteousness altogether. He asserts that rather than the law, they
should subject (ὑποτάσσω) themselves to the person identified by the personification of the
“righteousness of God.”335
In parallel to Howard, Linebaugh argues that the framework of righteousness has
linguistic origins in the OT. However, the semantics of Paul’s statements assert that Jesus is the
only element for salvation. In God’s act through Jesus, righteousness is defined. As the attribute
of God’s righteousness is embodied in Christ, it is thus plausible that Paul’s personification of
righteousness could be associated with the person of Jesus. Indeed, in his letter to the Corinthian
church, Paul identifies this person as Jesus Christ, “who became to us . . . righteousness” (1 Cor
1:30). Linebaugh states that 1 Corinthians 1:30 should not be considered to understand
George E. Howard, “Christ, The End of the Law: The Meaning of Romans 10:4ff,” JBL 88.3 (1969):
336. The collective righteousness of the Jews is evident in their writings as they envision themselves as the
“righteous” by virtue of being the chosen people of God. See Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck. A
Commentary on the New Testament from the Talmud & Midrash, ed. by Jacob N. Cerone, trans. by Joseph
Longarino, Vol 3 (Bellingham, WA: Lexham, 2021).
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δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ but instead may be used to understand Paul’s explanation of God’s action
through Jesus.336 Shrenk observes a similar personification in the phrase, “Χριστὸς εἰς
δικαιοσύνην as the τέλος νόμου” in Romans 10:4.337 Thus, Paul’s statement may be interpreted
easily as salvation and justification are not contained within the Law but within Christ
(δικαιοσύνη θεοῦ), which the Law and Prophets bear witness to (Rom 3:21, 25).
It is unnecessary to engage in an extensive discussion regarding the doctrines of
justification and salvation to understand that Paul personified righteousness as the “personified
presence” of Jesus Christ. The latter is the means of reconciliation with God (John 14:6). His
personage is the de facto polemic against the Jewish belief system, its focus on the Law, and its
solution to the plight of the Gentiles enslaved to the powers of Sin and Death.
Grace–χάρις
Hellenistic Framework on Grace
Within traditions of ancient antiquity, there were three lines of thought concerning the
definition of grace.338 The first corresponded with Emperor worship and frequently associated
“gracious disposition” with the “gracious gift”–an attitude toward the populace and their
gratitude for their leaders. The second application of the term addressed “powers.” Euripedes,
dramatist and philosopher (480–406 BCE), observed an embedded power in grace, precisely that
of Eros, the god of love. For Euripides, a life without grace has no charm, thus implying that
grace is a state of “giving joy.” This change in understanding occurred late in the Hellenistic
336
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period, significantly elevating the concept of grace. The third element of grace existed within the
patronage system where the patron gives honors to his client, who must give thanks in return. A
patron who failed would be guilty of uncaring and unrighteousness.339 A client that failed to
reciprocate with gratitude reflected a moral deficiency and jeopardized their reputation.340 This
connection between grace and the honor-shame culture resonated with the audience as Paul
declared that “hope does not shame” (Rom 5:5). Eventually, grace corresponded with power
from above, thus gaining a religious quality or a mystical connotation.341
Biblical View of Grace in the OT
The term often used for χάρις in the OT is “( חנןhanan”) and in its various noun and verb
derivatives. It was not initially a theological term. As a heartfelt gesture of one turning to another
to render assistance, its application was used for someone with something of means and given to
339
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another who has nothing.342 This should not be considered an impersonal transfer. However, the
verb form took on a particular effect when applied to the covenantal relationship between Israel
and God, as observed in the prayers of the nations, such as in Psalm 51:1, “be gracious to me, O
God, according to Thy loving-kindness,” carrying appeals to the truthfulness of God’s word and
His covenant.343 Occasionally, the term was also used to refer to a general blessing; for example,
this is noted in an instance where Joseph blessed Benjamin, “May God be gracious to you, my
son” (Gen 43:29), or when Moses blessed Aaron, “The Lord make His face shine upon you, and
be gracious to you” (Num 6:22). This form of grace is also observed in Psalm 67:1: “God be
gracious to us and bless us, and cause His face to shine upon us.” In each case, “grace”
represents a free gift from God: “I will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show
compassion on who I will show compassion” (Ex 33:19). However, in the OT, the blessings and
graciousness from God are always covenantal and applied primarily to Israel. In connection to
Israel, grace is also associated with God’s judgment, “Hate evil, love good, and establish justice
in the gate! Perhaps the Lord God of Hosts may be gracious to the remnant of Joseph” (Amos
5:15). With passages such as these in mind, Conzelmann believes  חנןis connotated with God’s
acts toward the “remnant of Joseph” and not His being.344
Non–Biblical Incidences of χάρις
The term χάρις reflecting the Jewish perspective surrounding the covenant with God is
also found in several non–biblical texts. Although its noun form is found only once in the
Kittel, TDNT, s.v. Χαίρω.”. Grace was associated with having mercy on the poor – אֶ בְ יֹון, Prov 14:31,
and lowly דַּ ל, Prov 28:8, by giving נֹותֵ ן, Ps 37:21 or lending מַּ לְ וֶה, Ps 37:26, 112:5, cf. Prov 19:17.
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Qumran text, its verb form is used fifteen times. An example from the Qumran that reflects the
Jewish inclination states:
And I rely on the multi[tude of your compassion] and hope on the [abundance] of your
kindness, to make the [plant]ation thrive, and make the shoot grow; to seek refuge in
strength and […in] your justice. You have established me for your covenant and I will
cling to your truth, and […] You have made me a father for the sons of kindness (1 QH
7:18–20).345
Similarly, Philo argues that grace only applies to the righteous, as he believes that man should
not “exert” himself, as grace is “a constitutive factor … that it is God’s achievement and not our
own.346
Paul’s Presentation of Grace
The concept of grace is seldom used in the Synoptic Gospels, where only one instance is
observed in Luke (2:40) and three in John (1:14, 16, 17). Note that each of these instances
maintains the OT concept of divine favor. However, Paul uses the term 67 times, 17 of which are
in Romans, out of which eight are explicitly observed in Romans 5–8. Thus, it is easy to infer
that the grace of God is undoubtedly a significant theme of the Pauline corpus.347 While he does
not overemphasize the extent of God’s grace in the atoning act of Christ, as portrayed in Romans
3:24–26, Paul develops it further as a power that counters the effects of the personified
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Nomos.348 In Romans 5:21, grace is personified as a power that reigns. Here, Paul’s argument of
the two realms is highly lucid from the use of varied personifications. He describes how Sin
reigns in Death for those that oppose the will of God, and Grace reigns in Righteousness for
those who are in the will of God. Here also, he uses the analogy of a federal kingship by making
use of the verb βασιλεύσῃ (reign).349 In the backdrop of man’s inability to serve two masters,
Paul asserts he must choose between disobedience that leads to death or living a life under the
reign of Grace (Rom 6:15–16; 1 Cor 10:21; Eph 6:9). Using the fundamental understanding of
headship, Paul astutely argues that those under the reign of Grace cannot also be under the reign
of Death. As Grace reigns, eternal life ensues, allowing access to a new realm for men who have
been freed from the bondage and slavery of Sin and Death (Rom 6:17).
In this context, Paul uses the audience’s vernacular to ensure ease of comprehension
(Rom 6:18). Dunn argues that the personified Grace is God’s response to Sin’s compounded
effect on humanity.350 Moo believes Grace freed or “handed over” humanity to serve
Righteousness, crafting an allusion to the historical figures of God and Christ.351 Grace is the
“more” substantial power than Law, Sin, and Death, aligning with “the lesser to the greater”
mode of argumentation. The sole aim of Grace in man's life is to replace the reign of Sin and
348
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allow one access to an eternal life of righteousness. From Romans 6:18 onwards, Paul transitions
to the reality of man under the authority of Grace, the new master for those obedient to the will
of God.352 Indeed, Moo argues that grace is “so basic to the inauguration of the new realm” that
it highlights a central attribute of God–grace is God personified.353 However, in Paul’s passage,
Grace does not speak for itself. Thus, Paul advocates for Grace, arguing for its role in the
believer's life, the definition of a judicial prosopopoeia.
Conclusion
According to John Gabel, most of the personifications in the biblical text are traditional
and do not contribute significantly to the text itself. He claims it would be pointless to argue for
credibility or literal appropriateness of the text, as the primary function he is concerned with is
bringing the reader/hearer into the arena of the author’s feelings. He argued that in the “right
hand, however, it can have a tremendous effect.”354 One can boldly declare that Paul proves to be
equipped with that capable hand. In his day, it was traditional to view the physical, and the
known world in a relationship with cosmic forces, intending to affect the lives of humans.355
These understandings held a rich, longstanding heritage from antiquity onwards and into the
ANE world, merging into a whole-scale system of creating and worshipping deities during the
Greco-Roman era.
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In a review of the human situation, Paul envisioned a cosmic conflict between forces and
powers that negatively influenced man, pitting sin and death in opposition to the forces that
operate for the goodness of man. In Romans 5–8, Paul preaches these forces reign over the lives
of men as servitude to argue that such a state was inferior and detrimental compared to the more
beneficial servitude to a benevolent God. The evil forces of personified Sin and Death, and their
prosecutor, Nomos, were well-entrenched concepts within the Greco–Roman system. Although
concepts of Righteousness and Grace were also popularized within the Roman pantheon of gods,
the cultural understandings of these notions were misguided. This is an area of concern that Paul
desired to change with his message.
Paul had laid the groundwork for this discussion in his previous letters. In one of such
letters to the church in Galatia, believed to have been written in 51 CE, Paul noted men were
formerly “held in bondage under the elemental things of the world” until the Son of God came to
redeem men as “adopted sons.” Paul already regarded the world as represented by a dichotomy
between good and evil, with respective spiritual forces for each faction (Gal 4:1–11). As Paul
discusses the order of the resurrection in his first letter to the Corinthian church (circa 54–55
CE), he asserts Christ will establish His new kingdom after “He has abolished all rule and all
authority and power,” of which the “last enemy to be abolished is death” (1 Cor 15:24–26). For
Paul, the cosmos is dysfunctional under the reign of the evil powers, and yet, he boldly preaches
that they are all inferior to God’s rule, “For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth,
nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ
Jesus our Lord” (Rom 8:38–39).
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Paul aims to offer a better solution for men's plight: a life within the Kingdom of God.
Using the language and rhetoric of the times, he juxtaposes the cultural understandings of the
people against the truth of a life lived in righteousness and under grace. Using the illustration of
federal headship, a king to which the people are enslaved, he attempts to persuade the people of a
spiritually liberating servitude to God that would only benefit man. In Romans 5–8, written circa
57 CE, Paul fully develops his thoughts as he depicts the sovereign headship of personified Sin
and Death reigning over human history, resulting in man's physical and spiritual death. The
anguish in Paul’s heart resonates throughout his letter to the Ephesian church when he states that
“our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the
world forces of darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places” (Eph
6:12). Therefore, Paul personified these evil forces as Sin and Death, represented as natural
beings and not abstract thoughts.
Death and Sin ventured into the realm of humanity since the time of the original sin,
continuing forward through time even today. Paul continually uses the verb βασιλεύσῃ (reigned)
when he speaks of Sin and Death, using its active aorist indicative iteration to portray a past
completed action that continues in the present time (Romans 5:14, 17, 21). He personifies the
personal attributes of God, Righteousness, and Grace, to counter the evil forces. Paul only shifts
to the subjunctive mood, which is ongoing and reflects potential, when the offer of God’s
attributes is presented in Romans 5:21 as the better alternative to the misery of men living under
the cruel reign of Death and Sin. Paul’s discourse is grounded in a future confident expectation;
hope, which Paul uses to open the pericope, a personification that is thoroughly explored as the
subject of Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER FOUR–The Personified Hope in Romans 5:5–11
This study seeks to understand the personification of hope in Romans 5:5 and the
implications this brief pericope in Scripture has for the broader discourse of Pauline Theology.
Chapter One revealed a notable absence of academic research concerning this specific
personification. Several other studies have focused on the more developed personifications of
Sin, Death, Law, Wrath, Righteousness, Grace, and Wisdom. Thus, it was mandatory to conduct
a brief historical analysis of these terms in the ANE cultures and the OT eras to establish a
foundational context to understand further how the audience may have comprehended Paul’s use
of the terms.
This study then sought to define personification by tracing the development of the
rhetorical device over time, beginning with the early days of rhetorical analysis by Aristotle. He
discussed the “ornamentation of words” (the use of literary devices) as the origin of deliberative
speech (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.2.14). While he did not use the term personification, he addressed the
necessity of rhetoric in the art of persuasion and argumentation. In the late third century B.C.E,
Demetrius, On Style, introduced the term προσοποποεια (prosopopoeia) to reference the literary
device that provides “a face” or voice to an absent or deceased person.356 By the mid-first
century BCE, prosopopoeia had become a common literary device used as a substitution or
metonymy of a person, not present. While not addressing prosopopoeia directly, Cicero
addressed a defining characteristic: the use of virtues or attributes to represent the person, not
present (Cicero, De. or. 3.42.167). This was subsequently elaborated by the author of Rhetorica
ad Herrenium (Rhet. Her. IV.66). Cicero also noted that the device effectively addressed loci or
situational issues. A century later, Quintilian, a contemporary of Paul, fully addressed the literary
Demetrius, “On Style,” 199.265–266, pp 498–499. See Chapter Two, Page 49 fn 112, for additional
comments about the use of the literary device in early literature.
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device, declaring that the device should not be restricted to only represent a non–present
historical figure but may as well be used as a literary construct to create a fictional person
(Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.31). As a contemporary to Paul, Quintilian discourses best explain Paul’s
use of the literary device. This study revealed that Paul’s rhetoric was consistent with his time's
shared vernacular and literary devices.
As a synopsis, the art of personification was diverse in ancient times. Three categories
emerged that were familiar to Paul. The first classification referred to the personification of an
abstract or object that enabled the animation to speak as the absent historical figure. This
category was termed figural prosopopoeia. Paul used a figural prosopopoeia to allow Nomos to
speak in Romans 7:7. The second involved animating an object or abstract relating to the
historical figure on whose behalf the orator or author would advocate instead of allowing it to
speak for itself. Paul predominantly used this form of judicial prosopopoeia to employ Sin,
Death, Nomos, Grace, and Righteousness in Romans 5–8. Finally, sometimes the orator or author
must use a fictional character for plot development (a literary pretense). To fulfill such a need, he
would animate an abstract noun. Since, in this use, the author does not allude to a historical
figure, the personification is only a literary device, a literary prosopopoeia. Chapter Three
revealed Paul was not using personifications as a fictional literary presence.
Thus, the framework addresses the personification of hope in Romans 5:5. A central
argument of this study is that current scholarship does not address ἐλπίς (elpis, “hope”) as a
personification but views its abstract understanding of a confident expectation.357 Therefore, a
brief review of the current scholarship on Romans 5:5–11 is warranted. An alternative view will
BADG, “ἐλπίς,” This would be similar to the OT use of ַּׂ( בָּ טּוחbā·ṭûaḥ), referring to the reliance on the
Covenant Lord (Ps 22:3–4, 9, 112:7; Is 26:3) and ( כֶּסֶּ לkě·sěl) – confidence in the Covenant Lord (Ps 78).
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be presented based on the context of the passage and Paul’s use of the literary device of
prosopopoeia.
Current Scholarship on Romans 5:5–11
Approach
While older commentaries present Romans “primarily as a repository of theology,” this
study regards the letters as “a work of Christian rhetoric, aiming to persuade.”358 For Quintilian,
ancient rhetoric was theoretical, practical, or productive; and in each case, a style of persuasion
was necessary (Quintilian, Inst. 2.17–18). Quintilian himself presented five styles of persuasion:
invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery, all used by Paul in Romans. However, a
sixth measure must be considered when viewing Romans as a “Christian rhetoric”: the audience.
Here, Quintilian agrees with Cicero that the orator’s familiarity with history and philosophy
increases the command of his presentation style if he is to persuade the audience effectively.359
Paul only declares his audience as the “beloved of God in Rome.” He does not elaborate on his
means of persuasion directly, similar to most authors who wish to convince their audience of a
vital truth or matter. However, for the interpreter, an assessment of the audience is a vital
component of the rhetorical analysis of a NT passage. Lloyd Bitzer terms this the “rhetorical
situation,” which must coordinate with the “historical situation.”360
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Historical Setting
During the first century CE, Rome was the central city of the empire, inhabited by
citizens from varying political and socio-economic backgrounds. Harvey writes that the city may
have had a population of over one million, including over 40,000 Jews.361 Evidence suggests that
the Jewish settlements were pervasive around all areas of the Mediterranean.362 Augustine
commented that the “law of the Jews” arrived in Rome between 37–41 BCE (Augustine, Epist.
102.8), while Luke reported that Jews from Rome were present at the Pentecost (Acts 2:10),
often referenced as a source of Christian influence in Rome upon their return. Harvey also notes
that while Julius Caesar and Octavius declared Judaism a legal religion, the Jews of Rome were,
nevertheless, persecuted extensively.363 Despite the differences in interpretation and strong
ancestral Jewish traditions, the Christian church first developed in these Jewish communities and
often preserved its identity within the accepted Jewish sects.364
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The persecution of the Jews became so prevalent that in 49–50 CE, Claudius expelled the
Jews from Rome (Acts 18:2).365 Consequentially, this event allowed the Gentile Christians to
exercise their influence on the development of the Early Church.366 After Claudius’ death (54
CE), Nero allowed the Jewish population to return when he assumed the role of Emperor, even
though he harbored extreme contempt for Christians. Tacitus reported, “Nero substituted as
culprits, and punished with the utmost refinements of cruelty, a class of men, loathed for their
vices, whom the crowd styled Christians … Vast numbers were convicted, not so much on the
count of arson as for hatred of the human race. And derision accompanied their end: They were
covered with wild beasts’ skins and torn to death by dogs, or they were fastened on crosses, and
when daylight failed were burned to serve as lamps by night.”367 Tacitus referenced an incident
in 64 CE, after Paul visited Rome, when Nero allegedly set fire to a large section of Rome to
clear the area to construct his elaborate estate, the Domus Aurea.368 Tacitus also declared a
365
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“foreign and deadly superstition” that controlled the Christians (Tacitus, Ann. 13.32). Pliny the
Elder called the Christians a “wretched cult” (Pliny, Ep. 10.96–97), indicative of the state of
affairs that Paul encountered as he appealed to Caesar for justice (Acts 25:10) and the challenges
faced by the early Roman Christian Church when he penned his letter to them.
Unfortunately, a deeper understanding of the relationship between the pagan Roman
culture and the early Christians is limited due to the loss of critical literature generated by the
Christians during the decline of the Roman Empire.369 Regardless, Paul’s writings must be
analyzed within their cultural context. Robert Banks notes Paul’s sensitivity towards the
lifestyles and legitimate practices of the cultures of the churches he addressed.370 While
sometimes he questioned the practices (1 Cor 6:1–6), he encouraged the audience to follow them
(1 Cor 11:14–15). However, when the practices directly conflicted with the Gospel message,
Paul argued fervently against them (1 Cor 10:14–22) while minimizing conflict over non–
essential matters for harmony (2 Cor 8:7–13, 10:23–30).371 Stowers also agrees with Banks about
Paul’s sensitivity to the audience’s ethos.372 He also argues that later generations would have
369
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difficulty understanding the dynamics in Rome that Paul faced during his time. Despite the
complex societal issues in Rome, what would prompt Paul to approach these house–churches as
he did?373
Occasion and Audience for Romans
Melanchthon had argued in his Theologica Institutio … in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos
that the Letter to the Romans focuses on three essential issues: iustificatio (“justification”),
praedestinatio et vocatio gentium (“predestination and the calling of the gentiles”), and mores
format (“molding of conduct”). According to Donfried, prior to the mid-1800s, scholars
collectively followed Melanchthon’s description of Romans as a “compendium of Christian
religion.” However, In the mid-1800s, F. C. Baur initiated the argument that Romans is an
abstract theological argument. Considering Baur’s argument, Melanchthon’s division of themes
in Romans subsequently was primarily neglected as academia changed focus to a historicalcritical method of interpretation.374
Donfried asserts that a benefit of the historical-critical approach is that parallel literature
can guide the interpretation. Chapter Two and Three of this study demonstrate the same.375
However, Krentz notes that documents of the first century were often written to address the local
needs of the church within its particular historical context. Therefore, the question remains, why
did Paul write Romans? As he was not responsible for founding the Roman church, Paul would
literary device of personification, a frequent pattern of Paul. He argues that this pattern provided a “distinctive,
coherent ethos with a particular life situation.”
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have had to address the people differently from how he addressed the churches of Galatia or
Corinth, for example, as their “Sitz in Leben” was unique.376
Various scholars have proposed different views on Paul’s intentions for writing the letter,
such as preparing for his Jerusalem trip, establishing an apostolic foundation, preparing for the
Spanish mission, and an apologetic purpose.377 One cannot be dogmatic about Paul’s purpose for
writing Romans. Paul was firmly committed to the Gospel and its delivery wherever he traveled.
Yet, there appears to be no concrete situation at the church in Rome that warrants Paul’s urgency
to present an extensive discussion of the Gospel message. Therefore, while attending to the
author’s intention, one must also examine the priorities of the people being addressed by Paul.
According to Donfried, it is only recently that scholarship has advanced beyond Melanchthon’s
description, given Baur’s argument, and started to review Paul’s intention in writing the letter
and the issues faced by the audience.
However, Andrew Das argues assertively that the core intention for Paul was to address
the Gentiles and particularly speak on the controversy between the Gentiles and Jews. His view
held that there was disharmony in Rome due to differing views of the Law.378 According to
Harris, the comparison in Romans 14:1–15:7 between the “strong” and the “weak” provides a
framework for Paul’s letter addressing the Jews and the Gentile Christians.379 Jewett claims that
such assertions from scholars are mere conjectures, as Paul does not provide enough details
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regarding the occasion for his letter. In contrast, Jewett and Wilhelm Wuellner view Romans as
epideictic rhetoric, a narrative that initiates praise or assigns blame, essentially argumentative.380
Their thesis may find a foundation in Paul’s discussion of the “body of sin” and “body of Christ”
in Romans 5–8. Interestingly, while Wuellner recognizes the Donfried-Karris debate that set the
trend for the historical and socio analysis of Romans, he argues these as misguided attempts to
understand Paul’s purpose.
Patricia McDonald provides a fresh perspective on Paul’s purpose for Romans. She
viewed the approach by Jewett, Wuellner, and others as “distorting the text to make it fit a
particular rhetorical pattern.”381 She asserts these arguments are based on a review of the opening
and closing statements of Romans while bypassing the body of the letter. Looking at Romans
5:1–11, McDonald notes Paul draws attention to the “we” factor between himself and the church
in Rome. Paul states God is the initiator of the event that bonds all men together through Christ
and that unity results from acceptance of God’s gift.382 She argues this pericope’s unifying
elements to Romans 1:1–17, where Paul also uses the third person plural pronouns. Here, Paul
states he is unified with the Gentiles because he was called an apostle (Rom 1:6, 14) and
obligated to preach the Gospel to them (Rom 1:15). McDonald sides with Stowers that Paul
envisions the Roman house-churches (including himself) unified in Christ. He functions as a
teacher, sending a protreptic (persuasive) letter to prepare them for the teaching activity he
intends to engage in when he arrives. What unifies all is the belief in one God. McDonald notes
380
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that the intervening passages between Romans 1:1–17 and Romans 5:1–11 do not contain the
unifying “we” pronouns. Romans 1:18–4:22 reflects on the groups’ former distinctiveness (Jew
and Gentile). Paul only reverts to the first person after 5:11 to bring awareness to the former self.
For McDonald, Romans 5:1–11 is a rhetorical bridge demonstrating all believers’ solidarity in
Christ. The pinnacle of the rhetorical bridge is hope (Rom 5:5).
Due to the variety of “purposes” proposed by various scholars, it is apparent that the
message was needed regardless of the intent. Therefore, considering these different approaches
and views, perhaps the “key to unlocking Romans lies in a combination of three factors:
historical setting, the rhetoric of the argument and the theological content.”383 Harvey suggests
that instead of determining a single purpose, a better solution would be to envision Romans as a
“compendium” for “missionary, theological, and pastoral concerns.”384 Further, it is wellrecognized that the church comprised both Jew and Gentile converts from differing backgrounds.
It may be the case that Paul had not a single purpose in mind when he wrote Romans and
that he was possibly establishing the foundation for the rest of his missionary life.385 Regardless
of a specific purpose for writing Romans, Paul declares that in all that he does, he must testify to
the Gospel of Jesus Christ: “But I do not account my life of any value nor as precious to myself,
Wilhelm Wuellner, “Paul’s Rhetoric of Argumentation in Romans, an Alternative to Donfried–Karris
Debate over Romans,” In Roman Debate, 125–147.
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if only I may finish my course and the ministry that I received from the Lord Jesus, to testify to
the gospel of the grace of God” (Acts 20:24). Paul echoes this mission statement in Romans
3:21–31 as well. His theology is inseparable from his mission.
Literary Context of Romans 5:5–11
Scholars generally agree that Romans 5–8 is a distinct unit that builds upon Romans
1:18–4:25, supported by the connective οὖν (oun, “therefore”). However, certain scholars argue
that Romans 5:1–11 was written to continue Chapter Four. Yet, the sudden intense use of the
perfect and present tense verbs marks a distinct change in tone and the beginning of a new
thought for Paul.386 Paul is now presenting a “mirror” or contrasting image of those who were
wicked (Rom 1:18–2:27), failed to worship (Rom 1:18–23, 25, 28), and caused violence and
suffering (Rom 1:29–32).387 This former condition existed as an “existential estrangement” from
God, while the new condition represented peace and hope in the believer’s life.388
Walvoord and Harvey note that the first large segment of Romans (Rom 1–4) reveals a
new reality of God’s righteousness to man, separate from His Law and works, irrespective of
being Jew or Greek.389 Indeed, Paul begins by addressing a Jewish creed in his introduction of
Jesus (Rom 1:3, “descendent”) but quickly expands this creed to include Gentiles (Rom 1:14).390
Romans 5:1 (“have”), 5:2 (“have,” “stand,” and “boast”), 5:5 (“poured out”), and 5:8 (“demonstrates”).
Thielman, Romans, 259
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This inclusion of Gentiles into the familiar creed of the Jews establishes the theme for his letter
to the Roman church. Paul cuts to the core of his discourse by declaring that all men, regardless
of their ethnic background, are guilty of rebellion before an impartial God (Rom 1:18–3:20).
Paul draws particular attention to the plight of the Jew in Romans 2:1–19, who had relied on the
Law for salvation, equating him to the Greek in terms of culpability before the righteous God in
Romans 3:19–20, regarding his former declaration, that a day of judgment is appointed for all
men (Rom 2:5). Yet, in His supreme love, God offered a gift to all men so that, through faith,
man could obtain righteousness before Him (Rom 3:1–21). Paul continued to preach that
justification (declared righteousness) was a gift of the grace of God, acquired by faith and not by
works, presented not only to the Jew but also to the Greek (Rom 3:28–29). Paul also uses the
faith of Abraham as an exemplary model for God’s grace (Rom 4:1–25), observing that Abraham
was called to be the “father of many nations” (Gen 17:5; Rom 4:17). Paul holds onto this thought
until the end of the pericope of Romans 5:1–11 when he shifts the discourse from the justifying
faith of Abraham to the justifying death of Jesus.391
Following this shift, Paul individualizes man’s experience that can be obtained from
accepting the offer from God, justification.392 The phrase “having now been justified” (Rom 5:9)
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suggests a prior, completed action and sums up Romans 1–4. The action is observed to have
concluded with the main clause of Romans 5:1; “we [now] have peace with God.” Paul has
argued that justification and righteousness originate from and are the responsibility of God;
therefore, it is incumbent on the believer to recognize the source and enjoy the benefits offered to
them.393 Moo elaborates, noting that peace is available “through our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom we have obtained our introduction” (Rom 5:1–2). He suggests that the term προσαγωγὴν
(prosagogen) can be used transitively to align with the sense of “introduction” or intransitively to
refer to a sense of “access.”394 Due to the particular verb tense usage in Romans 1:1, Moo argues
the term is best understood, in context, as “have access to,” implying the occurrence of a past
completed action that “opened the door” to a continuing relationship with God.395 The “access”
to “peace with God” frames the pericope at the beginning (Rom 5:1–2a) and in the ending (Rom
5:11) as well, representing one of the two blessings a true believer is bound to enjoy.
The statements that describe continuing peace and justification are crucial to the Jewish
audience, addressing their cultural and historical understandings. While the phrase “have peace”
is considered a proof text of the Christian faith; for the ancient Jews, it presented a dogma that
one (the “righteous”) had “no הַּ בְ טָ חָ ה, no confidence, no security concerning his status of
salvation before God.”396 While they believed in their righteousness and were blessed with
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ultimate salvation as the chosen ones, they were also troubled that some could, by sinning, risk
their chances of salvation as a people. As Paul argues that one can “have peace” before God, he
traverses beyond the OT connotation of cessation of hostilities to the LXX nuance of “well–
being, prosperity, and salvation.”397
Recognizing the cultural backdrop of his audience, Paul has shifted from the past
situation of living in hostility with God to the current reality of “having peace before God.”
Scholars such as Moo, Cranfield, Dunn, Mounce, and Jewett note this shift in Paul’s thought
process to contemplate the future, arguing that he frames his argument in the OT Hebrew
understanding of a confident expectation in the future tense. This embodies the theme in Romans
5:2b–11, where Paul introduces the blessing of hope. There is debate around the dominant theme
of Romans 5–8 being peace or hope, which may be why the section is often termed “blessings of
justification” in commentaries. However, this section undoubtedly regards hope as the dominant
theme.398 For instance, Paul states, “we boast in the hope of the glory of God” (Rom 5:2b) and
“hope will not put us to shame” (Rom 5:5a).399 As Paul develops his theme of hope as the
“unshakable foundation of the love of God” in Romans 5:5–8, he presents a chain of tribulations
“Peace” is a word that, like so many in Paul’s writings and in the NT, must be understood according to
its use in the LXX, where it translates the wide-ranging Hebrew word shalōm. As a result, the word “peace” moves
beyond the largely negative signification of the word in secular Greek “peace” as the cessation or absence of
hostilities, to a more positive nuance, the well-being, prosperity, or salvation of the godly person. These are often
expressly treated as the gifts of God, as in the well-known benediction, “The LORD lift up his countenance on you
and give you peace” (Num. 6:26). But especially important for Paul’s usage is the OT prophets’ use of the term
peace to characterize the salvation that God would bring to his people in the “last days.” Moo, Romans, 299.
397

Moo, Romans, 298. Jewett argues that these two themes established “Christological rationale” for the
argument of Romans 5:5–11. For a diagrammatic structure representing the breakdown of these themes, see Jewett,
Romans, 345–346.
398

399

Gospel.”

Shame is a reoccurring theme for Paul. This verse echoes Romans 1:16, “I am not ashamed of the
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to prove that even the sufferings of the Christian lead to hope (Rom 5:3–4).400 Dahl and Moo
argue that this small section acts as an “incursion” in Paul’s argument, setting the stage for a
fuller and more complete introduction of hope, beginning with Romans 5:5.
Current State of Exegetical Scholarship on Romans 5:5–11
The current state of exegetical scholarship is consistent in its analysis of Romans 5:5–
11.401 It reintroduces hope in its abstract formulation, presenting it as a central theme of Romans
5–8. Current scholars address hope in Romans 5:5 only briefly and almost universally related to
the eschaton and future expectations. No scholar addresses hope as a personification with
rhetorical effect.402 Therefore, the following brief exegesis reflects only the current state of
400

Dahl, Studies in Paul, 88–90. In his outline of Romans 5:1–11 and comparison to 8:1–39, Dahl noted
that that all the themes of 5:1–11 also appear in 8 with the exception of the chain of 5:3–4 and “step aside” in 7. This
“step aside” provides insight into the introduction of the personification of hope as the personified hope appears
apart and distinct from the grouping of personifications in Romans 5:12–23.
401

This section is not intended to be a full exposition of Romans 5:5–11, but rather an overview of the
general vein of thought among current significant scholars. The significant scholars reviewed include: C. E. B
Cranfield, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. International Critical Commentary
(London; New York: T&T Clark, 2004); Robert Jewett, and Roy David Kotansky, Romans: A Commentary, A
Critical and Historical Commentary on the Bible, edited by Eldon Jay Epp (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2006);
Douglas Moo, The Epistle to the Romans. The New International Commentary on the New Testament (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1996); F. F. Bruce, Romans: An Introduction and Commentary. Vol 6. Tyndale New
Testament Commentaries (Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1985); Joseph A. Fitzmyer, Romans: A New Translation with
Introduction and Commentary. Vol 33. AYB (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 2008); W. Sanday and
Arthur C. Headlam, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle of the Romans. 3d ed. International
Critical Commentary (New York, NY: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1897); Leon Morris, The Epistle to the Romans. The
Pillar New Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI; Eerdmans,1988); Robert H. Mounce, Romans. Vol 27. The
New American Commentary (Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman, 1995); Robert Jamieson, A. R. Fausset and
David Brown, Commentary Critical and Explanatory on the Whole Bible (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research
Systems, Inc., 1997); Frank Thielman, Romans: Exegetical Commentary of the New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2018); John Harvey. Romans: Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament, ed. by Andreas
Köstenberger and Robert W. Yarbrough. (Nashville, TN.: B&H, 2017); Brendan Byrne, Brendan. Romans, ed. by
Daniel J. Harrington, Sacra Pagina Series 6 (Collegeville, MI: Liturgical, 1996); John F. Walvoord and Roy B.
Zuck, The Bible Knowledge Commentary, New Testament, Bible Knowledge Series (Colorado Springs, CO: David
C. Cook, 1984), et al.
402

This statement is made with caution in that while the study has reviewed numerous studies, it cannot say
that it has reviewed “all” known resources. Yet, to the extent of the resources that have been reviewed, none look at
“hope” as a personification with rhetorical effect. Indeed, Patricia McDonald, one of the few scholars that have
addressed the rhetoric of Romans 5:5–11, affirmatively states this introductory pericope of the larger section of
Romans 5–8 is studied comparatively little and often overlooked. See McDonald, “Romans 5:1–11,” 81. Further,
this section is not intended to be an extensive exegesis of the passage but only a reflection of the current
commentary and research.
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scholarship. Following this review, the alternative view that hope should also be viewed as a
personification with rhetorical effect will be discussed in contrast to the current state. This
section begins with the conjunctive δὲ signifying a continuation of Paul’s thought: “we have
peace with God” (Rom 5:1). Paul explains “why” the believer has peace, offering a reason for
this assurance in Romans 5:5.
Romans 5:5. “And hope does not put us to shame (disappoint) because God’s love has been
poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who has been given to
us.”
The first portion of this verse echoes Romans 5:2, where Paul declares that “we boast
(exalt) in the hope of the glory of God.” Thielman states this boasting is reminiscent of Paul
boasting to Titus about the Corinthians, telling him he would find a welcome reception there (2
Cor 7:14, 9:3–4).403 In excitement, he mentions that Titus’s experience interacting with the
Corinthians was enjoyable, deeming Paul’s “boasting” valid. He frames his opening statement as
truth. If the claim stands true, the speaker has reason to boast; however, he would be “shamed if
otherwise.” Cranfield believes it is possible to connect the statement in Romans 5:3a, beginning
with ὅτι (“because”), to 5b, making 5:3a–5a a single participial clause. However, the context
suggests that 5b is offered as the proof of 5a, the reason for hope, thus marking hope as the focal
point for these verses.404 Others view hope framed within a broader theme of reconciliation.405
403

Thielman, Romans, 268.

Moo calls this a “hinge point,” connecting the peace of God in Romans 5:2b to the causation and
demonstrated assurance of 5:6–10. Moo, Romans, s.v. “Rom 5:5.” See also Cranfield, Romans, 262. “A statement of
the fact of God’s love for us is a more cogent proof of the security of our hope than a statement of the fact of our
love for Him would be (it would also be more suitable as an explanation why we exult in our tribulations, if this
clause were connected with v. 3a instead of with v. 5a); and it is God’s love for us which vv. 6–8 go on to describe.”
404

405

Moo, Theology of Paul, 217, However, Moo considers hope as the predominant theme. See also Porter,
Letter to the Romans, 112–113; Ralph P. Martin, Reconciliation: A Study of Paul’s Theology, New Foundations
Theological Library (Atlanta, GA: John Knox, 1981); Ware, Paul’s Theology.
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Paul’s statement echoes the theme of hope and its connection to shame, as uttered by the Psalter,
“uphold me according to your promise, that I may live, and let me not be put to shame in my
hope” (Ps 25:5).406 Scholars argued that echoing the theme of hope from the OT Psalter, Paul
illustrates the sense of confident anticipation of salvation from current realities, focusing
intensely on a future promise to be fulfilled. This promise related to the covenantal relationship
Israel had with Yahweh.
Considering that shame (and honor) is a well-established cultural institution in the
ancient world, the common translation, “hope does not disappoint” (RSV, NAB, NASB, NET,
HCSB), is considered a weaker representation of Paul’s conviction.407 Paul uses the present
tense, depicting hope as a current ongoing status rather than waiting for future events. Jewett
notes that the theme of shame associated with hope is presented with the present active indicative
verb, καταισχύνει (”shame”), drawn from the language of the Psalms.408 The verb denotes human
406

Consider also Ps 25:3 (LXX 24:3); Ps 25:20; Ps 119 (LXX 118); 116, and also Is 28:16 (LXX). In
Psalms, the translated term hope is expressed with several Hebrew words: ( יָּחַּׂ לyā·ḥǎl) – eagerly awaiting
deliverance from oppression or eagerly awaiting a future event with confident expectation from the Convenant Lord
(Ps 42, 43, 71, when used in the plural – community eagerly awaiting deliverance); ( ּתֹוחֶּ לֶּתtô·ḥě·lěṯ) – continual
hope despite oppression (Ps 39); ( ִּּתקְ וָּהtiq·wā(h)) – the hope of experience (Ps 71); ( בֶּ טַּׂ חbě·ṭǎḥ) – confidence in
eternal security and safety (Ps 16); ( שֵ בֶּ רśē·ḇěr): the forward expectation of a better state (Ps 146); ַּׂ( בָּ טּוחbā·ṭûaḥ) –
reliance on the Covenant Lord in over one–third of the Psalms (Ps 22); ( כֶּסֶּ לkě·sěl) – confidence in the Covenant
Lord (Ps 78). The cultural dynamic of shame and honor exceeds the scope of this study but will be addressed briefly
in Chapter Five. Kittel, TDNT, s.v. “Ἐλπίς.”
407

Thielman, Romans, 268. Thielman argues that the assurance of a God that has always been faithful
requires a convincing argument for translating the verb καταισχύνω as shame, rather than disappoint. For him,
“disappointment” by definition minimizes Paul’s sentiments. John J. Pilch, Introducing the Cultural Context of the
Old Testament, Hear the Word 1 (New York, NY: Paulist, 1991), 49. Shame was associated with one’s reputation. It
held a pivotal role in the Greek, Roman, and Jewish cultures. While not prevalent in modern societies, it may be
connected to one’s guilt. In the ancient cultures, it refers to an internal experience of disgrace and dishonor. It was
also deemed a result of violation of societal expectations. The theological significance of “shame” in vs. 5:5 will be
addressed in Chapter Five.
408

Jewett, Romans, 355. See also, Cranfield, Romans, 262; Dunn, Romans, 252. Kittel, TDNT, s.v.
“Ἐλπίς.” In LXX Ps 21:6, the Psalter speaks of the former Israelites who “cried to you and were saved; they hoped
in you and were not put to shame (οὐ κατῃσχύνθησαν).” In Ps 24:20, the righteous believer prays, “Keep my soul,
and deliver me; let me not be ashamed (μὴ καταισχυνθείνη), because I have hoped in you.” In these examples, the
faithful worshipers hoped for a concrete restoration of fortune and a relief from adversity. When they triumphed
over their enemies, it becomes clear that they have not been put to shame. Jewett asserts, “their honor requires
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activity and, in this context, refers to one relying on another who does not perform as expected
and depended upon.409 The one relying is shamed for his faith in the other, resulting in a deeprooted sense of embarrassment and inadequacy. Paul argues that the believer will experience no
shame as they have a solid foundation to build their lives upon, accompanied by a confident
expectation of the hope they believe in, receiving God’s blessings as promised.
Following this argument, Paul explains why believers should have faith in the “hope” that
will not fail them. The last clause of the verse is causal. Believers may keep their faith
confidently ὅτι (“because”) “the love of God has been poured out into our hearts through the
Holy Spirit” (Romans 5b). Various scholars have argued over the phrase “love of God.” Some
argue the clause is subjective genitive (“the love that God has for us”), while others argue it is
objective genitive (“our love that we have for God”). The predominant position is that the clause
is subjective genitive, referring to the “love” of (or from) God, as Paul uses the verb “poured
out” to refer to God’s action.410 Paul’s shift in verb tenses to the present tense is noted.411
Yahweh’s victory over their adversaries or, at least, the compensation of a blessed life after death, a theme that
provides the basis for much commentary on Rom 5:5.”
409
The verb is a human-related activity. To reiterate, over twenty commentaries were reviewed, and none
were found to suggest the connection of the abstract noun with the action verb represents a personification, despite
the fact that only a few verses later, commentary is replete with discussions of personifications in similar structure.
410

Wallace, Greek Grammar, 121. Wallace reveals the argument scholars desire to enter in while
overlooking the text of the verse. “Many older scholars interpret this as objective (e.g., Augustine, Luther), while the
majority of modern scholars see it as subjective (so Dunn, Fitzmyer, Moo, Käsemann, Lagrange). It is true that the
context is clearly about what God has done for us, rather than about what we have done for God. Thus, contextual
considerations seem to indicate that the genitive is subjective: ‘the love which comes from God has been poured out
within our hearts.’ However, the fact that this love has been poured out within us (as opposed to simply upon or
toward us) suggests that such love is the source for a reciprocated love. Thus, the gen. may also be objective. The
idea, then, would be: ‘The love that comes from God and that produces our love for God has been poured out within
our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to us.’” Moo paraphrases the verse as “the love of God for us” to
help clarify the understanding. Cranfield concurs, and refers to Augustine and Pelagius as the proponents of the
objective genitive while Origen, Ambrosiaster, Chrysostom, Calvin, et al. and most modern exegetes are in favor of
the subjective genitive. Cranfield, Romans, 262.
411
The medieval tradition suggests that the faith a believer possesses in founded on Christs accomplishment
in the past. “Whereupon we are certain that this hope does not confound, but rather is fulfilled, as the Apostle shows
when he adds, [Because the love of God [is poured into our hearts].” Peter of John Olivi on Romans 5, Ian
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However, the essence of hope derived from the OT texts looks forward to a certain future.
Therefore, Paul vividly asserts that hope is not only a future event in time but also a present
reality that will continue and is ongoing.
God’s love “being poured” is evidenced by the presence of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of
believers. Hellenistic Jewish literature frequently refers to God’s actions as an outpouring of the
effects of His actions on the believer. For example, grace is “poured out” in Psalm 45:2, mercy in
Sirach 18:11, and anger in Hosea 5:10 (LXX).412 Luke frequently spoke of the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit as well (Acts 2:17, 33; 10:45). Similar statements about believers have been noted in
Titus 3:6, Barnabas 1:3, and 1 Clement 46:6. Jewett notes that “outpouring” “reflects a Judaic
conception of the human person, in which the καρδίαις [“heart”] functions not as a physiological
organ but as the seat of understanding, knowledge, and will.”413
Thielman directs great attention to the outpouring of God’s love, while Cranfield asserts
that focus must remain on God rather than the Holy Spirit.414 Although using these terms and
images would have resonated with the audience in Rome, the primary concern is not about
eschatological hope but the solidification of the understanding of present unconditional love
emanating from God, reassuring the believer against any cause for shame.415

Christopher Levy, ed., The Bible in Medieval Tradition, trans. by Ian Christopher Levy, Philip D. W. Krey, and
Thomas Ryan (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2013), 136.
412

Thielman, Romans, 268.

Jewett, Romans, 356. Alexander Sand, “καρδία,” in Horst Balz and Gerhard Schieder, eds., EDNT,
English, Greek and Ancient Greek 2 (Minneapolis, MN: Eerdmans, 1991), 250.
413

414

Thielman, Romans 268; Cranfield, Romans, 262.

415
According to Jewett, “This formulation is an example of the “apportioned Spirit” of God that is parceled
out to all believers, comprising their new center, as in Phil 4:23; 1 Cor 5:4–5; 14:14; 2 Cor 2:13; 7:3; Rom 1:6; 8:10.
In every detail it is clear that Paul has selected language in this verse that has very wide resonance in early
Christianity.” Jewett, Romans, 357.
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Romans 5:6. “For while we were still helpless, at the right time Christ died for the
ungodly.”
The conjunction γὰρ (“for”) connects this verse to the previous verse. Through this verse,
Paul demonstrates the concrete reality of God’s love. He emphasized the timing of Christ’s death
when the people were deemed weak and helpless.416 At this point in the passage, Paul develops
the inward assurance of God’s love, as evidenced by the presence of the Holy Spirit, by shifting
to the historical reality of Christ’s death on behalf of all the sinners in the world, regardless of
their belief in Him.
The verse states that Christ died when the people were ἀσθενῶν (“weak, helpless”) and
ἀσεβῶν (“impious”). Paul frequently uses these terms to refer to those with inadequate faith (1
Cor 8:7, 9–12; 9:22, 1 Thess 5:14). Later, he calls them “weak in faith” (Rom 14:1–2, 15:1).
Thielman writes that Paul, in this context, uses his statements in Romans 1:18–32 as a point of
reference to address those who have no faith at all and are left to their own devices for
deliverance from their reality.417 However, these people cannot reconcile themselves before God.
Paul preaches to the Romans, offering that Jesus Christ provides this means of reconciliation for
all men who cannot achieve this by themselves. Jewett asserts that this first mention of “Christ”
in Romans sets the “Christological and experiential foundation” within Paul’s argument for
boasting in hope.418 Paul presents the death of God’s only begotten Son as evidence of His
outpouring love, detailed in Romans 3:24–26. Murray Harris states that Christ dying γὰρ (“for”)
416
Cranfield notes that God did not wait for men to start helping themselves, but instead helped when man
was “helpless,” in contrast to the idiom, “God helps those who help themselves.” Cranfield, Romans, 252.
417

418

Thielman, Romans, 269.

Jewett, Romans, 357. This is one of the few instances where a scholar lightly suggests that hope may be
more than an abstract noun, without being explicit. However, this would only be an inference to Jewett’s statement
without further support.
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should not be understood in the same semantic context as the Maccabean martyrs (ὑπέρ, “for”)
and instead be understood as Christ dying for the weak and impious, “in their place, suffering for
what they justly deserved.”419 Therefore, the “love” is not for the deserving but is “self–caused”
to confer worth on those who receive it.420 Bruce claims that this resolves the paradox of Romans
4:5, where God “justifies the ungodly.”421
Romans 5:7. “For one will hardly die for a righteous man, though perhaps for the good
man someone would dare even to die.”
Moo calls Romans 5:7 an incursion in the text, formulated for demonstration only.422
Cranfield suggests that this verse is designed to set off from the ὑπὲρ ἀσεβῶν (“for the ungodly”)
from v.6 to “emphasize the extraordinariness of Christ’s self–sacrifice.”423 The incursion
develops Paul’s concept of γὰρ (“for”). There is some debate whether Paul is speaking of two
types of men or clarifying the idea of a “good” or “righteous” man.424 “Dying for another” is a
unique expression in ancient Greek discourses. As Paul mentions, one would “perhaps”
419

Murray Harris, Prepositions and Theology of the New Testament: An Essential Reference Resource for
Exegesis (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2021), 215–216. Harris states, “acting on behalf of a person often involves
acting in their place.”
420
Cranfield, Romans, 253. Cranfield equates this worth as freedom from the bondage of sin and inability
to self–reconcile to God.
421

Bruce, Romans, 127.

422

Moo, Romans, 252.

Cranfield, Romans, 264. “We understand Paul’s meaning then to be that, whereas it is a rare thing for a
man deliberately and in cold blood to lay down his life for the sake of an individual just man, and not very much less
rare for a man to do so for the sake of an individual who is actually his benefactor, Christ died for the sake of the
ungodly. Evidence of the recognition among pagans of an obligation to defend one’s friends and relatives at the cost
of one’s own life is to be seen in, e.g., Arrian, Epict. 2:7:3; Philostratus, V.A. 7:12. The Herculaneum papyrus 1044
(Deissmann, Light, 118) cited by Michel, 134 fn 1, is especially interesting as a parallel: ‘For the best–loved of his
friends or relatives he would indeed be ready to risk his life’.”
423

424

Bruce, Romans, 127; Jewett, Romans, 363; Moo, Romans, 253; Thielman, Romans, 269; Cranfield,
Romans, 253. Jewett believes they are the same person, and that Paul has only tried to remove ambiguity by stating
the “good man” is the “righteous man.” Bruce notes the proper interpretation is not “a good man” but “the good
man,” and calls “good” and “righteous” synonymous.
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understand why a person would die on behalf of a notable figure. Using this word, he emphasizes
the possibility of one dying on behalf of another while illustrating the extreme unlikeliness of
one dying for a less notable character.425
Romans 5:8. “But God demonstrates his own love for us, in that while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us.”
Paul continues his idea using the conjunction δὲ (“but”) to provide a context for the
previous two verses. He asserts God showed the extent of His love through the death of Jesus
Christ even before they acknowledged His Son and had turned from their sinful ways. The verb
συνίστησιν (“demonstrates”) is in the present active indicative form, used to indicate the lasting
effect of the completed action by Christ in the past, represented by the aorist active indicative
verb ἀπέθανεν (“died”).426 Wilhelm Kasch notes that Paul’s use of συνίστησιν in this context is a
rare usage meaning “setting forth” or “presenting” a commendation towards God for His
achievement through Christ, which is “publicly evident.”427 God’s righteousness and love are
expressed through the death of Christ despite man’s unrighteousness, as opposed to the notion
explicit in Romans 3:5, where man’s unrighteousness demonstrated God’s righteousness. Paul
reiterated a theme he carried forward in other letters, the timing of Christ’s death, using the
adverbial participle phrase ὄντων ἡμῶν (“while we were”) to refer to sinners before they had
425

Thielman notes that in the 1st Century Greco–Roman world the justice, goodness, and piety were
esteemed virtues. Paul argues that one may have died for another who is virtuous, but to die for one who is impious
is very unique. Thielman, Romans, 270. Thielman also believes that Paul is making a distinction between a merely
“just” person who handles his affairs appropriately, and the civil benefactor who is called a “good man” (ανηρ
αγαθος), seen in first and second-century inscriptions.
426

Cranfield states that the use of the present tense is noteworthy in light of the past Christ event. He states
that the event was “emphatic” providing present proof. Cranfield, Romans, 254. Interestingly, Jewett associates the
demonstrable nature of this verse to the “love of God” in Romans 5:5. Jewett, Romans, 309.
427

Kittel, TDNT, s.v. “ἀπέθανεν.” The term also corresponds with the meaning, “to bring to light.”
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turned from their sins.428 From the previous verse, the stark reality of Christ’s death is in sharp
contrast with one who “perhaps” would die for a “righteous” man. With this verse, Paul
demonstrates the strong connection between God and Christ; the “love of God” (Rom 5:5), “love
of Christ” (8:35; 37), and “love of God in Christ Jesus” (8:39). For Moo, two aspects of God’s
love have been demonstrated in this context; first, the emotional love God has for man, and
second, one that cannot be fully experienced without faith in the personage and work of Christ.
Moo asserts the existence of the unifying element of “one great love” and echoes the “hope that
will not shame” (Rom 5:5).429
Romans 5:9. “Much more then, having now been justified by His blood, we shall be saved
from the wrath of God, through Him.”
Recognizing God’s bountiful love for man despite their unrighteousness, demonstrated in
the death of Jesus Christ on man’s behalf, provides one with the “confident expectation” that
man will avoid God’s wrath on the day of judgment. This has been encompassed by the abstract
presentation of the noun hope in Romans 5:5 using the “less to more” argument structure
common to Greco–Roman reasoning. Aristotle states that if “evidence proves a less probable
428
Thielman, Romans, 270 (cf. 2 Cor 5:21; Gal 3:13; 4:4–5). Jewett observes how Paul uses similar
phraseology in his other letters. Jewett, Romans, 261. For example, “I delivered to you as of first importance what I
also received, that Christ died for our sins” (ὅτι Χριστὸς ἀπέθανεν ὑπὲρ τῶν ἁμαρτιῶν ἡμῶν) in accordance with the
scriptures (1 Cor 15:3); “Do not let what you eat cause the destruction of one for whom Christ died” (ὑπὲρ οὗ
Χριστὸς ἀπέθανεν) (Rom 14:15); “For God has not destined us for wrath, but to obtain salvation through our Lord
Jesus Christ, who died for us” (τοῦ ἀποθανόντος ὑπὲρ ἡμῶν) (1 Thess 5:9–10); “And so by your knowledge this
weak man is destroyed, the brother for whom Christ died” (ὁ ἀδελφὸς διʼ ὃν Χριστὸς ἀπέθανεν) (1 Cor 8:11); “For
the love of Christ controls us, because we are convinced that one has died for all” (ὅτι εἷς ὑπὲρ πάντων ἀπέθανεν);
therefore all have died (2 Cor 5:14). This indicates that the concept of Christ dying for man despite their sinful
nature is central to his theology and delivery of the gospel.

Moo, Romans, 309. Moo calls these two aspects experienced in unison as “ultimately indivisible.” He
argues that this experience provides “assurance” for a “hope that does not shame,” an assurance that is “strong and
unshakeable.” The context of his statements suggests his envisioning of “hope” in Romans 5:5 only in the abstract
sense.
429
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argument, it proves the more probable argument” (Aristotle, Rhet. 2.13.4).430 Thielman argues
for Paul’s statement that if God reconciled man to Himself via the death of Christ, a culturally
improbable event, then it would be more probable that He will rescue the righteous from the
judgment that He will rightly give the unrighteous sinner on the day of judgment (Rom 1:18; 2:5,
8; 3:5).431 Paul uses the aorist tense of δικαιωθέντες (“having been justified”) as used in Romans
5:1, where he qualifies that the means of justification is by faith. Here, Paul uses the term to
qualify the instrument of justification, the sacrifice of Christ.432 This presents a solid
Christological position for Paul: that God will justify believers “through” Christ on the day of
judgment, just as He justified them in the present through the death of Christ.433 Paul’s use of
verb tenses reveals his theological stance on the current and future state of the believer.

Paul often uses the “less to more” argumentation style. See Romans 5:10, 15, 17; 11:12, 24, cf. 2 Cor
3:7–11, Phlm 16. Jewett notes that this style of argumentation is present “at least 1,048 times in TLG, is
conveniently illustrated in the fragment of Epicurus in Diogenes Laertius’ Vitae philos. 91, referring to the
appearance and size of the sun: “For he states, ‘If size decreases on account of distance, how much more (πολλῷ
μᾶλλον) its intensity.’” See also, L. Berkowitz and K. A. Squitier, eds., Thesaurus linguae graecae: Canon of Greek
Authors and Works, third edition (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1990). Similarly, Jewett argues that some
scholars will see the “greater” as the justification and the “lesser” as “saved from wrath.” He advices the interpreter
to reject this notion as the verse states “how much more” “will be saved.” Paul clearly articulates the direction of the
argument. Yet, he adds that this is a difficult theological statement to defend if one disregards the historical and
rhetorical context for which Romans was written. Jewett presents that the differing factions in the Roman church
were arguing about the means of salvation and the effects of personal merit. Paul counters this divisiveness with the
truth that salvation is “through our Lord Jesus Christ.”
430

431

Thielman, Romans, 271 (cf. Eph 5:6; Col 3:6; 1 Thess 1:10; 5:9). It is interesting that Paul uses
terminology in vs. 9 that would relate to the Jewish segment of the Roman church.
432

Kittel, TDNT, s.v. “Δίκη.”

433
Moo, Romans, 310–311. Moo makes an astute observation of the “already but not yet” argument, that
salvation exists in the present but will be fully experienced in the future; the eschaton.
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Romans 5:10 “For if, while we were God’s enemies, we were reconciled to him through the
death of his Son, much more, having been reconciled, shall we be saved by
his life!”
Paul continues with his argument to assure the believer that his faith is certainly not
misplaced, stating that God chose an unusual route for reconciliation by making the first move–
the sacrifice of His Son. At the same time, men remained hostile toward Him and one another.
This verse is a repetition of vs. 9, although he uses the political and social approach to convey
the same matter in this instance. Thielman noted Paul is the only author to use the verb
καταλλάσσω (“reconcile”) (Rom 5:10–11; 11:15; 2 Cor 18–20).434 In ancient Greek literature,
these terms referred to social and political relationships, such as the relationship between a
husband and wife, the reconciliation between personal enemies, and peace between warring
parties.435 Josephus observed that Greek speakers occasionally used the term to reflect a
symbolic reconciliation between man and the gods, sought and initiated by man (Josephus, Ant.
3.315; 6.143).436 However, God initiates the reconciliation. The process is unique and amplified,
carried out at God’s dear expense, the life of His Son. Ambrosiaster, an early Church Father,
stated that “the God who acts on behalf of His enemies will not be able to love his friends any
less than that.”437 Paul argues that because of the reality of the Christ-event (His death, burial,
434
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resurrection, and ascension), the believer is provided the assurance of salvation from God’s
wrath (Rom 4:25; Eph 2:5–6).
Romans 5:11 “Not only is this so, but we also exult in God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
through whom we have now received the reconciliation.”
The “already-not yet” theme is prevalent throughout the Pauline letters. Cranfield notes
many commentaries attribute the reasoning for the exultation (καυχώμενοι, “exult”) to the main
verb of Romans 5:10, σωθησόμεθα (“shall be saved”). However, the tense of the verb is better
applied to καταλλαγέντες (“reconciled,” in the present tense).438 Jewett argues that the
“reconciliation” echoes the “peace” of Romans 1:1, noting that within the Greco–Roman culture,
false boasting would be a declaration of war against God.439 Jewett further adds that this
approach in Paul’s argument held allusions to the Greco–Roman philosophers who only sought
personal honor using false declarations.440 Within the context, any past claim of personal “honor,
virtue, status, or superiority” is superseded by the present reconciliation “through Christ,”
regardless of ethnic categories man applies to one another. As Paul asserts, the believer need not
wait for future salvation, as it can be experienced in the present. A completely new form of
living has now been presented to the audience. Paul states that because it is a present experience,
the believer has reasons to praise God for a current reconciliation and the assured salvation to
438
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come in the future. This verse sums up the beginning of the paragraph, echoing Romans 5:3.
However, rather than “boasting” (exulting) of afflictions, as the paragraph began, the believer
should now “boast” of his reconciliation with God. This act directly consequences God’s
initiative, not man’s, and is achieved “through our Lord Jesus Christ.” Paul maintains this
Christological stance throughout the end of this paragraph, concluding with the declaration that
Christ is the living, reigning Lord and King.441
Concluding Statement on the Contemporary Scholarship of Romans 5:5–11
With little exception, this academic review reflects a consistent approach toward the
concept of hope in Romans 5:5–11. The abstract noun, hope, is presented within its historical
understanding of the “confident expectation” of a future event. Following this line of thought,
Paul argues that the “expectation” is the cessation of God’s wrath resulting in man’s
reconciliation with Him in the future. The scholars argue that the demonstration ensures this
hope of God’s love through the death of His son, Jesus Christ. The extent of God’s love is
reflected because Jesus Christ’s death occurred while man was still in a state of helplessness and
antagonized God. Paul argued that since God provided the means of reconciliation while man
was in this state, He would bless the faithful believers with more generosity and compassion. He
presents this argument against the backdrop of the audience's shame-honor culture, assuring that
the believer will neither be disgraced nor dishonored nor lose public reputation for accepting
God’s gracious gift.442 There is nothing inherently wrong with this line of scholarship, as it is
441
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very valid. However, the scholars view Romans 5:5–11 only within its particular passage,
disregarding its view within the larger canonical context of Romans 5–8, which would suggest
that Paul was also using the language and literary devices of his time to develop his explanation
of the Gospel message further.443
Alternative Interpretation of Hope in Romans 5:5–11
In writing to the church in Corinth, Paul expressed how he adjusted his speech to reflect
the pathos and ethos of the audience (1 Cor 9:19–22). His letter to the Romans should not be
viewed differently. As stated earlier, Origen, Rufinus, Jerome, Didymus of Alexandria, and Nilus
of Ancyra acknowledged this trait of accessibility in Paul’s writing style. Recall Origen’s
comments referenced in Chapter Two: “And, generally, with regard to such a style of speaking
about God, we find in the book of Deuteronomy the following: ‘The Lord thy God bear with
your manners, as a man would bear with the manners of his son.’. . . of what is addressed to those
of weaker mind with what is announced to such as are of acuter understanding, both meanings
being frequently found in the same passage by him who is capable of comprehending it.”444
Before Paul, it was Cicero who articulated that it is permissible to employ figurative language
more often while speaking to “townsman and rustic alike” (Cicero, Orat. 134). Thus, this could
443
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infer that the Jewish and Gentile audiences were not trained in the finer arts of classic rhetoric as
Rome’s elite had undergone. However, for everyone, a minimal level of training would have
been expected either in the gymnasium or on the street in the public forums. As the art of
communication was normalized for commerce and everyday communication, everyone would
have been familiar with the style of rhetoric employed by Paul.
As noted in Chapter Three, Paul employed the literary device of prosopopoeia
abundantly in Romans 5–8. Paul preferred to use the judicial form of prosopopoeia in presenting
his argument.445 Scholars have provided ample research on his use of prosopopoeia with the
animations of Sin, Death, Nomos, Righteousness, and Grace, as discussed previously, referred to
as the well–developed prosopopoeia.446 However, this study argues that hope in Romans 5:5
should also be understood, as does the more developed prosopopoeia. The statement “hope does
not shame” bears an attribute similar to the well-developed prosopopoeia. The recognition of
hope as a prosopopoeia of Jesus Christ would enhance an understanding of Paul’s delivery of the
Gospel. Five arguments support this: grammatical approach, introducing the historical figure,
attribute characteristic of the historical figure, canonical integrity, and universal thought
transitioning to a particular focus within the text.
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Grammatical Approach
Several guidelines have been proffered to analyze an abstract noun as personified. First,
an abstract noun is considered personified if the accompanying verb or adjective animates it
using actions attributed to humans. This is determinative of whether the abstract is a
personification.447 Second, the inanimate abstract must take on the individual attribute of the
character represented; otherwise, it is not an animation. Finally, an abstract noun can be
interchanged with its verb in conventional discourse. In these instances, the statement’s intent is
not lost with that interchange. However, a personified noun will lose intent if interchanged with
its cognate verb, as the noun initiates the human action. In Romans 5:5, the exchange of the
abstract noun “hope” with its cognate verb “hoping” renders an entirely different meaning, in
which case, the verse could state, “hoping does not shame.” While this may be an interesting
argument in some cultural contexts, it is not the intent of Paul’s message. Both the noun and verb
renditions of shame are human-related, connected to a person’s relationship with society, and
carry meanings of confusion, disgrace, lack of honor, embarrassment, and humiliation.448
Therefore, the abstract noun of hope cannot be interchanged with its cognate verb in this
passage.
Developed personifications are noted across multiple contexts in verb (imperfect, aorist,
and present).449 Although undeveloped personifications tend to be isolated and use either an
aorist or present tense verb, they are not rendered less meaningful. Indeed, when a phrase occurs
447
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singularly in a text, it warrants additional care. Hope meets this criterion as it is isolated from the
more developed personifications. Further, the verb καταισχύνω (“shame, disappoint”) is in the
present active indicative form.450 The tense is present (describing a continuing action, timeless),
the voice is active (the verb’s subject is acting and not being acted upon), and the mood is
indicative (demonstrating actual reality).451 Thus, while the term hope carries the quality of a
future expectation, it is in the present as a continuing concrete action.452 However, as most
scholars view the passage through an eschatological lens, they understand the verb to be in the
future tense, echoing sentiments from LXX Psalm 21:6 and 24:20.453 Only a few scholars note
καταισχύνει is a present active indicative third-person singular verb, where the present tense is
characteristic of a verb associated with an undeveloped personification. Yet, Paul has personified
hope such that the subject initiates the action (“does not shame”) and continues with the action in
the actual present time.454 The indicative mood further supports that the term is set within present
reality and not used as figurative, metaphorical language or in a singular eschatological view.
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Bloomfield attempted to provide a grammatical approach to the identification of
personification. While not a universal rule, the article “the” rarely accompanies a personified
abstract noun in proper English discourse.455 The addition of the article to personifications
renders an awkward statement. For example, in Romans 5:10–14, Paul uses the term θάνατος
(“death”) both as a personification and an abstract noun, stating, “the death of this Son” in vs. 10,
while he personifies Death in vv. 12 and 14, “death passed” and “death reigned,” respectively.456
Inserting the article in the latter (personified) set of verses would make the statements awkward
and alter its intent.457 Similarly, inserting the article “the” in Romans 5:5 yields “[the] hope does
not shame,” which makes little sense in the context. They are semantically different.458 Hope in
Romans 5:5 is an undeveloped personification only due to the lack of scholarship.
Grammatically, it meets all criteria. Despite Dunn’s assessment, the personified hope is
immeasurably relevant.
Stylistic Approach–Introduction of the Historical Figure
In his analysis of ancient rhetoric, Anderson argues that the introduction and
identification of the speaker are “inevitably present” within ancient rhetoric and philosophical
455
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texts.459 To properly evaluate Paul’s personification of hope, it is vital to identify the historical
figure presented with the animated abstract. Following Anderson’s argument, identifying a
historical figure represented by the personified hope supports considering hope as a figural
prosopopoeia (an absent historical figure). However, in Romans 5:5, the prosopopoeia is not
directly speaking; therefore, judicial is more applicable. Yet, the concept is the same;
prosopopoeia represents a person not present. This is well within the vernacular of ancient
rhetoric. Notably, Stafford notes that a hallmark of ancient poetry was the “blurring” of the
distinction between deity and the abstract attribute being deified. She argued that this feature of
personification is a facilitator of composition allegory in ancient times.460 Indeed, Bloomfield
asserts that the personified nouns often interchange as names of the absent person or deity.461
The question then arises: Who is represented if hope is a judicial prosopopoeia?
An analysis of Romans 5:5 shows that most scholars conveniently shift to the means of
this hope, as they address the objective or subjective qualities in ὅτι ἡ ἀγάπη τοῦ θεοῦ (“because
of the love of God”) (Rom 5:5).462 However, αγάπη (“love”) should not be treated only as an
abstract noun but may also be viewed as a metaphor for Jesus Christ, similar to the treatment of
Shrenk on the “righteousness of God.”463 Indeed, Ceslaus Spicq states:
459
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αγάπη [love] is a spiritual entity… a power (dynamis) of divine origin and a
participation in the forces of the world to come… Moreover, it is autonomous---so active,
spontaneous, personal and powerful that one hesitates to call it a thing.”464
When Hans Dieter Betz states “when the Christian receives the Spirit of the Son of God, he also
receives the divine power of love,” love has lost its abstractness and become concrete.465 Paul in
Galatians 4:6 stated that God “sent the Spirit of His Son into our hearts.” This is further
supported by the descriptive phrase, ἐκκέχυται ἐν ταῖς καρδίαις ἡμῶν (“poured out within our
hearts through the Holy Spirit”) (Rom 5:5b), a parallel to Matthew 26:28 and Ephesians 3:17–19,
where Jesus uses an analogy, declaring that His blood was poured out (“ἐκχέω”) and that He now
resides in our hearts. Consider Paul’s statement that “if anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ,
he does not belong to Him” (Rom 8:9–11). In Romans 8:11, Paul connects the Spirit of Christ
and God as the indwelling Spirit. Victor Paul Furnish, citing Romans 5:5, states, “the believer’s
life is empowered by the Spirit poured into the hearts as love.”466 Under this assumption, the
phrase in Romans 5:5 could then be paraphrased as “because Jesus Christ was poured out within
our hearts.”
Paul relates his passage to the comments Jesus makes at the Last Supper, “this is My
blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins” (Matt 26:28,
Rom 5:9).467 This is also supported by Paul’s detailed emphasis on Jesus Christ and His death as
204, s.v. “Δικαιοσύνη.” Consider Southall, Rediscovering Righteousness, 2015, extensive discussion on the use of
the phrase representing Jesus Christ.
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the actual mechanism for reconciliation with God (Rom 5:12–21). John also associates the
“love” of God subjectively with Jesus Christ: “the ‘love’ of God was manifested in us, that God
has sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (1 John 4:9). As noted, anything with power
was believed to have derived that power and authority from the gods within the Greek mindset.
Ultimately, all things originate from God (Rom 15:13) yet were handed over to Jesus Christ
(Matt 11:27). However, it must be noted that Paul does not directly define the “love of God” as
Jesus Christ in his text. Yet, this can be inferred from his comments in Romans 8:38-39, where
he argues nothing can separate man from God’s love “which is in Christ Jesus.” Thus, Paul
argues that Jesus Christ is the physical manifestation of God’s love. John asserts, “The one who
does not love does not know God, for God is love. By this, the love of God was manifested in us,
that God has sent His only begotten Son into the world so that we might live through Him. In this
is love, not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for
our sins” (1 John 4:8-10). On a similar note, God calls Jesus “My Beloved Son” during Jesus’s
baptism by John the Baptist (Matt 3:17; Mark 1:11; Luke 3:22). Therefore, regardless of whether
one views the “love of God” subjectively or objectively, the reference point is still Jesus
Christ.468
However, there is further support for this assertion. John declares that “God is love” (1
John 4:16). The present active indicative verb ἐστίν (“is”) is in indicative form.469 Within the
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cultural context, the term “ειμί” is used significantly in the connotation of existence, “to be on
hand,” in relationship to God’s presence. The author of Hebrews clarifies, “ἔστιν ὁ θεός” (“God
exists”) (Heb 11:6). Consider this to God’s self-identification to Moses, “I AM” rendered “I
exist.” Further, compare this to Paul’s declaration that there is only one God and one Lord, Jesus
Christ, through whom all exist (1 Cor 8:5). This verb is used similarly in Jewish literature, “θεοί
εἰσιν” (“God is, exists”) in Epicurus, Diogenes Laertius 10.123, “θεοὺς εἶναι” (“God is, exists”)
in Zaleucus, Diogenes S.12.20, and in the Apocrypha Wisdom of Solomon 12:13.470 Therefore,
within the cultural context, God exists as love. Paul’s phrase, “the love of God was poured out,”
literally speaks of the essence or existence of God coming into existence within the heart of men.
Jeremiah connects God to the personified hope in Jeremiah 14:8, “thou Hope of Israel, Its Savior
in times of distress,” and 17:13, “O Lord, the Hope of Israel.” As God is personified in love and
hope and Jesus Christ is God (John 1:1), the personified hope of Romans 5:5 still references
Jesus Christ, a figural prosopopoeia.
Paul concludes the pericope of Romans 5–8, stating, “for in hope we have been saved,
but hope that is seen is not hope, for why does one hope for what he sees?” (Rom 8:24).
Cranfield notes that most scholars interpret hope in this verse as the equivalent abstract noun
from Romans 8:20 or as an instrumental noun (“subjective, denoting our hoping, or objective,
denoting that which we hope”).471 They consider it an abstract noun view of a future event,
although the aorist tense of ἐσώθημεν (“saved”) implies a past event. Cranfield asserts that
considering σωτηρία (“salvation”) in Romans 1:16, the aorist tense must be balanced with some
manner of indication towards a future event. Thus, he asserts that hope in Romans 8:20 is a
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modal dative case, qualifies ἐσώθημεν. This is a grammar that Paul uses to identify subjects that
are not readily transparent (“oblique”) by the terms used. It is a common practice within the
vernacular of ancient Greek, wherein the “oblique subject” derives its meaning from the paring
of words that extends beyond their mere presence.472 As the focus of Romans 5:6–11 has
primarily been on the act of Jesus Christ’s atoning death, the modal dative indicates Jesus Christ
as the “oblique subject.” Adding further to the argument, Sereni Danesi states that the “modal
verb and a dative. . . denotes the locus of modality as instantiations of an oblique subject
construction.”473 Therefore, according to the “Law of First Mention,” one needs to observe the
canon for the first occurrence of the term and review its context to locate the oblique subject.474
Accordingly, “the simple precedes the complex,” implying that the development of any concept
is derived from its simplest form, usually a word. One needs only to review Jeremiah 14:7–8: “O
Lord, act for Thy name’s sake. . . Thou Hope of Israel, Its Savior in time of distress” and
Jeremiah 17:13: “O Lord, the Hope of Israel” to locate the former referent of the oblique subject.
Following Anderson’s claim that the identification of the historical figure generally accompanies
prosopopoeia, there is ample evidence that Paul’s use of hope as a personification is a reference
to Jesus Christ (1 Tim 1:1; Tit 2:13). This may not be a personification unique to Paul alone; the
author of Hebrews calls hope” the “anchor for our souls” who carries us into God’s presence,
immediately connecting hope with Jesus Christ as the first fruit (Heb 6:19–20).
472
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Christological Approach–Hope as an Attribute to Christ
The author of Rhetorica ad Herrenium writes, “Personification consists in representing an
absent person as present, or in making a mute thing or one lacking form articulate, and attributing
to it a definite form and a language or a certain behavior appropriate to its character” (Rhet. Her.
IV.66). Fletcher notes that the anthropomorphism of abstract nouns by applying certain attributes
or characterizations appropriate to the historical figure distinguishes the ancient literary device of
prosopopoeia from the modern personification theory.475 He argues such personifications give
life to intellectual concepts, operating within a dynamic system where one personification
modifies another, a system he termed an interrelated “complex syllogistic system.”476 For
Fletcher, the abstraction is a metonymic device that shares certain similarities with the ancients’
practice of personifying the physical objects of their cults.477 Earlier, Cicero observed that the
literary device used the names of the virtues and vices to represent the people who possessed
them, for example, “ ‘The dwelling whereinto Extravagance has forced an entry’ and ‘where
avarice has found its way’ or ‘loyalty prevailed,’ justice has achieved” (Cicero, De. or.
3.42.168).
Cicero classifies this literary device as a “substitution or metonymy” (Cicero, De. or.
3.42.167). Therefore, the abstract portrayed by the device should only be recognized as an
animated being who is not present. Kerasia Stratiki calls these “personifying presences.”478 In
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such instances, specific information about the animated abstract is provided. Thus, prosopopoeia
has a form of “built-in metonymy,” which focuses on the specific attributes of the animated
figure and provides a fuller mental image while also being self-limiting.479
As the device presents a limited view of the character, the use of the attributes of the
historical figure represented is undoubtedly warranted. Erickson argues that the complexity of
defining God’s identity exceeds human capacity and is best framed by the “essential and inherent
dimensions of His nature,” His attributes.480 In Chapter Three, Grace and Righteousness were
identified as prosopopoeia, used to represent God Himself. Moo and Elliot argue that grace is
“so basic to the inauguration of the new realm” that it highlights a central attribute of God and is,
in essence, God and Jesus Christ personified.481 However, it is noteworthy that Paul begins his
discussion of man’s reconciliation to God with hope rather than grace (Rom 5:2).
Hope is a defining attribute of the work and personage of Jesus Christ.482 For Paul, hope
is Christocentric, for, in “hope,” life is situated in the present as a continuing phenomenon, along
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with a view of the end of the age (1 Cor 15:19; Col 1:5; Tit 2:13).483 Hope guarantees a blessed
and glorious future that rests solely on the act of His atoning death and “pouring out His blood”
for all men (Rom 5:5). Once again, hope is present and does not require us to wait for the future
but only needs us to maintain “faith, the substance of things hoped for” (Rom 8:25; 15:4; 1 Thess
1:3; Tit 2:13; Heb 11:1). Through hope, we are inspired with boldness and faithful effort (1 Cor
9:10; 2 Cor 3:12; 1 Tim 4:10). Hope deserves all praise for glory, which is promised at the end of
the age (Eph 1:12; Col 1:27; 1 Tim 1:1; Tit 1:2; 3:7). Man latches onto hope to avoid the pitfalls
of the current age (Col 1:23). Believers hope for deliverance from death (Ps 16:9–10; 33:18–19),
deliverance from enemies (Ps 71:4–5, 14), and oppression (Job 5:15–16). Thus, they maintain
their faith in the hope to receive and experience eternal life (Tit 1:2, 3:7), fruitful labor (1 Cor
9:10; 1 Thess 2:18–19), God’s presence (Ps 42:1–11), God’s unfailing love (Ps 33:22; Ps 147:1),
God-given grace (1 Pet 1:13), the resurrection of our bodies (Rom 8:23–24; Acts 23:6; 24:15;
26:6–8; 1 Cor 15:15–23; 1 Thess 4:13–18), the Parousia (Tit 2:15), personal righteousness (Gal
5:5), personal security (Job 11:13–18), a share of God’s glory (Rom 5:1–2), and both temporal
and spiritual restoration (Ez 10:2; Ps 37:9; Jer 14:8; 31:17; Lam 3:29–31; Hos 2:15; Zech 9:12).
Hope is alive (1 Pet 1:3–5), intelligible (Heb 10:23; 1 Pet 3:15), and divine (Lam 3:25; Ps 146:5–
10). Hope provides assurance (Rom 8:25; Heb 6:16) and strength to persevere in life (Ps 31:24;
Is 40:31; 49:23; Rom 5:3–5; Eph 1:18–19; Phil 1:20). Hope is the epitome of the Christian Faith
(1 Cor 13:13; Col 1:3–5; Heb 11:1). Finally, The Psalter states that anyone who has hope will
never be put to shame, clearly echoed by Paul in Romans 5:5 (Ps 25:2-3, 34:5, 69:6). Peter
articulates this when he states that anyone who believes in Christ “will by no means be put to
shame” (1 Pet 2:4-6).
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The author of Rhetoric ad Herrenium notes that personification uses terms to symbolize
“certain behavior appropriate to its character” (Rhet. Her. IV.66, emphasis mine). White argued
for the “purposive use of symbols in an attempt to induce change in some receiver(s), thereby
derivatively modifying the circumstances that provoked, or make possible, the symbolic
interaction between the persuader(s) and receiver(s).”484 However, symbols differ from allegory,
as symbols invoke a general truth within the reader’s subconscious mind, whereas allegory is
nothing more than what is spoken consciously.485 In the Greco-Roman culture, the purpose of
symbols that characterize an object or person was the identification of the figure. This was
especially relevant in a culture where giving anything a “name, to call it this or that, is to some
degree to evoke it, then bring it into existence by voice, or through the mind’s eye.”486 Honig
argues that the naming with the symbol of an attribute is a “form of action and figuration,” which
invokes a mental image synonymous with the figure being named.487 The reality of Jesus Christ
in first-century Israel was so powerful and transformative that it could only be described in
symbols. Therefore, the symbol of hope encapsulates the very essence of Jesus Christ, generating
a mental image well within cultural understandings.488 Unfortunately, as Melion notes, few
scholars differentiate between forms of personifications that he calls “iconographic and
rhetorical.” He argues that this lack of distinction fails to recognize the audience’s response.
Therefore, as the interpreter cannot step into their time and space and receive the message as the
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audience would have, they fail to recognize hope in its cultural setting and overlook Paul’s
statement.489
Finally, Origen associates hope with glory in Romans 5:2. He was confused about Paul’s
conscious use of the phrase “boast in the hope of the glory” instead of “boast in the glory” of
God.490 He also observed how Paul had stated elsewhere, “the things hoped for are eternal, but
the things seen are temporal” (1 Cor 4:18). Origen thought it daring for Paul to “set aside” the
glory of God as witnessed by Moses on Mt. Sinai while also declaring that “the hope of the
glory” is never set aside.491 For Paul, the temporary quality of God witnessed by Moses is now
eternally accessible as the essence of Jesus Christ; “he is the brightness of [God’s] glory, the
exact imprint of [God’s] substance” (Heb 1:3). Those pure of heart will bear hope, and “they will
see God” (1 Cor 13:12; 3:2–14).
The relationship between Christ and hope immediately corresponds with His current
reality and future expectation. Paul preaches to the church in Colossae, saying, “He is our hope”
(Col 1:27). However, the abstract noun infers a future that has not yet been realized, as it is
difficult for the believer to comprehend in his day-to-day experiences, giving rise to a
contradiction. Moltmann asserts that this contradiction is resolved by depicting the present
reality in a historical figure within the concept of hope.492 Thus, the historical work and
personage of Jesus Christ are encompassed by the present and personified hope.
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Canonical Approach–Concentration of Personifications in Romans 5–8
Augustine notes Paul spoke in the language and understandings of his time, drawing
attention to Romans 5:3–5, and stating that the “unlearned and learned … would be laughed out
of court” if they failed to recognize the beauty in the rhetoric of Paul.493 Paul, however, did not
particularly need to embellish or use elaborate oratory skills. He spoke colloquially, using the
styles of elementary speech of his day so the audience may understand.494 This is no clearer than
in the frequent prosopopoeia used by Paul in Romans 5–8.
Muilenburg argued that the first approach to rhetorical criticism is to define the pericope,
the scope of the literary unit, where it begins and ends. He states this unit is an “indissoluble
whole, an artistic and creative unity, a unique formulation.”495 He states that the unit traditionally
begins with the unit's theme and concludes with similar terms. The pericope of Romans 5–8
begins with the theme of hope (Rom 5:2, 5) and concludes with the same theme (Rom 8:24–
25).496 The function of the inclusio is to develop the theme. Therefore, the body of the section
contains the argument supported by “proofs.”
Interestingly, as Paul moved into the proof stage of Aristotelian argumentation, he
adhered to an early Christian preference for “non-technical proofs.”497 Mack argues this was due
to a search for a firm foundation in the Christian movement to look at precedence for
establishing subsequent church formation. This relied upon former writings, prophetic texts,
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signs, oracles, and miracles. The strategies involved “lesser to greater,” parallelism, opposites
and contrast, and similarities. These indications of rhetorical argumentation and strategies are
evident in Paul’s use of prosopopoeia in this section. Augustine calls this the “grander form” of
argumentation where one is arguing for a person’s relationship with God, as he states, “nothing
is grander than God” (Augustine, Doct, chr. 4.19.38).498
Dodson is often cited for his discussion of the “Powers,” which he equated to the
prosopopoeia of Sin, Death, Nomos, Righteousness, and Grace. He bases his arguments on the
text of Romans 8:38 and compares Paul’s rhetoric to the prosopopoeia in the apocryphal Wisdom
of Solomon. Paul frequently discussed these “Powers,” their influence on humanity, and Christ’s
dominion over them (Rom 8:38; 1 Cor 2:8; 1 Cor 15:24–26; Eph 1:20–23; Eph 2:1–2; Eph 3:10;
Eph 6:12; Col 1:16; 2:15). The nature of these “Powers” has been frequently discussed. There
are debates about whether they "confirm conventional orthodox doctrine about angels and devils,
or vestiges of an antiquated mythology.”499 Some view these “Powers” as spiritual forces (angels
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or demons), while others understand them as institutions or structures established by God to
govern the cosmos.500 Regardless of the stance one adopts, Paul uses the vernacular of his time
and is comfortable with the terms. They were neither new to the Jewish vocabulary nor distinct
in his terminology. It is possible that the terminology used was borrowed from the Apocryphal
The Book of Enoch (Chapters 61–66), believed to have been written about 150 years prior to
Paul’s time. The Apocryphal Acts of John (99:13) illustrate them as ontological beings but
present them in abstract manners. Karl Barth noted that the authors of the NT did not describe or
detail these “Powers,” possibly because they felt the audience was too familiar enough with them
to warrant further discussion.501
Paul was familiar enough with the terminology and the associated cultural understandings
to use the terms in his presentation of the Gospel. He is consistent in his letters regarding two
opposing realms governing humanity; the “body of sin” (Rom 6:6, 23–24) governed by Satan
and the “body of Christ” (Rom 12:4–5; 1 Cor 12:12–31) governed by Christ. These two opposing
realms do not share common ground or co-exist, and man can only serve one of the two masters
of the realms. Romans 5–8 presents a clear discussion of these opposing forces. Dodson argues
that Sin, Death, and Nomos are tools of Satan, whose activities contribute to the separation
between humanity and God. He also defines them as “buffering agents” that shield God from the
blame for humanity’s failings. As this dilemma befalls humanity under the reign of these Powers,
it is fitting to term them “agents of separation” from God as well.
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In contrast, Dodson presents Grace and Righteousness as “reconciliation agents,” which
serve to reconcile man to God and resolve the dilemma of separation. Paul is unequivocal that
Jesus Christ is the sole means of man’s reconciliation to God (Rom 5:11). It is by Him that grace
reigns, righteousness is imputed, and the hope of eternal life is secured (Rom 5:21). Although
scholars have contributed an abundance of literature regarding Paul’s presentation of the
prosopopoeia of Grace and Righteousness in Romans 5–8, several of these studies have
neglected or ignored the prosopopoeia of hope in Romans 5:5. However, as argued in the
previous section, hope best represents Christ. Paul does not state this more succinctly when he
tells Titus that in the “present age, [we are] looking for the blessed hope and the appearing of the
glory of our great God and Savior, Christ Jesus” (Tit 2:12-14). The personification of hope in
Romans 5:5 maintains canonical integrity with Paul’s rhetoric of Romans 5–8 and, therefore,
deserves its rightful place in academia alongside Grace and Righteousness.
Structural Approach–Universal Thought Transition to Particular Focus
Aristotle declares that the most effective deliberate speech shifts from a universal thought
to a particular focus (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.2.13). Further, Quintilian notes that such definite,
particular focuses arise from indefinite, universal thoughts (Quintilian, Inst. 3.5.6). Winger also
argues to the same effect, claiming that universal concepts coalesce around particular ideas.502 In
Romans 5–8, Paul uses an extensive list of abstract personifications (Death, Sin, and Nomos) to
explain man’s dilemma before God. Each personification poses indefinite and open-ended
abstract concepts. He uses the abstract personifications of Grace and Righteousness as indefinite
and open-ended concepts to provide subsequent contrast in his argument for the Gospel. As
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argued in the previous section, the prosopopoeia of Hope in Romans 5:5 rightfully deserves
inclusion in this discussion, as it provides the definite focus for the indefinite abstracts.
For Melion, the ancient literary device serves to extend understanding and imagery
beyond the material sign.503 The imagery of Paul’s prosopopoeia exceeds their individual
vividness to embody a comparatively significant core idea, with each component of the argument
directing the audience to a central argument. Prosopopoeia are self-limiting metonymies that
only represent a portion of the figure’s character. Each prosopopoeia works to build towards the
core of Paul’s message, which is undoubtedly a complex “philosophical and religious idea,” yet,
“in the most basic sense, was more palatable, more easily comprehended” due to his dissection
of the message into comprehensive components.504 Fletcher calls this an interrelated “complex
syllogistic system,” where the indefinite, universal prosopopoeia focuses on the particular and
definite.505 This is the argument Moltmann asserts as he states that the contradiction inherent in
the opposing individual prosopopoeia is resolved by presenting the current reality in “a
particular historical figure.”506 Paul uses the prosopopoeia of Sin, Death, Nomos, Grace, and
Righteousness to present a single figure, Hope. He preaches to the church in Corinth, “And I,
brethren, when I came to you, I came not with excellency of speech or wisdom, declaring unto
you the testimony of God. For I determined not to know any thing among you, save Jesus Christ,
503
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and Him crucified” (1 Cor 2:1–2). Hope, Jesus Christ, is the definitive response, resolution, and
particular focus to the dilemma proposed by the indefinite, universal prosopopoeia.507
Conclusion
Modern scholars generally adopt a singular approach to interpreting Romans 5:5–11.
Several others choose to overlook the section in favor of reviewing the former nature of the
believer under the Adamic curse, as opposed to understanding the believer’s current position in
Christ. For those who review Romans 5:5–11, hope is viewed as the abstract confident
expectation of a future reality derived from the OT depiction of hope. However, beginning with
Jeremiah 14:8, “thou Hope of Israel,” a different view of hope is observed with the subjective
genitive phrase. In the NASB and HCSB, Hope in Jeremiah 14:8 is personified with the English
convention and capitalized.508 Therefore, it is understood that the translators recognize hope in
this passage as a personification.
Cicero, Demetrius, Quintilian, and Origen recognize the need for an author to speak in
the common language of the audience, as evident in Paul’s writing of Romans 5–8. Indeed, Mack
states one should have the text of Quintilian available as one studies the rhetoric of Paul.509 He
frames the Gospel message using the imagery of two opposing forces seeking a federal judgeship
over humanity, the “body of sin” in contrast to the “body of Christ.” In his presentation, he uses
the everyday vocabulary of the audience and takes into consideration their ancient cultural
understanding of cosmic forces; the world powers, “στοιχοιεα.” He introduces Sin, Death, and
Nomos as judicial prosopopoeia, representing the “body of sin,” followed by Grace and
507
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Righteousness presented as the judicial prosopopoeia for the “body of Christ.” This use is
aligned with the traditional rhetoric style of his day, as articulated by Quintilian, bringing “life”
to the abstract nouns by associating it with a verb generally attributed to human activity. He
identifies hope (ελπις) as a prosopopoeia by connecting it to the human activity verb καταισχύνω
(“shame”). As Paul introduces each of the prosopopoeia, he connects them as indefinite
universal elements to indicate his definite particular focus–the work and personage of Jesus
Christ. Almost without exception, contemporary scholars overlook this rhetorical style of Paul in
his delivery of the Gospel. Even more so, the use of ελπις in Romans 5:5 is ignored as a
prosopopoeia and instead regarded for its abstract noun interpretation. However, Paul presents
hope (ελπις) precisely how he introduces the recognized and well-researched prosopopoeia
abundantly found in the Romans 5–8 pericope. Canonically, hope is identified as the pinnacle
attribute of Jesus Christ. The personified hope is also a self-limiting metonymy, as it only refers
to one attribute of Christ, albeit probably His most significant attribute. Similarly, Grace and
Righteousness are also identified as attributes of Christ. Collectively, they direct the audience’s
attention to Paul’s central focus, Jesus Christ.
Paul also uses a cross-cultural conception of shame in presenting the prosopopoeia of hope
representing Christ. Chrysostom eloquently articulates this well:
What then? do our goods lie in hopes? Yes, in hopes—but not mere human hopes, which
often slip away, and put him that hoped to shame; when someone, who was expected to
patronize him, dies, or is altered though he lives. No such lot is ours; our hope is sure and
unmovable. For He Who hath made the promise ever liveth, and we that are to be the
enjoyers of it, even should we die, shall rise again, and there is absolutely nothing which
can put us to shame, as having been elated at random, and to no purpose, upon unsound
hopes.510
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Modern readers often fail to understand the cultural significance of Paul’s statement, the
grammar of honor and shame, and the interplay of social dynamics alluded to in Romans 5:5.
Paul sought to stir the audience’s consciousness with his vivid rhetoric, which is the primary
function of prosopopoeia. The audience fully understood Paul’s core message, and thus Paul had
achieved this aim.
Understanding the Gospel message as Paul presented mandates a view through the lens
of the ancient Greco–Roman and Jewish culture, a historical approach. Paul presents hope, the
personified Christ, as the solution to Moltmann’s “contradiction.” The reality of Christ poses a
σκάνδαλον (“stumbling block”) to Jews and μωρία (“foolishness) to Greeks (1 Cor 1:23).511
Paring hope with shame provides insight into the question underpinned by Paul’s declaration that
“hope does not shame.” This statement carries substantial theological and Christological
implications for the Roman audience, expounded in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE–Audience Reception of Hope in Romans 5:5
According to Jewett, Paul does not expound on his statement’s underlying reasons or
situations. He opines that the lack of commentary about the underlying situational issues compels
Paul to make an unexplained statement in Romans 5:5, denoting a “doctrinal preoccupation with
the certainty of eschatological salvation.”512 Succinctly put, academic research is more
concerned with studying the eschatological future than the “here and now.” Yet, Paul points out,
ἡ δὲ ἐλπὶς οὐ καταισχύνει “hope does not shame” in the present tense (Rom 5:5).513 Here, he
seems to allude to the concept of shame from the OT, “To Thee they cried out, and were
delivered. In Thee they trusted, and were not disappointed [shamed]” (Ps 22.5) and “Guard my
soul and deliver me; Do not let me be ashamed, for I take refuge in Thee” (Ps 25:20). While the
Psalter speaks of these verses’ confident and expected hope of deliverance, Paul’s visceral
benevolence becomes evident when he asserts, “I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the
power of God, for salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Gentile”
(Rom 1:16). He not only extols the virtue of salvation derived from God’s power but also
emphasizes the ubiquity of salvation for humanity at large.
Paul’s statement that he is not ashamed of the gospel reflects his calling “for the gospel of
God” (Rom 1:1).514 Fitzmyer remarks that “God’s gospel” is not the good news about God
512
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(objective genitive); in fact, it is the good news from God (genitive of origin).515 In Romans 3–4,
Paul establishes the gospel’s content, equating Jesus Christ with the gospel, a theme he then
develops in Romans 5–8.516 He is far from embarrassed about representing Jesus Christ, who, he
states in Romans 5:5, will not shame the believer either. However, in Romans 1:16, he states that
the gospel (Jesus Christ) was for the salvation of both Jews and Greeks. Against the backdrop of
the ethnic Roman church audience with varying beliefs between the various house–churches, this
emerged as a σκάνδαλον (“stumbling block”) to Jews and μωρία (“foolishness”) to Greeks (1
Cor 1:23).
Considering Paul’s statement that God established the means of salvation (Rom 1:1) and
his constant reminders that God exalted Jesus Christ for this very purpose, the aforementioned
statements would be poignant to the Jewish Christians and the variant teachings that began
infiltrating the church before Paul’s arrival (Rom 10:12–13; 1 Cor 8:4–6; Phil 2:9–11; Col 1:10–
17). For the Jew, this was a σκάνδαλον (“stumbling block”) because they could not come to
terms with the realization that what they had envisioned to be a “military king” Messiah turned
out to be a cursed one who was subjected to a painful criminal’s death by execution on the cross
(Deut 21:22–23). However, it was also valid for the believing and non–believing Gentiles
enslaved by the Roman cult system. The concept that a mere man could be the omnipotent,
sovereign God was μωρία (“foolishness”) to them. That this man suffered, conquered death, and
promised a glorious return was beyond their comprehension.
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Therefore, Paul was confronted with this challenging question: “Who is Christ? How
does His incarnation address the apparent contradiction between the future expectation of God
being present with the people and their current reality and presuppositions in human flesh?”
What societal challenges must Paul surmount as he addresses the mixed church audience? Robert
Banks notes that most discussions surrounding Paul’s letters emphasize doctrinal issues instead
of the historical setting that elicited Paul’s response.517 However, he points out that Paul’s
interaction in the everyday affairs of the communities cannot be reduced to mere independent
theological contemplation. Rather, Paul’s letter underscores his need to gain relevance in the
community. This gives rise to the pertinent question: did the personification of hope provide the
answer to the underlying question as Paul approached the Roman mixed ethnic community? As
James Ware contended, “Paul believed the Jesus of Nazareth had united and fulfilled both
streams of expectation in His own person.”518 Indeed, as mentioned before, some concepts are so
innately challenging to decipher and master that they can only be explained using symbols. Here,
Paul used the symbol of hope because the audience he was addressing held real fears, natural
prejudices, and real concerns. More specifically, Paul used this symbol to assuage the audiences’
concerns, as he implored them to accept his message of the gospel of Jesus Christ. He faced
antecedent Roman, Greek, and Jewish traditions and presuppositions, attempting to coexist in a
Christian community. Therefore, this chapter seeks to understand the societal challenges Paul
was confronted with and how the personified Hope (Jesus Christ) addressed them.
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Roman Community
The Greco-Roman world can be encapsulated by one word–variety. During Paul’s era,
Rome had dominated the entire Mediterranean region, expanding the tentacles of the Greek
culture to the extremes of its Empire. With power being concentrated in fewer political hands,
the politically disadvantaged became disenfranchised by the overarching societal structure of the
Greco–Roman city-state and sought support within their local setting. The development of these
local support systems also benefitted from the growth of the Empire due to its concerted focus on
local concerns that held universal ramifications. But there was division even among those that
sought to establish a universal system. Some were governed by reason (such as the Stoics),
whereas others preferred a theocracy governed by a Messiah (per the devout Jewish Roman
citizens).519 Then some were deemed “too abstract or elitist on the one hand or too militant or
utopian on the other hand.” Yet, the individualized associations increased. Therefore, four
general attributes explain the prevailing Greco–Roman religion of the time: an overall concern
over the present life instead of the afterlife, cultural ritual rather than doctrinal belief, no
secularization with separation of church and state, and pluralism but necessary tolerance.520
Ultimately, varieties of small associations developed based on the interest of their
members. As the Empire expanded, the profoundly intellectual discussions of philosophers and
the centralized worship of the official gods waned in favor of localized cultic associations with
various gods introduced by foreigners into society. Besides serving the psychological needs of
the local association, they held a democratic tendency to accommodate all people, including
women and enslaved people. Therefore, due to the more significant societal pressures, the
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activities related to religious associations were carried out clandestinely. Individualized
psychological needs caused the formation of these local associations from which the local
house–church evolved. Yet, each culture, Greco-Roman and Jewish, contributed presuppositions
derived from their individualized ethos and pathos that influenced how they acted within these
house-churches and what level of theological and Christological understanding was present.
Greco–Roman Religious Diversity
Civic Religion
The ancient civic religion of the Greco–Roman world existed without authoritative
writings, sacred books, or theological truths similar to current world religions. Unsanctioned
books were confiscated and destroyed (Livy 25.1.6–12) during the Second Punic War (circa 213
BCE). Augustus ordered the destruction of prophetic writings that were not considered
authoritative (Tacitus, Ann. 6.12). Only a few priestly books continue to be extant, such as the
protocols of the Arval Brothers, a priestly college near Rome with a strong emphasis on
ritualistic practice.521 Andreas Bendlin notes they were more concerned with orthopraxy (correct
action) than with following orthodoxy (correct opinion) of faith.”522 The religious practice in
Rome was primarily aimed at maintaining an equilibrium between the people and gods in a
legalistic system. They believed the gods would do their part as long as they participated in
rituals and sacrifices. When the rules were broken, travesty would inevitably prevail. Thus, while
521
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the people remained focused on orthopraxy, an element of faith in the power, existence, and
justice of the gods had to exist.523
The Romans, however, were also convinced that the gods supported the city-state.524
They firmly believed that their political and military successes resulted from favoritism by the
gods. These gods were deemed to control every facet of life. Therefore, state cults developed to
deify virtues and desirable conditions. Fortuna was revered as the benevolent power of good
luck and fortune as a case in point of unknown origin. For this reason, a sophisticated religious
infrastructure was developed to provide proper homage to the gods. Paul mentions this
infrastructure in his sermon on Mars Hill (Acts 17:18–34).
Fortuna was highly esteemed as the goddess of chance by the Roman armies. For
example, Augustus gave Fortuna significant homage at the annual games in 19 BCE. In 63 CE, a
statue of Fortuna was erected in Rome (Tacitus, Ann. 15.23). Other significant civic deities
include Concordia (goddess of harmony, origin circa 367 BCE), Salus (goddess of welfare,
origin circa 302 BCE), Victoria (goddess of victory, origin circa 294 BCE), Fides (goddess of
faith and fidelity, origin circa 254 BCE), and Spes (goddess of hope, origin circa 258 BCE), and
Pax (goddess of peace, circa 13 BCE).525
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In the Greek culture, gods were viewed as personal beings in human form. Yet, the
Greeks attempted to balance their proclivity to personify all facets of life with their opposite
tendency to “schematize.”526 Dietrich opines that the worshipper “saw his god as a person in the
true anthropomorphic sense, so to speak, not as a sexless numinous power.”527 While the deities
were initially personified in the Greek world, at a later stage, these turned into abstractions.
However, the concepts began as abstractions of literary origin in the Roman world and later
became divinized.528 For the Romans, the development of a cult in its honor was a significant
determinant for a true personification of an abstract. Interestingly, they still did not envision the
gods as distinct from human reality but held a somewhat ANE concept of oneness with the gods
in nature.529
Given this shift from literary to personal beings, Harold Axtell notes it became difficult
to distinguish between personification (giving personality to an abstract object or thing) and
deification (ascribing superhuman attributes) in the Roman civic and religious system because of
their close relationship with one another.530 His correlation reflects the modern literary
personification in contrast with the ancient literary device of prosopopoeia. He astutely remarks
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that deification is ascribed to qualities or attributes of the character; therefore, the number of
deities is only limited by imagination. Concerning his argument, and considering the gamut of
Roman deities, truly embodied personalities (apart from fictional rhetorical figures) could only
be determined by the level of external worship in the society. 531
The deity relevant to this study is Spes (Hope), an agricultural deity connected initially to
Venus, the goddess of the garden. However, Plautus, an early Roman playwright, generalized her
meaning without referring to her origin (Plautus, Cist. 670).532 Within the Roman deity
hierarchy, she was closely related to Fortuna and Fides and eventually became connected to the
youth of the emperor’s house.533 Spes assumed a less significant role in the Roman cult system as
a Roman deity, especially under the Principate.534 According to the hierarchy of Roman gods,
she sat under Victoria (victory). In the Republic, Victoria was associated with the Roman people,
Jupiter, and the personification of the people in Rome. However, when Victoria became
associated with the emperor, things changed in the Principate.535 The Roman cult system shifted
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to Emperor worship, beginning with Augustus, embodying Victoria with his Institutia (Justice)
and Pax (Peace) in close association.536 From this point forward, through the emperor’s throne,
the people began environing the Roman culture in its entirety. As Spes (Hope) was also indebted
to Victoria, the people held their hope for welfare, care, and future in the emperor, a man, and his
heirs. Therefore, the subservience of Fides (Faith) to Spes (Hope) was made clear. According to
Bendlin, the Emperor’s prerogative maintained the Roman cult system for self–benefit.537
Within the Greek culture, Elpis (Hope) was connected to the plight and suffering of men
rather than being seen as a particular deity. Line 60–105 from Hesiod’s poem, Work and Days,
reveals that Elpis was left contained in a jar containing the ill fortunes of men as Pandora spilled
its evil contents on humanity:
But the woman took off the great lid of the jar with her hands and scattered, all these and
her thought caused sorrow and mischief to men. Only Hope remained there in an
unbreakable home within under the rim of the great jar, and did not fly out at the door;
for ere that, the lid of the jar stopped her, by the will of Aegis–holding Zeus who gathers
the clouds. But the rest, countless plagues, wander amongst men; for the earth is full of
evils, and the sea is full. Of themselves diseases come upon men continually by day and
by night, bringing mischief to mortals silently; for wise Zeus took away speech from
them. So is there no way to escape the will of Zeus.538
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Left within the jar, Elpis was of no value to man to assist his suffering. Thus, a negative concept
of hope arose as to do so would be an exercise in futility. Given that the house–churches were
occupied by peoples from divergent backgrounds, including ancient Greeks and Romans, the
concept of hope would have been understood differently from how the original audience had
received Paul’s letter. Depending on the Gentile heritage, their understandings could range from
a strong dependency on the emperor to a personal feeling that life is in vain as the gods inflicted
ills upon humanity. Coming from a polytheistic culture, the concept of a singular sovereign God
was not conceivable. To rectify that, Paul leaned on his knowledge of the culture and his
rhetorical abilities to present Jesus Christ by utilizing the well-accepted means of personification.
Paul addressed the people in their language at their level of understanding to reveal the truth.
While public life did influence the beliefs of the Gentile, more so could be said about their
private personal lives within their family units.
Non–Civic Religion
Due to the composite culture in Rome, religion at the individual level was localized and
regionalized with differing norms, cults, and practices. To illustrate, Pliny, the Elder, stated that
Roman custom did not apply to “foreign soil” as he observed that temple dedication in
Nicomedia differed from Rome (Pliny, Ep. 10.49–50). Therefore, it is best to view Roman
religion as a localized institution. Individual concerns took precedence over the state cultic
practices, even though Rome was deemed the seat of all religions early in the Imperial Period
(Ovid, Fasti, 4.270).539 Interestingly, Livy pointed to the trade routes and importation of goods
from varied backgrounds that helped establish the diversity of ancient gods in the Roman cultic
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system (Livy 29.14.10–14). This diversity manifested itself at the household level, where the
focus on the worship was directed to the family’s protective deities (lares familias), which
usually represented departed ancestors.540 The decentralization of individual worship mirrored
the diverse civic world landscape, thus suggesting the autonomy of choosing, with the
encouragement of the diversity of cults in Rome, albeit with one exception: Christians.541
Despite the palpable diversity in the Roman cult system, it could not be considered tolerant. In
this political climate, the refusal to worship the emperor and the local/ regional deities was
blasphemous defiance of the authority of Rome.542 It was deemed disloyal to the Pax Romana
(peace of Rome) and a threat to the socio-political order. As a case in point, Claudius’s eviction
and the continued persecution of Christians through the third century CE attest to a lack of
tolerance for the worship of the “foreign god” of the Christians. The success of the Pax Romana
was predicated on the rich diversity of the cults and supreme allegiance to the “ideology” of the
Roman culture. Singularity could not be tolerated.
Paul’s declaration that “hope does not shame” touched on another central element in the
Roman cultic system, that of trust and faith element. At the individual level, faith in oneself was
held in the highest esteem.543 Individual and interpersonal faith was considered a human virtue
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and a reflection of divine virtues and trustworthiness.544 The highest level of trust and faith was
seen at the family level and within domestic relationships, even extending to slaves and
household workers. Inter-friendship trust was deemed a virtue, reflecting how “friends behave,”
from everyday trust to socio-political arenas.545 However, trust and faith were approached far
more cautiously outside the family and close relationships. Under the Principate, Fides was a
deity worshipped but also a reflection of societal faith and trust in the emperor as their leader. It
is pertinent to point out that the emperor sought to promote this virtue locally and across the
Empire to maintain the Pax Romana.546 Dio Chrysostom warned people not to trust others based
on “perceived trustworthiness” or even allowing one to be trusted on the same basis.547 Faith
may have been a virtue, and Fides, a worshiped cultic deity, but the fact was that it was
challenging to obtain collective shared trust, faith, and confidence. Self–trust and reliance were
the norms. This wariness toward faith and trust hindered the acceptance of the gospel message,
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as it deviated from social norms and held dire consequences for those who accepted Jesus
Christ's message.
Non-civic and individualized worship were more diversified than civic expectations
toward the state-sanctioned cults. Besides addressing individual concerns, these held strong
family connections. Religious trust and faith were vital within cohesive households and friends
but were approached cautiously in public or from outside sources. The theology of these cult
practices was as diversified as their sources in the absence of a unifying element. Even the state
cults failed to maintain unity in the Empire.
As Paul’s message of the Gospel was delivered to a culture that clung to traditions, where
trust was difficult to obtain, its acceptance was decidedly difficult. The receipt of this message
may have been further complicated by an “amazing ignorance of Jewish Scriptures” by Gentile
authors in Paul’s day.548 Despite the absence of ancient texts prior to the second-century BCE
about the Jewish Scriptures, some texts existed about Jewish practices of circumcision, dietary
habits, and the Sabbath. Further, Belleville believes that any knowledge of the Scriptures that the
Gentile sebomenoi (God-fearers) may have obtained did not seem to reach the general Gentile
community. Das argues that the writings of Suetonius and Tacitus cannot be relied upon for a
gentile familiarity with Jewish messianic expectations as they wrote in the wake of the 66–70 CE
revolt.549
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Therefore, Paul could not assume that the Gentile audience fully comprehended
messianic expectations from the Jewish Scriptures.550 Fortunately, Paul was acutely attuned to
the Gentile mindset due to his personal experience involving conversions. This may have been
his impetus to focus a large portion of Romans explaining the Gospel in Romans 5–8.551 The
civic and private institutions of hope, faith, and trust in the Greco-Roman cultic system
significantly hindered the populace from accepting Paul’s message. Yet, many were already
being influenced by the messages from the Jewish synagogues and considered the alternative.
Jewish Community
Regarding the variety of associations in Rome, most were predominantly religious, of
which the Jewish synagogue is particularly noted. The synagogue, a local gathering (Acts 13:43),
became the fulcrum of the entire Jewish community after the destruction of the Temple in 586
BCE and the collapse of the Israeli monarchy. During the exile, the Israelites established the
synagogue to continue their worship of God and preserve their Judaic history. Ezra continued the
practice after the exile for both educational and liturgical reasons. By Paul’s time, dissatisfaction
with the traditional Judaic priestly structure became prevalent, possibly because of the
association with the Romans and adoption of the Greek culture. Meetings were held in homes or
portions of homes dedicated to their worship. While traveling, Pharisees were welcome for
teaching, but they were not responsible for the rapid increase in home-based synagogues found
across the Empire. As Paul traveled, he moved within these small gatherings (Acts 6:9, 9:2, 20,
29; 22:3; 26:4). According to Banks, the Jewish associations desired to maintain their traditional
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Judaic roots; they instituted regulations to avoid foreign influences.552 It is this desire to preserve
their traditions that make up the believed basis for the controversies between the Jews and the
Greeks in the Christian associations, particularly the act of circumcision (Rom 2:9, 13; 5:6), the
consumption of idol offered meat (Rom 14:2) and, possibly, the rejection of wine from Gentile
hands (Dan 1:5, 8, 10, 12, 16).553 The Jewish construct of hope holds a solid connection to the
history of the people and their relationship with God.
Exilic Concept
During the Second Temple period, adherence to the Law slowly dominated the Jewish
mindset, displacing the focus to the former closely-held covenantal relationship with God. For
the Jews, stringent compliance with the Law was the determining factor for God’s judgment and
emerged as the grounds for hope.554 It became the “intermediary between God and man.”555
However, before the exile, the concept of hope portrayed frequently in the Psalms was “a
dimension of belief … that history moves in a direction, that this direction is set by God, and that
God acts within history to ensure that direction.”556 Yet, throughout the Old Testament, hope had
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an eschatological and an element of promise bias firmly rooted in Israel’s history.557 This is
evident in Hosea’s treatment of the Exodus event, where he states, “I will give her vineyards . . .
a door of hope. . . as at the time when she came out of Egypt” (Hos 2:14–15).558 The pre-exile
hope was covenantal premised on the promises made by God to Abraham (Ez 20:4–44).
However, Jeremiah affirmed God would make a new promise to Israel: “‘Behold days are
coming,’ declares the Lord, ‘when I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and the
house of Judah, not like the covenant with I made with their fathers in the day I took them by the
hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt, My covenant which they broke, although I was a
husband to them,’ declares the Lord” (Jer 31:31–32).
Hints of the new covenant become fairly apparent as the Psalter envisions a divine
kingship (Ps 47, 93, 96–99). Meanwhile, the Chronicler foreshadowed theocracy with the
embodiment of Davidic ideals in the post-exilic days (1 Chron 17:14; 28:5; 29:23). The new
covenant’s framework can be traced to the eschatological concept of a Messiah in the Davidic
promise of 2 Samuel 7. However, most Second Temple Jewish writings do not mention any
Messiah.559 According to James Charlesworth, the lack of reference material makes it difficult
even to describe messianic views from the post-Exilic period. John Collins, in the review of
Chronicles, Ezra–Nehemiah, and Sirach, saw “no interest in messianic expectation” and argues
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that any “messianic interpretation was largely dormant . . . to the time of the Maccabean
revolt.”560 When reviewing six OT references (Gen 49:10; Num 24:17; 2 Sam 7:12–13; Isa 11:1–
5; Amos 9:11; Dan 7:13–14), Matthew Novenson contended, “it is not that messiah language
does not have meaning, just that its meaning does not consist in the manifestation of a reified
messianic idea.”561
Concept Post-Maccabean Revolt
Indeed, the concept of an imminent Messiah was varied in pre–Pauline days. Collins
suggests that Davidic messianic expectations began emerging in Jewish thought in the first
century BCE as a reaction to the “Hasmonean arrogance of royal titles and offices.”562 In the
pesher scrolls, he saw elucidations of a messianic figure as a military persona who would bring a
period of war followed by rest. Possibly due to the “arrogance of royal titles and offices,” the
Qumran community envisioned two messiahs, one of Aaron and one of Israel (1 QS 1X. 11.
4Q174, 4 q 521). Yet, Novenson does not believe that these views represent the Pauline period
Jewish groups.563 Therefore, it is difficult to discern how the Jewish audience may have viewed
Paul’s letter.
However, Alfred Edersheim, the esteemed Messianic Jew of the early 1800s, makes an
important point by stating that “whatever shades of difference, then, we may note in the
expression of the Jews, all anticipate the deliverance of Israel, their restoration, and future preJohn J. Collins, “Pre–Christian Jewish Messianism: An Overview,” In The Messiah in Early Judaism
and Christianity, ed. by Magnus Zetterholm (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2007), 8.
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eminent glory, and they all connect these events with the coming of the Messiah.”564 According
to Edersheim, the love of Palestine and Jerusalem as the city of God was the most profound
conviction among all. He recites the mantra, “If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand
forget her cunning, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth.”565 For Israel, however, the
strongest bond held was a shared hope, a hope not only for the restoration of Israel’s kingdom
but also for the return of the dispersed. The tenth of eighteen daily benedictions remarks,
“Proclaim by Thy loud trumpet our deliverance, and raise up a banner to gather our dispersed,
and gather us together from the four ends of the earth. Blessed be Thou, O Lord! Who gathers
the outcasts of Thy people Israel,”566 The early Pseudepigrapha, the Book of Enoch and the
Sibylline Oracles, allude to this hope that Israel sought. The Jewish Sibyl details three salient
events: the arrival of the Messiah, the rebuilding of the Temple, and the restoration of the
dispersed.567 In this context, the Psalter of Psalm of Solomon wrote, “Blessed are they who shall
live to the last days–in the reunion of the tribes, which God brings about.”568
Thus, notwithstanding the varied Jewish perspectives, there seems to be a consensus
about the concept of hope arising from the OT and held by the Jewish audience in Rome. They
were seeking a military-style king in the image of David to restore the land of Palestine to the
people of God, return the dispersed home, and inaugurate the new kingdom with God on the
564
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throne. However, Walther Zimmerli opined Israel sought the deliverance of Israelis after the
exile with the same zeal as before, portending a future of abundance.569 Thus, it was a formidable
challenge for Paul to share the Gospel within this atmosphere.
The Gentile construct of a baseless hope in their cults, the Pax Romana, and the emperor,
in concert with the eschatological bent of the Jewish perception and cultural bias of trust, faith,
and ethnic loyalty, provided a significant barrier for Paul to penetrate. Yet, the unity of the
Gospel message did indeed reach individuals, evident by the growth of Christian communities.
The Christian community faced oppression and ridicule because of the significant cultural issues.
They needed a unifying element to coalesce around. Paul’s Christology of hope presented in the
previous chapter provides that unifying element for these varied groups. To assist the Christian
community facing cultural oppression, he anchors his Christological argument on the cultural
concept of shame. This concept crossed the cultural lines between Judaism and the Greco-Roman
cultic system.
Christian Community
The understanding of the pre–Pauline Christian community in Italy is nebulous. Luke
attested to communities in Rome and the eastern port city of Puteoli (Acts 28:13–15). Paul’s
letter to the Roman community provides evidence of a Roman community. However, no other
Italian city is known to have a community of Christians at that time.570 Luke does not mention
any other locale containing believers in Acts 28. According to Tertullian, there is no evidence to
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suggest Christians in Vulsinii, Etruria, Pompeii, or Herculaneum as late as 79 CE.571 The main
trade route from the east (Greece, Palestine, and beyond) was through the port of Puteoli into
Rome and the gateway for all religions entering the city of Rome. Therefore, in Italy,
Christianity relates to the Jewish settlement known to exist in Rome and Puteoli since
Augustine’s times accommodated by the economy of the trade routes.572
The events surrounding the “edict of Claudius” (Acts 18:2) shed the earliest light on the
Christian communities in Rome. Lempe asserts that from the available texts, four concepts of the
Roman believing community can be discerned: Christianity emerged from within the Jewish
community with the addition of Gentile sebomenoi (god-fearers); the witness of Christ led to
unrest in the synagogues; the authorities expelled the key figures of the conflict, and the event
dates late in the 40s.573 Because of this event, Christian communities got separated from the
synagogues. By the time Paul wrote his letter (circa the late 50s, definitely by 64 CE), Christian
communities were distinct from the Jewish synagogue (Tacitus, Ann. 15.44).
The Gentile sebomenoi attracted to Jewish monotheism were the early targets of the
Christian movement. The lack of an assured afterlife and complete salvation did not exist in their
polytheistic worldview. Further, the Jewish synagogue treated them as second–class citizens.
However, originating first within the synagogue, the Gentile sebomenoi would have understood
the OT Law, even though they did not consider themselves adherents of Law. Paul leveraged the
Jewish understanding of salvation to present the gospel of justification and reconciliation (Rom
571
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9–11). Paul’s stance of not preferring Jew over Greek (Rom 1:16) would have been readily
accepted by the sebomenoi. Prevalent understanding suggests that the early Roman Christian
church was predominantly of pagan origin but did not exclude Jewish Christians. Lempe asserts
that “Christians from the sphere of influence of the synagogues, Jewish as well as Gentile,
exercised an astonishing influence on the formation of the theology in urban Roman Christianity
in the first century.”574
Justin Martyr, the second–century apologist (circa 156 CE), described this early church
congregation comprised freedmen and enslaved people and a mix of all strata of society.575
According to him, they also comprised travelers who carried on trade (Justin, 1 Apol. 1.17.1),
who paid appropriate taxes and customs (Justin, 2 Apol. 2.12.4), (some of them) owned slaves
(Justin, 2 Apol. 2.12.30), who were economically solid and intellectually elite (philosophers and
scholars) (Justin, 2 Apol. 2.10.8), and who co-existed with the ordinary people, freedmen, and
slaves (Justin, Dial. 139.5, 140.1). Hermas mentioned that training took place in the Hellenistic
system of the synagogues, in a process analogous to private schools, within the Christian
communities (Hermas, Sim. 9.16.5; 9.25.2).576 This allowed the traditions of the early members
to be maintained by subsequent generations.
Yet, biblical evidence does not suggest a proliferation of these believing communities,
the εκκλησια. Paul explicitly mentions five εκκλησια in Romans 16, the household of Aquila and
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Priscilla (Rom 16:5), believers gathered with Asyncritus, Phelgon, Hermes, Patrobas, and
Hermas (Rom 16:14, the saints gathered with Philologue, Julia, Nereus, his sister, and Olympas
(Rom 16:15), the enslaved people and freed persons belonging to Aristobulus (Rom 16:10), and
the enslaved people and manumitted in the household of Narcissus (Rom 16:11).577 Fourteen
others that were not explicitly mentioned within any of the named εκκλησια are found mentioned
in Romans 16. Logic suggests at least two more gatherings were taking place for a total of seven
minimally. This would not be considered a proliferation of house-churches.
Unity Found for a Fragmented Community
Except for the temporary banishment of Jews from Rome by Tiberius in 19 CE, Jews
enjoyed privileges as Roman citizens. They could freely exercise their religion following the
edicts of Caesar and Augustus.578 However, the government regarded the Christian communities
as prohibited assemblies (Pliny Ep, 10.96.7. Tertullian, Apol 38.1) and punishable by execution.
Due to this political oppression, the εκκλησια operated in the shadows of the society operating
with the οικος (“house”) model as opposed to formal guilds or clubs.579 Lempe asserts the
assemblies were neither social gatherings (collegiums) nor philosophical (thiasos) but “private
institutions of a host to the fellow Christians in his district of the city.”580 The groups
“crystallized” around the host (1 Tim 3:4) as their center and reflected the theology of the host.
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Therefore, the small individual Christian gatherings amid the diverse cultures in Rome
resulted in significant theological diversity. Questions about theological pluralism naturally
emerge due to the disparate gatherings. Indeed, both Eusebius and Justin highlighted divergent
groups and theologies even within the Christian circles whose individual beliefs distinguished
the house churches.581 Interestingly, the theological pluralism yielded some tolerance and
patience toward each group.582
While some will argue that the rich theological diversity and tolerant pluralism rendered
a peaceful co-existence, it also stymied the Great Commission, which required a singular focus
on the work and personage of Christ. Held in the shadows of society, the political landscape
prevented the Christian groups from expanding and proselytizing efficiently. Further, the
polytheistic societal norms hindered conversions. As a case in point, societal and cultic norms
such as distinctions between cultic priests and laity, the holy and common, and officials and
ordinary persons had to be abolished.583 Paul argued against such distinctions within the house–
churches, reiterating that all men were equal with only one focus, “Christ crucified” (Rom 1:16,
1 Cor 1:23). From this diversified foundation in the house-churches, Paul could crystallize the
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message of Jesus Christ using the rhetoric of their times in a single cohesive manner that crossed
cultural divides.
While reflecting on Paul’s Christology, Moo notes Paul writes his letters in view of the
readers’ circumstances. This is no more apparent than in Paul’s letter to the composite church in
Rome as he seeks to unify the disparate groups under a single banner, Jesus Christ.584 For this
reason, Gordon Fee asserts that Paul’s argument in Romans is focused on ecclesiology rather
than soteriology.585 In penning Romans, Paul does not seek to address individual concerns
primarily. Instead, in reflection on his passion for his Gentile mission, Paul maintains his
Christological stance throughout Romans 5–8, concluding with the declaration that Christ is the
unifying, living, reigning Lord and King.586
Therefore, the entire letter addresses the inclusion of the Gentiles with the Jewish people
as one people of God. Paul begins his argument by elaborating on his apostleship that details the
Gospel message in view of Christ as the Messiah and Son of God (Rom 1:3–6). Beginning with
Romans 1:7, Paul presents Christ within the lens of Jewish messianic concepts and as the Son
who has existed eternally with Father God. This emphasizes that Jew and Gentile co-exist as one
people under one God. Christ is the primary subject of God’s redemptive act, which Paul
introduces to fulfill God’s promises (Rom 1:2). He extends this argument for a single
eschatological family in Romans 1:16–17. In Romans 3:21–26, Paul uses three metaphors for
God’s activity, namely redemption, justification, and atonement (through propitiation). In these
verses, he argues that all have sinned, Jew and Gentile, and come short of the glory of God (Rom
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3:22–23). Paul makes his Christological statement as he introduces Christ as the means of this
reconciliation in Romans 5:10, “the death of His Son.” In doing so, he connects Christ with the
personified hope of Romans 5:5, who “God poured out,” clearly echoing Jesus’ final statements
when He articulates His blood shall be “poured out” for many (Mark 14:24; Matt 26:28; Luke
22:20). The Christological “Son of God” is articulated again in Romans 8:3, where Paul restates
1:2, but this time in connection with the purpose of the Law. However, Christ’s “fleshness”
echoes Romans 7:4, similar to man but dissimilar, to deal with the consequences of sin
appropriately, once and for all, with His death. In Romans 8:15–17, Paul continues his
Christology. Christ is presented as the means of adoption, as children and heirs of God in a direct
polemic against the tyrannical rulers, Sin and Death. Paul closes his argument for unification by
saying that one person, the Lord, Jesus Christ, provides salvation to all men, with no difference
between Jew and Gentile (Rom 10:12). He implores the Roman church to co-exist (Rom 15:7)
because one common denominator is Jesus Christ (Rom 15:6–12). The Gentiles need not look to
the Pax Romana or the Emperor to find peace, as only one person can provide that peace that
drives all men’s souls, Jesus Christ. The Jews should not exist in wanting despair for a future
event that has yet unfolded, as it already has, in work and the personage of Jesus Christ.
As concluded in the previous chapter, Paul's presentation of the Gospel employs the
prolific use of the literary device of prosopopoeia. Paul’s personification of hope is his deliberate
attempt to introduce hope into the mix of metaphors he used in Romans 5–8 to argue for the
unifying feature of the Gospel message, Jesus Christ. Similar to his statement about the
Colossian church, Paul intentionally juxtaposes “powers” against the reality of Jesus Christ (Col
1:15–17).587 His theological basis of unity in the personified hope is God’s justifying initiative
Fee believes the audience in Colossae had a fascination with these “powers” which is the reason behind
Paul’s direct comments. Fee, Pauline Christology, 4.
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through Jesus Christ and man’s response in faith.588 Paul’s arguments “presuppose the
proposition that in Jesus Christ– and in Him alone– the one God of the universe is present to save
His creation from sin and decay.”589 With this in mind, Jewett asserts that the first mention of
“Christ” in Romans 1:18–32 sets the “Christological and experiential foundation” within Paul’s
argument for boasting in hope.590 Therefore, Paul’s Christological emphasis underlies a primary
theme of Romans: Jew and Greek as one body, one people under one God, envisioned now, in
the present, in a continuing relationship, looking forward to a fuller realization in the future.
Using rhetorical precision, Paul uses the literary device of prosopopoeia to portray a
picture of two realms. He presents a realm where man is subject to tyrannical rulers of sin and
death, preventing a reconciliation with God and resolution of man’s plight on earth who exists in
separation from God. Paul attempts to locate Jews and Gentiles on the same level regarding this
issue, despite acknowledging that God approached the Jews first (Rom 1:6), yet without denying
Gentile access to God’s plan. As the alternative, Paul presents another realm, where continued
life exists, with a ruler that so cares for man that He sacrificed His Son to resolve the plight that
man could not. Thus, Romans is not about mediating conflicts but God’s story as the initiator of
a unifying and saving activity in Jesus Christ. He presents Jesus Christ as the agent of this
activity. Despite the soteriological and eschatological implications in Romans 5–8, one can
scarcely deny Paul’s Christological emphasis. Indeed, Paul is unequivocal that Jesus Christ is the
588
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sole means of man’s reconciliation with God (Rom 5:11). He portrays Christ using His most
developed, essential, and defining attribute, hope, to make this connection. Here is where Paul
finds common ground for his audience, Jesus Christ as “hope.”
As Paul draws to a close the pericope of Romans 5–8, he has shown that Christ provides
the strength to “persevere thru tribulations” (Romans 5:3–5). Throughout this section, Paul has
attempted to reassure the Gentiles and Jews that they could trust in God despite the plight of life
because of what He accomplished in Christ. His entire focus in this section has been on Christ,
with a pointed emphasis on “Son” and “Lord.”591 The Jews had relied on the Torah and did not
recognize Jesus as the Messiah. They had also depended on priests who could not provide
salvation. The Gentiles had relied on the Pax Romana, emperors, and cultic gods, none of which
could provide true peace and salvation. Paul argues that none of these could provide the hope of
a reconciled future with God. This is only accomplished with Christ. While his statements reflect
an eschatological flavor pictured in the OT concept of hope, he asserts that reconciliation is
available in the “here and now.” This is the assumption with which Paul began his letter. Paul
calls himself a bondservant of Jesus Christ, “set apart for the gospel of God… concerning His
Son, who was born a descendent of David” (Rom 1:1–2). Thus, the relationship between Christ
and hope immediately references His current reality and future expectations. As Paul so clearly
states, “He [Christ] is our hope” (Col 1:27).
Within this landscape, the message of hope bridged many gaps to unify the communities
and their mission with one goal and one person in mind: Jesus Christ, Paul’s Christological
focus. As Paul presents this truth, he connects his argument to a cultural issue that both the Jew
and Gentile faced if they listened to him–the cultural issue of honor and shame. Typical of Paul,
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he confronted the concept directly with his statement, “hope [Jesus Christ] does not shame”
(Rom 5:5).
Cultural Institution of Shame and Honor
Shame was a core element of the biblical world and assumed a pivotal role in Greek,
Roman, and Judean cultures. It served a much different role from the modern perspective of
guilt. Given the polytheistic Greco–Roman culture, the Jewish heritage and the desire for God to
restore them, and Christian house churches, the culture of honor and shame presented an arduous
task for Paul to overcome as he sought unity with a special theological and Christological
message.592
Shame was connected to one’s reputation in the community and sensitivity to how one
was perceived in the eyes of others. The awareness of what shame was promulgated appropriate
behavior and how one held honor in high esteem always considered shame in his interactions.593
Society was familia-centric, understood as collectivism, where the family’s affairs were
considered more important than the needs of the individual.594 Honor was the positive
reinforcing nature representing social worth, “face,” and esteem, reflecting both the “norms of
Halvor Moxnes, “Honour and Righteousness in Romans;” JSNT 32 (1988): 61–77. Moxnes states the
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society” and how the individual modeled those norms.595 Shame was generally a reflection of not
meeting the collective standard and bringing dishonor to the group.596 Maintaining honor was the
standard-bearer of the society.
The Parable of the Prodigal Son vividly demonstrated this construct in the Jewish
cultural setting (Luke 15:11–32). Daniel Eng shares an interesting insight into the dynamics of
the parable.597 As a backdrop, the Pharisees had attempted to shame Jesus as he deviated from
their perceived societal norms and was associated with sinners and tax collectors. Jesus addresses
that cultural phenomenon in this parable. The youngest son disgraced himself and his family by
abusing his father and taking control of his portion of his inheritance while also indulging in
shameful acts in a foreign land. This reduced him to the Jewish standard of sinners and tax
collectors (Acts 10:28) that ate forbidden foods (Lev 20:25). Within the Jewish community, the
offender was subject to the qetsatsah ()קְ צָ צָ ה, literally “a cutting off.”598 Getsatsah refers to a
ceremony performed to disown a member of society for their shameful acts. Thus, within the
Jewish society, one who brought shame to the family was at risk of losing his family. Therefore,
according to the culture’s norms, shame was a powerful deterrent against wrongful behavior.
Within the Greco–Roman world, the concept of honor or shame is ascribed or achieved.
Honor could be ascribed at birth (a function of their family name), adoption, or appointment.
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One could also achieve honor by benefaction (Luke 7:5), military achievements (consider the
battle of David and Goliath, 1 Sam 17), or athletic achievements. The love of honor, φιλτιμία,
was a driving force in antiquity.599 Most honors were achieved in the daily challenge of life and
how one conducted himself within one’s village. The concept of “shame” was deemed the
reverse of “honor,” resulting in community contempt, loss of face, defeat, and ridicule. Notably,
shame could also be ascribed. For example, after being declared guilty, one could be subject to
public flogging (2 Cor 11:23–25), or the elite could declare one devoid of honor and “…
exclude, revile, and cast out your name as evil” (Luke 6:22). Shame could also be ascribed to
acts without thoughts of consequence to one’s family or cowardice and the failure to respond to a
challenge.600
The Greco-Roman world also associated shame with crucifixion, a punishment
specifically designed to humiliate the victim and cause a loss of honor.601 Indeed, even within
Scripture, one “hanging on a tree” is divinely cursed (Deut 21:22-223). Yet, despite the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ, He was honored by God, the Father, and became the vessel through
which all men could achieve reconciliation with God. Ascription of shame is held by one with
the power to do so, generally, the one affected by the individual’s action. In this case, God had
held power to ascribe shame or honor to Christ as He was the one who led Christ to the cross.
Due to Christ’s full faith and obedience to the Father’s will, God ascribed honor to Jesus for His
obedience, even unto the cross, in sharp contrast to what society and culture deemed shameful.
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This also fully aligns with the cultural concept of grace and a syllogistic relationship between
honor and grace. Grace within the Hellenistic culture held a particular meaning within the
patronage system. The patron or benefactor would bestow a benefit or favor on their patron
(client), who was morally obligated to show gratitude. Equate this to Christ’s death bestowing
the Father’s grace on sinful humanity who would be morally obligated to show gratitude for the
gift. In the culture, one who failed to show gratitude would be shamed. Thus, believers show
gratitude by believing in the work and personage of Jesus Christ and would not suffer shame.602
This would parallel with the “client” showing gratitude to his “patron.”
In contrast, one who refuses to “show” that gratitude would be shamed and suffer, in a
sense, the cutting off, qetsatsah. It comports precisely within the framework of Paul’s statement,
“hope does not shame” (Rom 5:5). Considering the mixed cultural views of saving face before
family and the public by adhering to public norms and expectations, Paul interestingly seizes on
this cultural phenomenon to argue his Christocentric theological message.
Audience Reception
Paul’s view as he states he is not ἐπαισχύνομαι (“ashamed”) of the Gospel and his
mission focus reveals a cultural dichotomy.603 Paul does not feel any shame for his
Christocentric message. Instead, he asks the readers to support and embrace one another as
Christ has received them in his concluding statements. In Romans 15:7–13, Paul reveals the
pinnacle of his Christology as he presents Christ as the servant to circumcision (Jews) and the
602
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nations (Gentiles). Therefore, Christ fulfills God’s promises to the Jews’ ancestors and the
Gentiles. Christ also reveals God’s mercy for His glory. Quoting from Psalms (Ps 18:49; 117:1),
Deuteronomy (32:43), and Isaiah (11:10), Paul explains how both the Jew and Gentile will praise
God together in the eschaton. Mark Reasoner asks why Paul ended his quote of Isaiah 11:10 with
hope rather than quoting the entire text that states, “His habitation will be glorious.”604 He opines
Paul persists with this dual theme approach: “not being ashamed,” and hope.605
However, Paul began his introduction of hope by reflecting on the faith of Abraham
(Rom 4:16–18). He echoes his reflection from Hebrews 11:1, which describes faith as “the
assurance of things hoped for.”606 Romans 4:18 mentions “hope against hope” and follows it up
with “hope of the glory of God” (Rom 5:2), which serves as the precursor to “hope does not
shame” (Rom 5:5). Following Origen and Melanchthon’s view of the subject genitive in Romans
5:5b, the “hope of the glory of God” may be seen similarly with the subject identified as “whom
also we have obtained our introduction by faith” (Rom 5:2a), Jesus Christ (Rom 5:1b). Again,
using a subjective genitive form, Paul reveals that hope is the “love of God” poured out in man’s
heart (Rom 5:5b). He then concludes this discussion by elucidating the means of salvation in
Christ (Rom 5–8). In this discussion, Paul confronts the Roman propaganda of Spes, expounding
on a world vulnerable to futility in human existence and government corruption (Rom 8:20–
604
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21).607 Bolt affirms the phrases used by Paul in Romans 8:24–25 envision hope in what the
Roman audience already had, possibly with someone in view, as in the celebration of Spes after
the birth of the heir of Claudius.608 However, using this Roman convention of the heir–apparent,
Paul points to Christ, the son of God, as the hope that saves (Rom 8:24). Further, the use of “we”
(plural) as the subjects in Romans 5:2 and 8:24 advocates for a community in Christ as an
alternative to the Roman community. Therefore, Bolt believes Paul is not only connecting the
subject of hope but also the phenomenology of hope in the Roman mindset.609 The Roman Spes
is not true hope. Christ is. Paul begins his letter by stating that he is not ashamed of Christ. He
refers to Christ as the source of hope and concludes his argument with the verb hope.
About the question of why Paul abruptly ended Romans 15:12 with hope rather than
quoting the entirety of Isaiah 11:10, Charles Camp suggests Paul is reflecting on “proper shame,”
that is, “the shame–by–which–one–must–be–bound in order to avoid the shame–that–
destroys.”610 The theme of “not being ashamed” is repeated in Romans (1:16; 5:5; 9:33; 10:11).
Interestingly, Peter echoes the same thought in 1 Peter 2:4-6. Paul’s references to the passages of
Isiah reveal God’s answer through Christ for people who have placed their false hopes in one
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that is incapable of saving. Interestingly, Plautus connects the Roman deity Spes (Hope) closely
to Salus (Salvation) and Victoria (Victory).611 That audience would have understood Paul saying
he was not ashamed of something he had done. However, Paul pointedly informs the Gentile
audience that neither the Roman Emperor nor the Roman deities but Christ provides salvation.
Further, he is not ashamed to proclaim this truth, nor will he be disappointed that his faith was in
vain.
In these passages, Paul is using ἐπαισχύνομα in the exact formulation that Jesus uses
when He states, “if anyone is ashamed [ἐπαισχυνθῇ] of me and my words in this adulterous and
sinful generation, the Son of Man will be ashamed [ἐπαισχυνθῇ] of them when he comes in his
Father’s glory with the holy angels” (Mark 8:38; Luke 9:26).612 In a similar vein, the Paulinist
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews states, “for both He [Jesus] who sanctifies and those are
sanctified are all from one Father; for which reason He [Jesus] is not ashamed [ἐπαισχύνεται] to
call them brethren” (Heb 2:10-11). At a later stage, he adds, “God is not ashamed [ἐπαισχύνεται]
to be called their God” (Heb 11:16).613 Paul’s Christology is vividly portrayed as he establishes a
connection between the Gospel and Jesus Christ, who provides the means of salvation, calling
the saved “brothers,” and of whom the Father is proud. This is in sharp contrast to the Jewish
concept of hope and their view of the eschaton, the future gathering with the Father for the
people of Israel in their homeland. Jesus refers to the thought process that those who refuse to
accept Him will be destroyed upon the arrival of God. How can one be ashamed of one who does
611
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not destroy if you have faith in Him? By using καταισχύνει, Paul astutely linked the incarnation
of Jesus to the Judaic eschatological concept of hope.
Paul does not confuse the Roman audience as he identifies the one who can ascribe both
shame and dishonor alike. In his statement, “hope does not καταισχύνει [shame]” (Rom 5:5),
hope is the subject noun. Note that linguistically, καταισχύνω has similar usage as ἐπαισχύνομα.
In this instance, Paul uses the verb καταισχύνω (“shame”), meaning “to put to dishonor,
disgrace, and shame.” He uses the verb to identify the one, Jesus Christ (personified as hope),
who does the ascription. This is well within the vernacular of first–century Greco–Roman
thought.614 The sebomenoi sitting on the fringes of the Synagogues, exposed to the Jewish canon,
could have reflected on Paul’s reference to Isaiah 28:16: “Behold I lay in Zion a stone of
stumbling and a Rock of Offense, and he who believes in Him will not be καταισχύνω” (‘shamed
or disappointed’) (Rom 9:33), or Isaiah 28:14: “Whoever believes in Him will not be
καταισχύνω” (‘shamed, disappointed’).615 Within their cultural norms, they would have
understood God is the one who would ascribe shame but does not for those who believe in Jesus.
This would have been a significant breakthrough statement for Paul to have made. Subsequently,
Messianic Judaism has identified Jesus Christ as the “stumbling block” and “rock of offense.”616
614
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Conclusion
As evidenced in previous chapters, the concepts of hope are often overlooked or even
ignored. Yet, the fact remains that hope permeates the culture, politics, and literature of Paul’s
time. Paul had combined themes into a new form of hope, which Isaiah employed, that reached
its full embodiment in his presentation of Jesus Christ. He had effectively used the cultural
phenomenon of honor and shame to identify Jesus Christ as the person who could ascribe shame
but would not if one places their belief (“hope”) in Him. Walther Eichrodt vividly explicates the
Judaic perspective of Paul’s argument. Notably, their OT concept of shame and hope is a
“striving to reach and ‘grasp the unchanging truth hidden under its bewildering diversity …
unifying its struggling contradictions, it’s resting in a timeless present and its tense waiting for a
consummation of history.”617 The proclivity to combine themes into new forms of hope, which
the later prophets employed, eventually culminated in Paul’s depiction of Jesus. Paul argued that
the sebomenoi could find a hope that they could place their faith, a hope that would not dishonor
or shame their belief, unlike the Imperial Spes, which only served the Roman Imperial cult as
needed.
Therefore, what was the question behind Paul’s statement, “hope does not shame” (Rom
5:5)? Stowers asserts Paul was “speaking with extreme pathos, addressing an ethos of the
time.”618 Quintilian opines that this form has an “emotional and moral–psychological
disposition” (Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.30–33). Stowers notes that Paul’s language fits perfectly with
one who witnessed the facts, an advocate.619 Paul had adapted his message of Christ to the
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audience for the many (Rom 5:15, 19). Paul framed their OT concept of hope and shame for the
Jewish audience to assert that God's long-awaited expectation was fulfilled in Christ. Their belief
and faith in Christ as that fulfillment would result in life, not shame that would lead to
destruction. For the Gentile audience, their reliance on the Roman Imperial institution was an
example of false hope. Pliny, the Elder, contended that it is “characteristic of the weakness of the
human mind to seek the image and form of God” in this world’s vain and futile things.620 Paul
refuted Pliny, the Elder, as he showed the Roman audience that they too could share in the mercy
of God. Personifications such as Spes, Salvus, and Victoria were incapable of providing access to
heaven; it was only Christ who could offer hope in the truest sense of the word.
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CHAPTER SIX–Conclusion
This study began with an answer to an implied question. If taken at face value, Paul’s
states ἡ δὲ ἐλπὶς οὐ καταισχύνει (“hope does not shame”) (Rom 5:5) appears to personify hope in
the technical sense as he applies the human-related verb shame to hope, the subject noun of his
sentence. Yet, he appears to be answering a question for his audience. This raises the question:
Who was his audience? Why would he appear to be personifying an abstract noun? How is this
personification connected to the cultural context of shame, and how would the audience receive
such a statement? Finally, what message was Paul attempting to convey, and what was the
question being asked?
As this study unfolded, it became apparent that contemporary research has either
overlooked or ignored Paul’s statement in its historical-rhetorical function.621 Kennedy astutely
noted that traditional literary criticism is more concerned with modern audience reception than
ancient audience reception. He stated
… reading the Bible as it would be read by an early Christian, by an inhabitant in the
Greek-speaking world in which rhetoric was a core subject of formal education and in
which even those without formal education necessarily developed cultural preconceptions
about appropriate discourse.622
The Bible was written in a time and space for a particular audience, in a particular language,
who, whether or not educated, held beliefs and conceptions that molded their understanding of
what the author intended with his message. While the modern audience attempts, through various
methods of criticism, to understand the authorial intent, this audience is still hindered as they
were not there. Therefore, the modern audience appears to take an “easier path” to interpret
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Scripture with its modern understandings, occasionally missing the nuances of the passage as
written. Consequentially, this study found it incumbent to delve into the nuances of the culture
and rhetoric of Paul’s time to determine what question had been asked. This chapter summarizes
those findings and considers what other studies may be warranted based on these findings.
The Personification of Hope
The Setting
Paul opens his letter, which is addressed to the house churches in Rome, by identifying
himself as an apostle set apart by God for sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ (Rom 1:1-4). He
shares solidarity and unity between himself and those “called as saints” and expresses gratitude
for their faith in Jesus Christ (Rom 1:6-7). Paul desires to meet with them to share mutual
εκκλησια encouragement (Rom 1:11-12). As he concludes his opening statements, he alludes to
the question that exists as the undercurrent for his statement of Romans 5:5. Paul concludes, “for
I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God, for the salvation to everyone who
believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek” (Rom 1:16). Although he asserts the Gospel is
for everyone, Jews and the Gentiles, he finds it necessary to distinguish the two classes of
members in the house-churches of Rome. The inference is that there remains an element of
division and appears to be cultural. He desires to unify the cultures by focusing their attention on
the work and personage of Jesus Christ, framed in the most significant theme of Romans, hope
(Rom 4:8; 5:2, 4, 5; 8:24-25; 12:12; 15:4, 13). To focus on the theme of hope, he juxtaposes it
against the cross-cultural constructs of hope and shame using a particular literary device
prevalent in his time, prosopopoeia. Wright asserted Paul was a master rhetorician who
“skillfully wove a polished work of art [with] Aristotelian density and rhetorical pathos that
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ranks with the poetry of Isaiah.”623 As rhetoric is the tool of communication, Paul’s ability to
communicate shines as the narrative unfolds.
After declaring unity in the Gospel in Romans 1:16-17, Paul establishes a foundation for
unity by revealing God’s righteousness (Rom 1:18-3:31), followed by the proper response to the
righteousness (Rom 4:1-25). By the time Paul readdresses the church’s unity in Romans 5-8, the
Roman Christians are no longer perceived as typical of segregated groups (Jews and Gentiles), as
portrayed in Romans 1:18–4:22.624 Paul then continues to develop his theme of unity between
God and creation (Romans 8), with the Jewish people (Romans 9-11), and with one another
(Romans 12-15; 16:17-20; Romans 15:22-23).
However, before Paul develops the theme of unity, he shares the reason behind his
convictions that all who were former enemies of God are now justified by faith. The essence of
Romans 5:1-8:25 explains that faith is in God, who is in a relationship with Christ. He segues
into this discussion with the rhetorical bridge of Romans 5:1-11. Paul speaks of the life that he
and the Roman believers share as Christians.”625 Paul also demonstrates the depth of his
rhetorical toolbox as he presents the unifying message of the Gospel. He employs, like no other
place in his letters, the literary device of personification to contrast the life formerly lived (the
“body of sin”) with the new life (the “body of Christ”).
The Problem
Despite Paul’s concentrated use of the literary device of personification in Romans 5-8,
scholarly research on this literary device suffers from neglect. This neglect has resulted in mixed
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messaging and varying terminology. In contrast, there has been significant research on a few
personifications, such as Sin, Death, Nomos, Grace, Righteousness, and Wisdom, yet, the general
academic neglect or oversight of the device has been at the expense of adequate study of other,
less developed personifications.626 Interestingly, the history of neglect of this literary device can
be traced to Paul’s days.
Quintilian, a contemporary of Paul, contributed extensively to categorizing
personifications, perhaps too much so. He categorized them as definite or indefinite and explored
their relationship, stating that “definite questions involve facts, persons, time, and the like”
(Quintilian, Inst. 3.5.7), while indefinite questions are those that have “no reference to persons,
time, place, or the like.” He then attempts to categorize every circumstance where personification
may be used. These attempts have caused significant confusion for rhetoricians. Subsequently,
the confusion has led to mixed terminology for the literary device. For instance, Winger
categorizes personifications as particular, universal, or sortal based on whether the
personification was a purely literary device or referencing a historical figure.627 To avoid
confusion, Melion desires to separate personification and prosopopoeia in modern rhetorical
theory as two distinct classes of animation. However, this may be too much as the term
“personification” to well ingrained and often overlooked due to its abundance in literature. To
further complicate the study, developed personifications have been observed across multiple
626
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contexts and use various verb tenses (imperfect, aorist, and present).628 In contrast, undeveloped
personifications tend to be isolated and use either an aorist or present tense verb. Yet, despite
being often neglected, an undeveloped personification cannot simply be trivial. The most
profound statements can be found in the most innocuous words.
The neglect of studying the literary device of personification can be viewed as reluctance
to view personifications within their historical context or even indifference due to the abundance
of its uses. Cracks in rhetorical criticism may have started with Quintilian but gained full traction
when Origen avoided discussing the literary device in favor of general allegorical hermeneutics
and was exacerbated by Augustine’s critical view of the device. Subsequent reluctance to view
these devices within their historical context led Colson in the early twentieth century to declare
that ancient rhetorical theory was “forgotten and ignored by the average classical scholar,” with
the study of personifications in the ancient context suffering as collateral damage.629 Perhaps this
is due to current scholars focusing on the universal application of a text rather than
understanding Paul’s use of the literary device. Fortunately, there is a trend to understand
personifications within their historical context. More attention is being focused on Paul’s use of
rhetoric to convey the message of the Gospel.
The History
The earliest extant study on rhetorical art was conducted by Aristotle in the fourth
century BCE (Aristotle, Rhet.). Although personifications have been evident in literature, tracing
back to the earliest known writings of Hesiod and Homer, Aristotle does not address
628
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personification directly. He only writes about some aspects of the literary device while chastising
his predecessors for paying little attention to the art of persuasion (Aristotle, Rhet. 1.1.3). His
focus on rhetoric regarded three categories, namely the matter being presented (το πραγμα), the
character of the speaker (εθος), and the emotional appeal to the audience (παθος) (Aristotle,
Rhet. 1.3-2.17). Aristotle claims it is vital for the author or speaker to “enumerate particulars in
an exact way… the things people are accustomed to deliberate… in accord with truth” (Aristotle,
Rhet. 1.2.14). Of note, Paul’s use of personification reflects Aristotle’s discussion on the form
and function of the literary device of persuasion. Following Aristotelian terms, one could claim
that Paul’s use of personification is a form of deliberative speech, which targets the audience’s
emotions to explain the Gospel message in a comprehensive and precise method. Shortly after
Aristotle, Demetrius, circa late third century BCE, in his work, On Style, introduces the term
προσωποποιΐα (“prosopopoeia”). This is the first known direct reference in ancient works of the
concept of personification.630 The term infers anthropomorphism, the “making present” of a dead
ancestor or an absent personality. It also is used to attribute or assign to a geopolitical entity.
With this entry, Demetrius expanded the literary device to represent a historical person who was
absent. From this point forward, disparate views on the nature of personification arose. In the
first century BCE, Cicero clarified how the device could be used for argumentation or persuasion
(Cicero, Top. 391.3.11). He classifies this literary device as a “substitution or metonymy”
(traductio atque immulatio) (Cicero, De. or. 3.42.167). Cicero also exposed the dual sense of
prosopopoeia.631 Here he added that the prosopopoeia could either be the historical figure
630
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represented by an abstract or the abstract acting as the advocate for the historical figure, in
essence, “personified presences.”
The author of Rhetoric ad Herrenium, presumably in the early first century BCE, wrote
the first significant rhetoric treaty to explain the literary device of personification. However, he
used the Latin term conformatio instead of adhering to the recurring tradition of using the
original Greek name, prosopopoeia (Rhet. Her. IV. 66). It was not until Quintilian, a
contemporary of Paul, that the fullest treatment of personification was written. Quintilian’s work,
Institutio Oratoria, revealed three distinct uses of prosopopoeia. First, in this study, the
personified abstract noun could represent a historical figure that was absent, now entitled figural
prosopopoeia. Second, the personified abstract noun could be an advocate speaking on behalf of
the historical figure, not present, and entitled judicial prosopopoeia in this study. Finally, the
personified abstract noun could be a fictional character developed as a literary device for the text.
This is a literary prosopopoeia, though present in ancient times, characterizes most
personifications envisioned by modern scholars. Interestingly, the “personified presence” of
historical figures comprised a significant portion of ancient literature. It was the rhetoric of
Paul’s time to which he and his audience were most accustomed. Unfortunately, in Quintilian’s
zest to explain prosopopoeia, he fabricated terminology for any instance where a personification
could be used, which confused more than assisted rhetorical theory. His work set a precedent for
the downward spiral of confusion regarding the literary device. An analysis of Quintilian’s work
shows that Paul’s personification of hope in Romans 5:5 is well within the cultural understanding
of the Roman context.
Origen exacerbated the understanding of the ancient use of prosopopoeia by delegating it
to a minor construct of allegory. He deemed it not worth discussing, modeling Cicero’s brief
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treatment. Two reasons are suggested for this “Ciceronian brevity.”632 After Origen, most
significant theorists of medieval and reformation era rhetoric addressed the device with similar
brevity.
Where Origen was focused on interpretation, Augustine subsequently followed with a full
analysis of the art of rhetoric, but he determined that personification was not worthy of study. He
also argued that the eloquence of rhetoric is learned by hearing, reading, and speaking and not by
memorizing a list of rhetorical rules.633 This would explain Paul’s eloquent speech, as most
scholars do not believe he was trained in rhetoric. Serious rhetorical inquiry is not found again
until Melanchthon and the Reformation period, where he adapted an element of modern theory to
the analysis of Paul’s letters.
Modern theory negates personifications as a “personified presence” and sees only
fictional literary constructs. Lind argued perhaps it is because modern rhetoricians perceived the
application of personification to a historical figure as irrelevant when the historical figure was no
longer relevant to the culture. For instance, Fortuna and Spes were deified gods of the Roman
cult system, but when the cult system ceased to exist, the personifications ceased their relevance.
Interestingly, this single explanation by Lind strongly suggests why the study of Paul’s use of
prosopopoeia is essential, as the historical figure being represented is still relevant.634 Jesus
Christ exists and is alive. Thus, it was customary for the ancient authors to use prosopopoeia to
represent historical figures who were temporally not present
632
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In the 1960s, scholars such as Muilenburg, Perelman, Kennedy, and Anderson began a
serious discussion that ancient text must be evaluated as ancient text; otherwise, the “individual,
personal, and unique feature of the pericope are all but lost.”635 Recently scholars such as Struck,
Beardslee, Dodson, Melion, and Paxson suggest a change to more focused research, precisely the
reason behind why ancient authors used symbols such as personifications.”636 Indeed, symbols
were used in ancient times to help communicate complex topics such as Paul’s address to the
Roman church to explain Christ. Recently, Beardslee articulated that “the reality of Jesus Christ
is so powerful and transforming that it can only be described in symbols derived from hope,
“end”- symbols, even though the transformation of reality experienced in faith does not
transform the external social structure nor completely transform the self.”
The Context
Paul’s abundant use of the literary device of prosopopoeia in Romans 5-8 forms a
“complex syllogistic system.”637 Similar to all of his letters, he frames his argument of the
Gospel as the conflict of two realms, “the body of sin” in conflict with “the body of Christ.”638 In
Romans 5-8, Paul uses prosopopoeia to present the figures administering the two opposing
realms. On one side, he portrays judicial prosopopoeia administering “the body of sin” as the
personified Sin and Death (Rom 5:12-21). He begins with the personified Sin as the universal
federal head over the world's ills as it makes an entry into the cosmos and reigns over it (Rom
5:12-21). Sin is an enslaving overlord and slave-master (Rom 6:12-23). It is Sin who introduces
635
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Death into the world (Rom 5:12). In these verses, Paul disassociates human sinfulness from
cosmic powers. This two-level approach to sin/Sin enables Paul to argue the plight of humanity
and the need for a Savior. Paul declares these powers shall not act as masters over the believers
(Rom 6:14). As if Sin and Death needed assistance ruling over humanity, Paul introduced Nomos
(“Law”) as the court prosecutor (Rom 5:20). Collectively, they ruled tyrannically over man, who
lived in a state of separation from God. Dodson argued Paul presented these prosopopoeia as
buffering agents to create a distance or separation between God and man’s plight due to
sinfulness and lawlessness.639 He believes Paul effectively removed the blame for man’s plight
from God and placed it squarely on man’s shoulders. Wayne Grudem states that to “blame God
for sin would be blasphemy against the character of God” (Deut 32:4; Job 34:10; James 1:13).640
Paul is unequivocal that man could only be mastered by either the tyrannical rulers of
Sin, Death, and Nomos, or ruled by obedience (Rom 6:16). Man has to choose. In comparison to
the “body of sin,” Paul also presents the administrators of the “body of Christ” as prosopopoeia,
Grace and Righteousness. In identifying the historical figure of these prosopopoeia, Paul
presents grace and righteousness as God’s “wholly other” character—a constituent aspect of
God.641 As noted by Demetrius’s definition, prosopopoeia involves assigning an attribute of the
historical figure to an abstract, expressly as a self-limiting metonymy. Indeed, Paul effectively
accomplishes this.
639
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Dodson argues that as Paul personified Nomos to create a distance between the
wickedness of man and God, he personifies Grace and Righteousness to distance God’s salvific
work from the Law.642 The Law does not save, but the Gospel does.643 Therefore, as Sin, Death,
and Nomos are deemed buffering agents, Grace and Righteousness become the reconciliation
agents, bridging the chasm of separation between man and God. As noted earlier, a central
purpose of Paul’s letter to the Roman Church was to address unity under one God, not only unity
between one another but unity with God.
Paul described Death and Sin that ventured into the realm of humanity since the time of
the original sin, continuing forward through time even until today. Paul continually uses the verb
βασιλεύσῃ (reigned) when he speaks of Sin and Death as federal heads and tyrannical rulers. He
personifies the personal attributes of God, Righteousness, and Grace to counter the evil forces.
Paul only shifts to the subjunctive mood, suggesting the ongoing potentiality under a better king,
when the offer of God’s attributes is presented in Romans 5:21. This is a better alternative to
men living under the cruel reign of Death and Sin. Indeed, Paul’s use of prosopopoeia was an
elaborate syllogistic treatise to present this.
The Hope
However, Paul’s discourse is grounded in a future confident expectation, hope, the
abstract which Paul uses to open the section of Romans 5-8. He continues with that theme in
Romans 5:5, as he introduces the personified hope, “hope does not shame,” echoing his
conviction that faith in Jesus Christ is not shameful (Rom 1:16). It is noteworthy that this
personification sits apart from the body of text that contrasts the two forms of realism in Romans
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5:12-21. He presents the personified hope using the identical literary structure and verb he
employed for the buffering and reconciliation agents. Yet, he places hope at the pinnacle of a
chain of virtues, drawing attention to a single virtue and attribute.644 Unfortunately, this passage
has received very little research. Current commentary on Romans 5:5 treats the concept of hope
within the traditional OT treatment of future confident expectations. Yet, the verb καταισχύνω
(“shame”) is in the present active indicative form. The tense is present (describing an action in
progress), the voice is active (the verb’s subject is acting and not being acted upon), and the
mood is indicative (demonstrating actual reality). Thus, while the term hope carries the quality of
a future expectation, it is located in the present, “in progress right now.”645 Addressing hope in
its eschatological sense is an appropriate approach; however, it fails to fully view Paul’s intent
with the statement as a present reality.
Consider this alternative view. Paul first connects hope with shame to address the cultural
questions implied in the entirety of Romans, the conflicts, and the lack of unity between the Jews
and Gentiles. In the text, he connects hope to the “love of God” to identify prosopopoeia.
Identifying the historical figure is a crucial feature of ancient prosopopoeia, where modern
personification does not refer to a historical figure and, therefore, does not require
identification.646 Unfortunately, an analysis of Romans 5:5 shows that most scholars
644
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conveniently shift to the means of this hope, as they address the objective or subjective qualities
in ὅτι ἡ ἀγάπη τοῦ θεοῦ (“because of the love of God”) (Rom 5:5).647 However, αγάπη (“love”)
should not be treated only as an abstract noun; it may also be a metaphor or referent for Jesus
Christ. This is similar to the subjective quality of the phrase “righteousness of God,” which has
been determined as a referent of Jesus Christ. This is also supported by the descriptive phrase,
ἐκκέχυται ἐν ταῖς καρδίαις ἡμῶν (“poured out within our hearts), a parallel to Matthew 26:28
(“ἐκχέω”) and Ephesians 3:17–19, where Jesus uses an analogy, declaring that His blood was
poured out and that He now resides in our hearts. Under this assumption, the phrase in Romans
5:5 could be paraphrased as “because Jesus Christ was poured out within our hearts.” Paul
succeeds in relating his passage to the comments Jesus makes at the Last Supper, “this is My
blood of the covenant, which is poured out [ἐκχέω] for many for the forgiveness of sins” (Rom
5:5; Matt 26:28).648 This is also supported by Paul’s detailed emphasis on Jesus Christ and His
death as the true mechanism for reconciliation with God (Rom 5:12–21). John also associates the
“love” of God subjectively with Jesus Christ; “the ‘love’ of God was manifested in us, that God
has sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (1 John 4:9). It is noteworthy that anything
with power was believed to have derived that power and authority from the gods within the
Greek mindset. Ultimately, all things originate from God (Rom 15:13), yet they were handed
over to Jesus Christ (Matt 11:27). Therefore, the reference point is Jesus Christ.

personification.” Therefore, for the author, personification is not required to invent a fictional character, as it may
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It is difficult to discern how the Jewish and Roman audiences viewed Paul’s letter. From
the Jewish perspective, Edersheim makes an essential point that the strongest bond held was a
shared hope for the restoration of Israel.649 Notwithstanding the varied Jewish perspectives, there
does seem to be a consensus about the concept of hope arising from the OT and held by the
Jewish audience in Rome. They were seeking a military-style king in the image of David to
restore the land of Palestine to the people of God, return the dispersed home, and inaugurate the
new kingdom with God on the throne. Yet, the Jews had trouble envisioning Christ as the
Messiah, as their last vision of Him was on the cross, an execution designed to humiliate and
shame. From the Greco-Roman perspective, “hope” was linked to the heir (son) of the emperor
as the “hope of Rome.” They would have held this cultural concept to understand Jesus, the Son
of God, the heir apparent to the heavenly throne, particularly within their polytheistic mindset.
Yet, Paul used these analogies to bridge the cultural understandings. He spoke in their language.
As a continuation of connecting Jesus Christ to personified hope, Paul uses the verb
“shame” for several reasons. First, Paul’s insistence in Romans 5:5 that “hope does not shame”
reflects a sentiment expressed in Jewish Scripture, particularly in the Psalms, that those who
hope in the Lord will not be put to shame. Yet Paul’s reiteration of this biblical theme here
depends on its relevance to the current situation of his addressees and the extent to which their
membership of the Christ-movement involved them in a loss of honor amongst outgroups. In an
honor-shame culture such as this, the afflictions that Paul has just mentioned would inevitably
have been accompanied, perhaps occasionally made up by outsiders’ attempts to blacken the
name of the Christians.
Lumpkin, Encyclopedia of Lost and Rejected Scriptures, 17.50. See also Book of Jubilees 1.23, “gather
them all from the midst of the heathen… build among them His Sanctuary, and dwell with them.”
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In the Greco-Roman culture, shame was connected to one’s reputation in the community
and sensitivity to how one was perceived in the eyes of others. The awareness of what shame
was promulgated appropriate behavior and how one held honor in high esteem always
considered shame in his interactions.650 As the society was familia-centric, this form of
collectivism where the family’s affairs were considered more important than the needs of the
individual was a motivating factor in one’s behavior.651 Honor was the positive reinforcing
nature representing social worth, “face,” and esteem, reflecting both the “norms of society” and
how the individual modeled those norms.652 Shame reflected not meeting the collective standard
and bringing dishonor to the group. Therefore, maintaining honor was the standard-bearer of that
society, and shame was considered a strong deterrent for wrongful behavior.
Yet, Paul connects the personified hope in a positive light to the negative shame. While
the Greco-Roman culture presents shame language in the concept of humiliation, the Gospel
presents it differently. Luke envisions Jesus’ shame and humiliation on the cross as a function of
His glorification, “Ought not Christ suffer and so enter into His glory” (Luke 24:26). John
frequently attributed Jesus’s humiliation to His glorification (John 7:39; 12;28; 17:5). Therefore,
in the purview of the apostles and disciples, shame is ironically perceived as honor, which results
in Jesus’ exaltation and enthronement. If perceived from the Greco-Roman perspective, the
crucifixion was considered a shame. Indeed, this idea of shame is carried into the Jewish culture
(Deut 21:22-23, cf. Acts 5:30, 10:39, 13:29; Gal 3:13; 1 Pet 2:24). However, if perceived from
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God’s perspective, Jesus demonstrates His power and honor through his death as He is “poured
out in the hearts” of men (Rom 5:5).
In that culture, shame is ascribed to one having the authority to do so. God is the only one
who has the authority to ascribe shame on Christ for the cross. As it was God’s plan from the
beginning of eternity that Christ would die for man in this shameful manner to bridge the
separation between man and God, God ascribed honor to Christ for the sacrifice. Hope (Jesus
Christ) does not shame because He has been honored by the Father, and all who believe in Him
shall also be honored in the presence of God. Therefore, Paul has addressed the cultural concepts
of home and vividly connected shame to the identity of the personified hope, Jesus Christ,
crucified.
Other Warranted Research
This study has touched on many concepts that could not be fully developed in the
allocated space. For example, Donfried asks a pointed question, “Is it not possible that Paul
could be dealing with actual problems, but in so doing so employs rhetorical arguments and
theological perspectives of a more general nature which will aid in solving them?”653 However,
he quickly notes that further research is mandated before analyzing Paul’s rhetorical devices.
Rhetorical analysis investigates an author's literary forms and functions to engage with an
audience. Indeed, Romans 5-8 is rich in ancient rhetoric. This paper concentrated on one
particular rhetorical statement using one example of prosopopoeia. Dodson compared the
developed powers of Sin, Death, Nomos, Grace, and Righteousness with the Apocrypha Wisdom
of Solomon. Due to the lack of commentary, it is very apparent that academia is failing to
653
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embrace authorial intent and audience reception considering these literary devices. As this
section is so abundantly concentrated on using the literary device of prosopopoeia, the academic
world would benefit from additional in-depth analysis.
As the study identified hope as personified Jesus Christ, a further study of shame in
connection with Romans 5:5 is warranted. Within the Greco-Roman and Jewish cultures, shame
was ascribed to one who was crucified. This study only briefly addressed shame in the cultural
context and its relationship to the crucifixion and grace. It did not have space to develop how
Christ’s crucifixion, death, burial, resurrection, and ascension flipped the concept of shame to
one of exaltation and joy. Recognize that another applies the ascription of shame. As this study
recognized that Christ crucified is perceived as an honor before the Father, which resulted in
Christ’s exaltation and glorification, Paul’s use of shame contradicted the Greco-Roman cultural
understanding of shame. Where the world would have ascribed shame to Christ, God ascribed
honor. God is the originator of the means of reconciliation, justification, and atonement for man
through Jesus Christ; God held the sole right to ascribe shame to Christ on the cross. He chose,
rather, ascribed honor instead of humiliation and shame. The culture had no voice on this matter.
The syllogistic relationship between shame-honor, grace, and the crucifixion is introduced into
this mix. Indeed, the study only “connected the dots.” Yet, Paul engaged this juxtaposition of
these cultural concepts in his argument. Further analysis is warranted.
Recently, there has been an emphasis on the “Powers” depicted by Paul in Romans 5-8.
Paul understood the cultural supposition that man was ruled and governed by external powers
and was sensitive to this. Perhaps this is why he chose to use prosopopoeia so abundantly in this
section, as the literary device played on the audience's pathos. Yet, the fact that Paul used the
literary device is not conclusive about his personal belief. Notably, he chose to focus on Christ,
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as evidenced by the abundant Christological language, rather than the “Powers” that he used as
pawns in his argument. Paul is always Christocentric in his letters. Yet, what did he believe
about the “Powers?” In 1860, Max Miller coined the term “henotheism” to describe one who
recognizes the existence of several gods but regards one particular deity as central.654 In his
argument, the henotheist makes a particular deity central to their worship while neglecting the
active worship of the other deities. It is a moderate position between monotheism and
polytheism. This comprises the subject of some current debates about early Israeli beliefs. If Paul
accepted a cultural belief in cosmic powers, would this argue for Paul being a henotheist? Or is
Paul employing a polemic to highlight the folly of worship or belief in any other one true God?
Therefore, further study is warranted considering Paul’s focus on these “powers” in Romans 5-8.
In Romans 5-8, Paul's Christology often echoed his first letter to the Corinthians. Only in
1 Corinthians does Paul use more Christological language. Yet, Paul diminishes the use of
personification in 1 Corinthians. This study did not intend to conduct a cross-comparison of
texts, such as Dodson’s ‘Powers’ of Personification analysis of the “Powers” in Romans 5-8
with the Apocrypha Wisdom of Solomon. However, it would be beneficial to analyze Paul’s
development of the realm of “the body of Christ” in Romans 5-8 compared to 1 Corinthians.
Paul’s letters are known for addressing the circumstances of the readers. In both letters, he
presents the realm of Christ as the unifying agent for all men. Why did Paul feel it fruitful to
employ the ancient literary devices of prosopopoeia so abundantly in Romans yet, speak “plain”
language to the Corinthian church?
Finally. a new perspective on Pauline Theology, supported by scholars such as Dunn,
Wright, and Sanders, suggests Paul maintained his strong Jewish roots but argued that Judaism
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was inclusive for all men and not ethnocentric. This perspective envisions Judaism as the
foundation on which God’s grace is manifested for all humanity, layering Christianity on top of
this foundation under the imputed righteousness of Jesus Christ to believers. Those that hold this
position argue for the Jewishness of Paul and that Paul’s letter encouraged the Gentiles to be
sensitive to Jewish traditions. As Paul so articulately argues, does the melding of cultural
suppositions in a personified hope bear on the New Perspective discussion about Pauline
Theology?
Concluding Comments
When attempting to define Paul’s theology, Wright’s comment is apropos: “Trying to
describe what is going on in Pauline theology used to be like trying to board a moving train. It is
now like trying to describe a box of fireworks seven seconds after someone has thrown a match
in it.”655 Wright asserts that most scholars attempt to address questions posed in “history-ofreligion” research between Judaism and Hellenism. However, in Romans 5:5, the question is not
posed, only the answer. This study aimed to discern the question by understanding Paul’s
personification of hope in Romans 5:5 and the reasons for its use. The study proposed that Paul
employs this particular literary device to attain a specific Christological purpose: his unifying
presentation of the gospel message of Jesus Christ to a composite audience. Therefore, the query
became one of relevance and application as it morphed into a multi-dimensional hermeneutical
endeavor.
The research began in consideration of five premises. First, the ancient authors and
orators used the literary device of personification and symbols to convey complex ideas
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comprehensibly. However, the literary review highlighted that modern rhetorical theory does not
adequately address how ancient writers, like Paul, may have used the device. Specifically, the
ancient practice of personification, called prosopopoeia, allowed an absent historical figure to
speak or be advocated for, a “personified presence.” Indeed, prosopopoeia was the animation of
an abstract noun or concept to represent either a historical figure or a fictional character and was
frequently present in ancient literature. Modern theory rarely expects a historical figure behind a
personification. Second, the gospel message has complex and different implications for the Jews
and Gentiles—the two cultures held competing views on sin, death, hope, and God.
Therefore, the third premise held Paul used the literary device of prosopopoeia to convey
the complexities of the Gospel to each group. Typical of his writings, Paul presented two realms
that rule over humanity and the cosmos. The realm he refers to as the “body of sin” is
administered by the tyrannical powers of Sin and Death. Man is subjugated to this realm by birth
and by choice. Polemically, Paul presented hope into the sphere of man’s plight by introducing
the second realm, the “body of Christ,” administered by God’s agents of Grace and
Righteousness. By the loving act of God, through His Son, Jesus Christ, the plight of man in
subjugation to “the body of sin” could be overcome. As prosopopoeia is a self-limiting
metonymy that amplifies attributes of the historical figure being personified, Paul reached for the
one attribute that epitomizes Jesus Christ, namely hope.
While hope is often used in eschatological and soteriological language, Paul changes the
verb tense of the personification to the present, as the work of Christ is ongoing and in progress
in the believer’s life in current reality and not something to be fully experienced until the future.
The Jews were only looking for future reconciliation with God and the return of the diaspora
people. The Gentiles faced a dire situation with the Pax Romana, with the concept of hope
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placed in the emperor's heir. With the continuing change of the emperor, hoping to resolve the
plight of the individual was limited, if not non-existent. Thus, the fourth premise is that the
personified hope in Romans 5:5 conveys the gospel message and represents Jesus Christ. He
resolved both the desires of the Jews for reconciliation with God and the Gentiles, a means of
deliverance for their plight. Initially, this message would have been difficult to accept. There
may have been even resistance or reluctance to accept it to the cultural shame and honor system.
Therefore, Paul juxtaposed the personified hope with shame. He showed that belief in Jesus
Christ would not be in vain despite their conceptions. The believer would not experience shame
for accepting the truth of Jesus. Using the cultural phenomenon, Paul showed that rather than
Jesus being ascribed shame for His death, God honored Him for being the means of
reconciliation to Himself for humanity. Finally, as the conclusive premise, Romans 5:5 becomes
the pivotal point of Paul’s Christological message. Jesus Christ exemplifies the hope that both
Jews and Gentiles can hold on to in the present and the eschaton. From the beginning of his letter
to the Roman church, Paul’s message was one of inclusivity in which the Gentiles and the Jews
were portrayed as one eschatological people of God through Jesus Christ. Paul showed that the
gift that God gave all people in the death and resurrection of Jesus present in the current reality
and ongoing. It is not something to wait for in the future. The argument surrounding the occasion
of Romans is not about reconciling internal conflicts but rather God’s redeeming work.
Therefore, a unifying and right relationship with God is not found in either tradition or desire but
rather in the present and real hope, Jesus Christ. As Colleen Griffith so eloquently articulated,
hope “is locally perceived; its inherent grace . . . in memorable words, images, places, stories,
and bodies. Christian faith is impossible without it . . . a powerful resource . . . both gift and
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choice.”656 Regardless of ethnicity, the implied question could be, “Paul, how can we believe you
about Jesus Christ,” to which he responds, “Hope does not shame.” Hope is more than an
abstract or symbol - Hope is an honorable virtue in the flesh, the incarnate Jesus Christ.
Going Forward
This study has argued that Paul framed hope as the personification of Jesus Christ in
Romans 5:5. The traditional approach to Romans 5:5 has been a view of the eschaton when
God’s complete plan for humanity is realized. Yet, Paul has never wavered in his commitment to
explaining the current life lived “in Christ.” That phrase is unique to him. He uses it sixty-seven
times alone in Romans. He continued with this theme of “in Christ” in Romans 5-8 but
approached the gospel message from another angle using the literary device of prosopopoeia,
emphasizing the symbol of “hope.” Under this argument, Romans 5:5 could be paraphrased.
“The belief in Jesus Christ will not bring shame to you because He, Jesus Christ, sacrificed
Himself (poured out His blood) for you, and His Spirit now resides in your heart.” Paul then
expounds on this statement by referencing the event's timing (Rom 5:6, 8), the extent of the
sacrifice (Rom 5:7), and the result of the sacrifice (Rom 5:9-11). This renders a semantically
different meaning to the literal text and traditional, modern interpretation. It exemplifies why it is
necessary to understand the authorial intent of his message in its original setting and how the
original audience would understand the text. This is especially true with symbols that render a
mental image more significant than the word itself.
Paul begins the pericope by emphatically stating that because of Jesus Christ, we have
peace with God. The mental image conjures repairing a broken relationship. As the Jewish
segment sought the fulfillment of their expectations of God returning as their King and restoring
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the people in a divine relationship, and the Gentiles sought a believable and trustworthy solution
to their plight as men, Paul presents Jesus as the solution. God administered the means, but Jesus
created the pathway toward repair of the relationship, even when man was in a most pitiful state
(Rom 5:6, 8). In Paul’s presentation of the Gospel, ethnicity was not a concern, as the gospel
message applied to all men. Man, regardless of ethnic persuasion, simply needed to believe. That
belief is trustworthy and will not bring shame or dishonor to the believer. It is not based on a
confident expectation of a future event. It is not based on a mortal man. It is based on an
immutable divine King that has already moved on behalf of each man and will continue doing
so.
This new approach to understanding what Paul tells that multi-cultural audience extends
past the pericope. Consider the statement by Paul in Romans 4:18, “In hope against hope, he
believed.” Paul is talking about the faith of Abraham. The first “hope” of the phrase is arthrous
(denoting a sense of definitiveness), yet the article is not pronounced. As mentioned early,
Wallace notes this constitutes a “marker,” drawing attention to the interpreter that this may be
possibly a possible proper noun. Recognizing how Paul personified hope in Romans 5:5 as Jesus
Christ, the alternative translation of Romans 4:18 could be paraphrased, “In Jesus Christ (not a
future event), he believed.” As we have already discussed, God and Jesus exist as one, supported
by Romans 4:17, where Paul declares it is God that Abraham believed. This would be the
expected focus of the OT. It was not the expectation of something happening in the future that
held Abraham’s faith. It was the present living immutable God that provides and promises.
Interestingly, Paul shifts his vernacular in Romans 9-11 and does not use the symbol
“hope” but attributes God's righteousness, grace, and salvation to Jesus Christ, the Messiah. He
directly identifies Jesus as the “stumbling block” that has caused the consternation to both the
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Jews and Gentiles. Yet, in this pericope, Paul still draws upon his symbolism of “hope” and
“shame” from Romans 5:5, twice stating that any man who believes in Jesus Christ will not be
καταισχυνθήσεται (“ashamed”) using the same verb of Romans 5:5 and quoting Isaiah 28:16
(Rom 9:33; 10:11). However, the quoting of the verb from Isaiah's text is in its future tense
iteration suggesting the summary of a timeless activity from a future perspective. As the sacrifice
of Jesus did not occur for 700 years later, this verb iteration is appropriate.
Paul returns to his use of the arthrous “hope” without pronunciation of the article in
Romans 12:12, “rejoicing in hope, preserving in tribulation, devoted to prayer.” Again, “[the]
hope” draws upon the imagery of Romans 5:5, as Paul appeals to the Roman Church to “rejoice
in Jesus Christ.” Paul does not change his theme. In Romans 15:4, he declares that the Scripture
directs us to faith in Jesus Christ, using the arthrous “hope” once again. Finally, Paul adds
another layer using the exact arthrous “hope,” stating that God will fill man with joy and peace
(reconciliation) for believing in Jesus Christ. Life may be lived to the fullest because of the
presence of the Spirit of Christ in the believer. In each instance, Paul is speaking of a specific
“hope,” which he fully identifies in Romans 5:5 as Jesus Christ.
As noted earlier, traditional, modern scholarship avoids viewing text in its historical
context in favor of a more abstract view of the text. Muilenburg was correct when he asserted
that the nuances of the text are lost if the historical and rhetorical setting is not addressed. This
study has shown how true this statement is. It changes how “hope” in Romans should be
understood by the modern reader, focusing the attention on Jesus Christ as the unifying element
between man and God and, for that matter, the myriad of similar rhetorical devices seen
elsewhere in Scripture. It mitigates any discussion that the occasion of Romans is a letter for
conflict resolution, instead directing attention to God’s redeeming activity toward all men
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through Jesus Christ. For too long, the historical-rhetorical essence of the original text has been
neglected. This study has demonstrated that truth. Perhaps, this study reveals an area of
scholarship that needs to be addressed further to continue the conversation.
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